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Large-scale mass redistribution in the Earth system from
synergistic use of Swarm data
Summary
Long and consistent time series of large-scale mass redistribution in the Earth system are important in many scientific research areas. The dedicated Gravity Recovery And Climate Experiment
(GRACE) and Gravity Recovery And Climate Experiment Follow-On (GRACE-FO) satellite
missions provide time-variable gravity fields with an unprecedented accuracy and thus contribute
significantly to a better understanding of mass fluctuations within the Earth. However, it is important to find alternatives, because the GRACE(-FO) record is interrupted by an 11-months data
gap and several (bi-)monthly gaps. Alternative approaches could help to fill the gaps and to extend
the time series into the past and future.
In this thesis, time-variable gravity fields and large-scale mass redistribution are derived from the
magnetic field mission Swarm, which is not specifically designed to measure the Earth’s gravity
field. The integral equation approach with short arcs is used to derive Spherical Harmonic (SH)
coefficients from kinematic orbits of the three satellites. As accelerometer measurements are corrupted by a variety of errors, non-gravitational accelerations are modeled, which improves the
gravity field solutions. Different parameterizations are tested and the quality of the results is validated by comparing them to the more accurate GRACE(-FO) solutions during the overlap period.
The analysis reveals that the Swarm solution derived in this thesis provides better results than
the official European Space Agency (ESA) EGF_SHA_2_ product from July 2015 to December
2019 and similar results in the remaining months. Swarm is able to resolve mass change trends and
seasonal signals from basin averages when either a large basin (e.g., ocean) or a region with a high
signal content (e.g., Danube river basin) is investigated. Swarm can be used to fill the gap between
GRACE and GRACE-FO and should be preferred to common GRACE(-FO) data interpolation
methods. First results reveal that time-variable gravity fields from Swarm can be integrated in a
sea level inversion framework with the aim to partition altimetric sea level change into its individual
components.

Großskalige Massenumverteilungen im Erdsystem aus synergistisch
genutzten Swarm Daten
Zusammenfassung
Lange und konsistente Zeitreihen von großskaligen Massentransporten im System Erde spielen in
vielen wissenschaftlichen Bereichen eine wichtige Rolle. Die Satellitenmissionen Gravity Recovery
And Climate Experiment (GRACE) und Gravity Recovery And Climate Experiment Follow-On
(GRACE-FO) liefern zeitvariable Schwerefelder hoher Genauigkeit und tragen so zu einem besseren
Verständnis von Massenbewegungen in und auf der Erde bei. Allerdings ist es wichtig, alternative Möglichkeiten zu finden, da die GRACE(-FO) Zeitreihe durch eine elfmonatige Lücke, sowie
mehrere ein- und zweimonatige Lücken unterbrochen ist. Alternative Ansätze können helfen, die
Lücke zu füllen und die Zeitreihe in die Vergangenheit und Zukunft zu verlängern.
In dieser Arbeit werden zeitvariable Schwerefelder sowie großskalige Massenänderungen mithilfe
der Daten der Magnetfeldmission Swarm hergeleitet, obwohl diese nicht speziell für die Messung
des Erdschwerefelds konzipiert wurde. Der Integralgleichungsansatz wird verwendet um Kugelfunktionskoeffizienten aus den kinematischen Orbits der drei Satelliten abzuleiten. Da die Akzelerometerbeobachtungen eine Vielzahl von Fehlern aufweisen, werden die nichtgravitativen Beschleunigungen modelliert, was die Schwerefeldlösungen verbessert. Verschiedene Parametrisierungen
werden getestet und die Qualität wird durch einen Vergleich mit den genaueren GRACE(-FO)
Lösungen während der Überschneidungszeit beurteilt. Die Untersuchungen zeigen, dass die Swarm
Lösungen dieser Arbeit von Juli 2015 bis Dezember 2019 eine bessere Genauigkeit als das offizielle
EGF_SHA_2_ Produkt der Europäischen Weltraumorganisation (European Space Agency, ESA)
haben und eine vergleichbare Genauigkeit in den restlichen Monaten. Swarm kann Trends und
saisonale Signale der Massenänderung aus Regionen herleiten, wenn sie entweder eine ausreichende
Größe (z.B. Ozean) oder einen hohen Signalgehalt (z.B. Einzugsgebiet der Donau) haben. Zum
Schließen der Lücke zwischen GRACE und GRACE-FO sollte Swarm den üblichen GRACE(-FO)
Dateninterpolationsmethoden vorgezogen werden. Erste Ergebnisse zeigen, dass Swarm in das
Inversionsprogramm integriert werden kann, um gemessene Meeresspiegeländerungen in einzelne
Anteile zu partitionieren.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Motivation

The determination of the Earth’s gravity field is one of the central tasks in geodesy. A static
gravity field model describes the mean distribution of mass within the Earth system. The geoid is
an equipotential surface of the gravity field and important for many geodetic aspects, such as the
definition of height systems. Physical heights are determined by leveling or gravity measurements
and refer to the geoid. Geometric heights, as derived by Global Navigation Satellite System
(GNSS), on the other hand, refer to a reference ellipsoid. To bring these two kinds of heights
together, an exact knowledge of the geoid is necessary. Another example would be the determination
of the dynamic topography, i.e. the height of the sea surface above the geoid. Sea surface height is
measured by altimetry satellites and refers to a reference ellipsoid. Only with a geoid model, the
dynamic topography can be derived.
Our planet is a dynamic system and the Earth’s gravity field changes over time. Thus, it is
important to observe and monitor mass redistribution and mass variations. These can be induced
by geophysical or anthropogenic processes. Ubiquitous examples are the melting of glaciers and ice
sheets, ocean mass change, Glacial Isostatic Adjustment (GIA), hydrological processes, and human
ground-water retrieval. It is of great interest to measure these variations, as they are relevant for
understanding Earth’s system dynamics and provide insights to climate research. In Section 1.2
the importance of monitoring mass redistribution in the Earth system is discussed further.
The dedicated satellite missions CHAllenging Minisatellite Payload (CHAMP) (Reigber et al.,
2006), Gravity Field and Steady-State Ocean Circulation Explorer (GOCE) (Drinkwater et al.,
2003), GRACE (Tapley et al., 2004), and GRACE-FO (Kornfeld et al., 2019) have been monitoring
and continue to monitor our Earth’s gravity during the last 20 years. The measurement technique
of GRACE(-FO) is unique: range, range-rate, and range-acceleration between two satellites are
precisely measured by a K-Band Ranging (KBR) system, enabling the retrieval of time-variable
gravity fields with a resolution of a few hundred km. Tapley et al. (2019) summarize the scientific
highlights derived from GRACE data and provide an insight into the wide range of applications
and their importance.
However, there is a gap of 11 months between GRACE and GRACE-FO. Furthermore, there are
(bi-)monthly gaps starting in 2011 due to battery management and the data quality degraded
during the end-of-life period of GRACE. In the time of these gaps, there is no dedicated gravity
field mission. One option to bridge the gap would be to simply interpolate existing GRACE(-FO)
data. With this approach, strong deviations from normal behavior would not be detectable. Such
anomalies could for example originate from El Niño or La Niña events, which cannot be forecasted
reliably. In 2011, a strong La Niña led to a drop of global mean sea level by 5 mm (Boening et al.,
2012) and in 2016, the Amazon basin experienced a rainfall deficit due to an El Niño event (JiménezMuñoz et al., 2016). In this thesis, independent and unconstrained time-variable gravity fields are
derived from kinematic orbits of ESA’s three-satellite Swarm mission (Friis-Christensen et al., 2008).
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The resolution of these gravity field models is lower compared to GRACE(-FO), because there are
no inter-satellite measurements and one has to rely on Global Positioning System (GPS)-based
high-low Satellite-to-Satellite Tracking (hl-SST). The processing challenges are addressed in this
work and the reliability of Swarm time-variable gravity fields is assessed. These analyses pave the
way for experiments regarding the time after GRACE-FO, in case there will be no direct follow-up
mission. The principle can be applied to any Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellite mission whose orbit
is tracked with GNSS.

1.2

The Importance of Monitoring Mass Redistribution in the
Earth System

Mass variations in the Earth system are closely linked to climate change. Satellite measurements
enable global observations and help us to understand and monitor ongoing processes. Tapley et al.
(2019) give an overview of important studies, which highlight the contributions of GRACE to better
understanding the global climate system. In the following, three major aspects are introduced in
more detail: (mass-related) sea level change, melting of glaciers and ice sheets, and land water
redistribution.

1.2.1

Sea Level Change

Sea level rise affects many regions along the world’s coastlines with severe consequences for coastal
ecosystems and habitats (Nicholls and Cazenave, 2010). It is an important indicator for climate
change and is not only of interest for the scientific community, but also for policy makers and the
general public. Monitoring and understanding current and past sea level change will help to better
predict future developments. Generally, sea level change can either be steric (i.e. volumetric), due
to temperature or salinity variations or mass-related, e.g. from melting glaciers and ice sheets or
hydrological water redistribution.
Total sea level change has been observed with satellite altimetry since the launch of Topex/Poseidon in 1993. According to the fifth assessment report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC), the observed total global mean sea level rise amounts to 3.2 ± 0.4 mm/yr in the
time from 1993 to 2010 (Church et al., 2013). A more recent estimate by Ablain et al. (2019) shows
an increased trend of 3.35 ± 0.4 mm/yr between October 1992 and December 2017. To better understand the causes of sea level rise, it is inevitable to observe steric and mass-related contributions
separately.
Steric variations are measured by Argo floats (Gould et al., 2004), which freely drift in the ocean
to record temperature and salinity profiles. First measurements date back to 2000 and since then
the number of buoys steadily increased and reached almost 4000 by July 2021. Due to the large
number, the coverage is quasi-global. However, some regions are over-sampled, while others are
under-sampled. Additionally, Argo floats collect their data only in the upper 2000 m of the ocean.
According to Llovel et al. (2014), deeper ocean areas contribute only marginally to steric sea level
change, but those estimates cannot be inferred from Argo data.
Mass-induced sea level variations are mainly caused by the melting of land glaciers, the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets, and land water storage redistribution. Ocean mass variations are
commonly observed by the GRACE(-FO) mission. WCRP (2018) compare different solutions and
specify an ensemble mean ocean mass trend of 2.3 mm/yr from January 2005 to December 2016
(with the individual solutions ranging from 1.76 to 2.61 mm/yr). Uebbing et al. (2019) find a trend
of mass-related sea level rise of 1.75 mm/yr from August 2002 to July 2016.
For the closure of the sea level budget it is important to determine all components as precisely
as possible, which has been the aim of many studies (e.g., Rietbroek et al., 2016; Cazenave et al.,
2017; Chambers et al., 2017). The World Climate Research Programme (WCRP) Global Sea
Level Budget Group is an initiative of about 50 institutions and research teams with the goal of
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assessing the global and regional sea level budget from 1993 to present (WCRP, 2018). They have
been able to close the budget within 0.3 mm/yr and uncertainties remain in the processes of the
deep ocean and the land water storage component. The exact knowledge of mass redistributions
within the Earth system helps to determine the mass-related part of sea level change and thus also
the steric component can be derived more reliably in sea level budget studies.

1.2.2

Melting of Glaciers and Ice Sheets

Glaciers and ice sheets play a key role in climate change studies. Due to the high albedo of snow
and ice, most of the incoming solar radiation is reflected back into space. In simple words: glaciers
and ice sheets help to keep our planet cool. During the last decades, an increased warming of
the atmosphere and oceans has been causing ice sheets and glaciers to melt. This affects weather
patterns, ocean currents, and sea level rise worldwide.
Shepherd et al. (2020) investigated the mass balance of the Greenland ice sheet and found a loss of
3902 ± 342 billion tonnes between 1992 and 2018. According to the fifth assessment report of the
IPCC, the melting of glaciers and ice sheets in Greenland contributes 0.43 mm/yr to global mean
sea level rise from 1993 to 2010 (Church et al., 2013). The Antarctic ice sheet and glaciers except
for those in Greenland and Antarctica amount to 0.27 mm/yr and 0.76 mm/yr, respectively. More
recent studies suggest increased rates; e.g. Sasgen et al. (2020) find that the Greenland ice sheet
contributes 0.76 mm/yr to global mean sea level rise from 2005 to 2017.
Altimetry satellites measure the elevation of ice sheets by laser (Ice, Cloud and Land Elevation
Satellite (ICESat)) or radar (e.g., CryoSat). However, a conversion to mass change requires assumptions of firn and snow density, which introduces large uncertainties. GRACE and GRACE-FO
provide direct mass change estimates, but they observe the combined effect of ice mass loss and
GIA. Hence, GIA models are needed to separate the effect of post-glacial rebound from actual ice
mass change.

1.2.3

Hydrological Mass Redistribution

The hydrological cycle impacts freshwater supplies and agricultural productivity as well as ecosystems and habitats for humans and animals. Therefore, it is of utmost importance to observe,
monitor, and understand hydrological processes. Measurements from space, especially from the
GRACE(-FO) mission, enable global insights in water distribution on Earth. Rodell et al. (2018)
find that freshwater is accumulating in low and high latitudes while it is decreasing in mid-latitudes
(based on measurements from April 2002 to March 2016), which is also confirmed by IPCC reports
(Church et al., 2013).
Anthropogenic impact is evident in many regions of the world where groundwater is withdrawn to
support irrigation of agricultural areas (Döll et al., 2014). In combination with in situ measurements and climate models, GRACE(-FO) can help to quantify groundwater depletion and improve
water management. Regarding the growing population accompanied by an increased need for food
and freshwater, management decisions are more important than ever in times of global climate
change.
Gouweleeuw et al. (2018) show how daily GRACE measurements can be used to track flooding
events. Reager et al. (2014) reveal that the inclusion of GRACE-based Total Water Storage
Anomaly (TWSA) into a river discharge model results in longer lead times in flood warnings. Furthermore, droughts can be identified with GRACE, such that e.g. Gerdener et al. (2020) developed
a framework for deriving drought indicators. Boergens et al. (2020) used recent GRACE-FO data
to quantify the European droughts in 2018 and 2019.
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1.3

Objectives of the Thesis

The central question in this thesis is whether Swarm data can be used to derive large-scale mass
redistribution in the Earth system, even though it is a magnetic field mission and not specifically
dedicated to measuring the Earth’s gravity field. As the 11-months gap between GRACE and
GRACE-FO has shown, it is not always possible to implement successive satellite missions such
that they seamlessly follow up on each other. This work provides an alternative, which becomes
even more important in case no dedicated gravity field mission is available. Even though my research is tailored to the Swarm satellites, the approach can easily be adapted to be used with any
other LEO satellite that is tracked by GNSS, as e.g. CHAMP, TerraSAR-X, or TanDEM-X. In
this way, the thesis’ results can help to extend the GRACE(-FO) time series into the past and into
the future.
Due to the missing ultra-precise inter-satellite link, time-variable gravity fields from Swarm have
a lower resolution than those from GRACE(-FO). In the scientific community, it is indisputable
that gravity fields derived only from Precise Orbit Determination (POD) also have a lower accuracy than those from a dedicated gravity field mission. I investigate the quality of the Swarm
time-variable gravity fields and mass redistributions regarding different aspects. A common way
to describe the accuracy of time-variable gravity fields is to compute formal errors. However, these
are often inaccurate themselves because they cannot account for the quality of the background
models and the kinematic orbits. Hence, in addition to investigating the formal errors, I provide
alternatives by comparisons to GRACE(-FO) during the overlapping period with Swarm.
An important question that will be answered in this thesis is whether the gap between GRACE and
GRACE-FO can be closed with the help of Swarm. One simple and widely accepted way to close
data gaps is to use interpolation methods. This approach might deliver good results, when there
are no deviations from the “normal” behavior during the gaps. Yet, interpolation strategies will
not be able to reconstruct any unexpected mass changes, as for example during El Niño Southern
Oscillation (ENSO) events. Swarm offers valuable, independent data that can be used to fill the
gaps, albeit with a lower resolution. I will investigate the question if it is more reliable to bridge
gaps by interpolating between existing GRACE(-FO) data or by using Swarm time-variable gravity
fields.
Accelerometer measurements from Swarm are corrupted by systematic and random errors. Usually, one would introduce the accelerometer observations in the gravity field processing to account
for non-gravitational accelerations. Yet, only calibrated along-track data of Swarm C exists. A
widely accepted method is to simply co-estimate non-gravitational accelerations when retrieving
gravity fields. If non-gravitational accelerations are modeled, it is common to utilize standard
techniques, which are often obsolete. De Teixeira da Encarnação et al. (2020) give an overview
of the approaches used in Swarm gravity field retrieval. In this thesis, I utilize the most recent
Naval Research Laboratory Mass Spectrometer Incoherent Scatter radar (NRLMSIS) 2.0 model
(Emmert et al., 2021) to account for aerodynamic forces. Radiation pressure is modeled with
advanced techniques as presented in Vielberg and Kusche (2020). The benefits when introducing
non-gravitational accelerations in the gravity field processing are presented. Besides, future studies
regarding the thermospheric density could also profit from the modeling approach.
A further objective is to include Swarm in the sea level inversion framework, which was developed originally by Rietbroek et al. (e.g., Rietbroek et al., 2012; Rietbroek, 2014) at the Institute
of Geodesy and Geoinformation (IGG, Institut für Geodäsie und Geoinformation) of the University of Bonn. With the inversion approach, sea level change can be split into its individual
components, such as the melting of glaciers and ice sheets, land water redistributions, and steric
changes. Spatial patterns, characterizing the influence of individual contributors, are predefined.
Their time-variability is expressed through monthly scaling factors, which are estimated in a leastsquares adjustment. Until now, the approach utilized altimetry to observe total sea level change
and GRACE and GRACE-FO, which are sensitive to mass-related changes. Hence, so far, it is only
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possible to obtain results when GRACE(-FO) data is available. The challenge of including Swarm
is its lower spatial resolution. The predefined patterns contain smaller features than Swarm is able
to resolve. This thesis provides the first approach to extending the sea level inversion framework
in a way that Swarm data can be used to close the sea level budget.
In this work, I provide an unprecedented analysis of time-variable gravity field and large-scale mass
redistribution from Swarm for the time span 2014 to 2021. I present the challenges, the gravity field retrieval process, including different parameterizations, and an assessment of the results.
Summarized, the main objectives of this work are:
1. Using Swarm to derive time-variable gravity fields and large-scale mass redistribution in the
Earth system, even though it is a magnetic field mission.
2. Assessing the quality of Swarm time-variable gravity fields and mass change.
3. Bridging the gap between GRACE and GRACE-FO with Swarm.
4. Modeling non-gravitational accelerations to help during the gravity field retrieval process.
5. Including Swarm in the sea level inversion framework to help close the sea level budget.

1.4

Outline of the Thesis

The thesis is organized as follows: In Chapter 2, I give an overview of all satellite missions that
appear throughout this work. These include GRACE, GRACE-FO, Swarm, and various Satellite
Laser Ranging (SLR) and radar altimetry satellites. I describe the aim of the missions, give facts
about their orbits, explain the measurement principle and point out why and where they will be
relevant in this work.
As one of the main objectives of the thesis is to derive time-variable gravity fields, mass change,
and mass redistribution from Swarm data, I give a detailed presentation of Swarm in Chapter 3. It
is important to understand the implications of the fact that Swarm is not a dedicated gravity field
mission, hence the main objectives are described, which focus on the retrieval of the geomagnetic
field. I furthermore explain the constellation of the three satellites and give an overview of the
data products. Next, POD and non-gravitational acceleration modeling are documented, because
their understanding is essential for gravity field retrieval. Finally, it is explained why Swarm is well
suited to derive time-variable gravity fields and what kind of challenges it implicates.
Chapter 4 provides an overview of the gravity field recovery. First, the methodology, including the
theory of SHs, the integral equation approach and the parameterization for the Swarm mission, are
described. This is followed by an explanation of the implementation steps. Time-variable gravity
field results from Swarm are presented in the last section of Chapter 4. They are analyzed with
respect to their reliability by deriving degree amplitudes and comparing them to GRACE(-FO)
gravity fields.
In Chapter 5, the time-variable gravity fields are converted to mass change. First, the theory
is explained: several corrections need to be applied to the SH coefficients before converting to
Equivalent Water Height (EWH) and computing regional basin averages. Results from Swarm are
discussed and compared to GRACE(-FO) on global and regional scales. An important question
under discussion is whether Swarm can reliably be used as a gap-filler in times when GRACE(-FO)
is not available.
Chapter 6 shows the ongoing work of incorporating Swarm into IGG’s sea level inversion framework.
The joint inversion combines satellite gravimetry and altimetry to split sea level change into its
individual components, such as the melting of glaciers and ice sheets, land water redistribution, and
steric contributions. When including comparatively low-resolution Swarm models into the inversion
framework, the challenge is to adapt predefined patterns such that they fit the spatial resolution
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of Swarm.
Finally, the main findings of this thesis are summarized in Chapter 7. An outlook demonstrates
further research possibilities.
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Chapter 2

Satellite Missions
In the following chapter, I will introduce different types of satellite missions that will appear
numerous times throughout this thesis. Figure 2.1 gives an overview of the missions and their
lifetimes. CHAMP (Reigber et al., 2006) and GOCE (Drinkwater et al., 2003; Rummel et al.,
2011) data will not be utilized in this thesis, but the two missions paved the way for many of
today’s common approaches for gravity field retrieval. CHAMP was the first dedicated mission
to carry a GPS receiver and an accelerometer for gravity field retrieval and GOCE was the first
gravitational gradiometry satellite. Both missions served as prototypes for the two-step approach:
kinematic orbits are derived in a first step, which are then used to compute a gravity field.
In this thesis, the focus is on deriving time-variable gravity fields and mass changes (Chapters 4
and 5). The most prominent satellite mission in this field is of course the GRACE mission and
its successor GRACE-FO. I will use kinematic orbits of the Swarm mission to derive time-variable
gravity fields, even when GRACE(-FO) data is not available. In addition to GRACE(-FO), CHAMP
and SLR data can also be used as a reference when comparing different solutions to each other. In
Chapter 6, satellite radar altimetry is one of the main input quantities and provides information
about total sea level changes. The mass change observed by GRACE(-FO) serves as the main input
for mass-related sea level variations, while Swarm is used as an additional source, which will be
most important in times of GRACE(-FO) gaps.

Figure 2.1: Overview of the satellite missions that are relevant for this thesis.

2.1

GRACE and GRACE-FO

GRACE was a joint satellite mission of National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
and German Aerospace Center (DLR, Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt e.V.) with the
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primary objective of measuring the Earth’s gravity field and its variations in time with unprecedented accuracy (Tapley et al., 2004). In 1996, the mission was proposed by University of Texas
at Austin, Center for Space Research (UTCSR), German Research Centre for Geosciences (GFZ,
Deutsches GeoForschungsZentrum), Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), DLR, Space Systems Loral
(SSL), and Astrium GmbH. It was selected as the second mission under the NASA Earth System
Science Pathfinder (ESSP) Program in 1997 and finally launched on March 17, 2002 from Plesetsk
Cosmodrome in Russia.
For over 15 years, GRACE has collected more than 160 monthly snapshots of the Earth’s gravity field and thus contributed to a better understanding of mass fluctuations within the Earth.
Some examples of mass redistribution processes monitored by GRACE include mass loss from ice
sheets (Wouters et al., 2008; Shepherd et al., 2018) and glaciers (Gardner et al., 2013), seasonal
fluctuations in water storage (Scanlon et al., 2019), anthropogenic groundwater storage changes
(Rodell et al., 2018) as well as ocean mass changes (Chambers and Bonin, 2012; Johnson and
Chambers, 2013; J. Chen et al., 2018). Ocean mass variations are essential for partitioning total
sea level change, as measured by satellite altimeters, into mass-related and steric parts. Uebbing
et al. (2019) show that different approaches of deriving ocean mass change from GRACE agree
within less than 0.1 mm/yr on global scales (after applying several corrections), resulting in a trend
of 1.75 mm/yr from August 2002 to July 2016. Tapley et al. (2019) highlight more representative
studies based on GRACE observations with contributions to understanding climate change.
On October 12, 2017 the GRACE mission came to an end, due to battery failure. About seven
months later, on May 22, 2018 the GRACE-FO satellite mission was successfully launched from
Vandenberg Air Force Base in California, USA. It shares many similarities with its predecessor
mission GRACE. The primary aim of GRACE-FO is to continue the record of high-resolution
gravitational variations from GRACE (Kornfeld et al., 2019). Furthermore, the performance of
a new kind of Laser Ranging Interferometer (LRI) is tested to improve the Satellite-to-Satellite
Tracking (SST) performance (Abich et al., 2015). GRACE-FO also continues radio occultation
measurements in order to get new insights of the Earth’s atmosphere. Landerer et al. (2020) show
that GRACE-FO continues the GRACE record at an equivalent spatial and temporal sampling and
precision.

2.1.1

GRACE Orbit Design

GRACE was a constellation of two identical satellites - GRACE-A and GRACE-B. The spacecraft
were placed in the same near-polar (i = 89.0°), near-circular (e < 0.005) orbit with an alongtrack separation of 220 ± 50 km. The initial altitude of the satellites was approximately 500 km.
Figure 2.2 shows that the satellites spent a large part of their lifetime at an altitude of 470 to 490 km.
Starting in about 2010, when the sunspot activity of Solar cycle 24 got larger, the atmospheric drag
acting on the spacecraft became stronger and the orbit decayed down to 335 km until the end of
the mission. The relatively low orbit, in combination with the high inclination allowed a detailed
mapping of gravity field anomalies, down to spatial scales of a few hundred kilometers after one
month of collecting data.
GRACE-FO consists of the two identical satellites GRACE-C and GRACE-D with an along-track
separation of 220 ± 50 km. The orbital parameters are very similar to the predecessor mission
(i = 89.0° and e < 0.005). The launch altitude was approximately 490 km and so far, the orbit
does not show any unexpected signs of decay (see Figure 2.2).

2.1.2

GRACE Measurement Principle and Payload

Figure 2.3 illustrates the measurement principle of GRACE. Due to the inhomogeneous mass
distribution within the Earth system, the two satellites experienced gravitational perturbations.
These acted slightly differently on the leading and the trailing satellite, because they were
separated by 220 ± 50 km in along-track direction. Thus, accurately measuring the relative motion

2.1. GRACE and GRACE-FO

Figure 2.2: Evolution of the GRACE and GRACE-FO orbit altitude. The daily average
height above the Geodetic Reference System 1980 (GRS80) ellipsoid is indicated by
the solid black line, while the daily minimum and maximum values are represented in
gray.

(i.e. range, range-rate, and range-acceleration) between the satellites enabled the retrieval of the
Earth’s gravity field.
GRACE combined the two concepts of hl-SST and low-low Satellite-to-Satellite Tracking (ll-SST)
(see Section 4.1). To enable hl-SST, both satellites were equipped with a GPS receiver, as can
be seen in Figure 2.4. The most obvious purpose of the GPS receivers was to determine the
orbit with cm-accuracy. Furthermore, they assigned time tags to all payload data, enabled coarse
positioning for real-time usage and could be used for atmospheric and ionospheric profiling.
The key instrument for ll-SST - and the whole GRACE mission - was the dual one-way KBR
system, developed by JPL. The horn, mounted on the front panel, transmitted and received the
carrier phase signals between the satellites. These microwave signals consisted of two frequencies,
24 Hz and 32 Hz, and were generated by an ultra-stable oscillator. Ionospheric effects could be
eliminated by a combination of the two frequencies. Eventually, the phase measurements allowed
the determination of the range between the satellites with micrometer-accuracy.
Each satellite carried a SuperSTAR accelerometer in its Center of Gravity (CoG), built by
French national aerospace research centre (ONERA, Office National d’Études et de Recherches
Aérospatiales) (Touboul et al., 1999). The accelerometer was needed to measure the sum of all
non-gravitational accelerations, such as atmospheric drag, Solar Radiation Pressure (SRP), and
Earth Radiation Pressure (ERP). These measurements were (and still are) important for gravity
field recovery (to separate the non-gravitational accelerations from the gravitational ones) or
for deriving atmospheric density variations. Moreover, a star camera assembly was mounted on
each satellite. It was developed by Technical University of Denmark (DTU, Danmarks Tekniske
Universitet) and consisted of two star camera heads, which provided the attitude of the satellite
with respect to an inertial reference frame. A Laser Retro-Reflector (LRR) was developed at GFZ
and was used for orbit verification in connection with GPS. Figure 2.4 shows the physical layout
of the instruments in the spacecraft. More information on the GRACE payload can be found on
the GRACE mission pages of GFZ1 , NASA2 , and Center for Space Research (CSR)3 .
GRACE-FO carries enhanced versions of the GRACE payload, with up-to-date hardware and
software. The United States and Germany jointly developed a LRI as an additional instrument
onboard GRACE-FO, which offers the opportunity to improve the SST measurements (Abich
1
2
3

https://www.gfz-potsdam.de/en/grace/grace-payload/ (last access: June 29, 2021)
https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/Grace/spacecraft/index.html (last access: June 29, 2021)
http://www2.csr.utexas.edu/grace/spacecraft/sis.html (last access: June 29, 2021)
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Figure 2.3: Measurement principle of the GRACE satellite mission (Source: http:
//www2.csr.utexas.edu/grace/mission/flight_config.html, last access: June 29,
2021).

Figure 2.4: Instruments of the GRACE satellite mission (Source: https://www.nasa.
gov/mission_pages/Grace/spacecraft/index.html, last access: June 29, 2021).

2.1. GRACE and GRACE-FO
et al., 2015). The LRI is the first implementation of laser interferometry in space and provides
the inter-satellite range changes with less noise than the KBR system (Abich et al., 2019). The
instrument serves as a pathfinder for future gravity missions (Kornfeld et al., 2019).

2.1.3

GRACE Data Levels and Processing Centers

The GRACE and GRACE-FO Science Data System (SDS) is responsible for science data processing, archiving and distribution. The tasks are shared between JPL, CSR, and GFZ for both the
GRACE and the GRACE-FO mission. Data products are officially divided into different processing
stages, from Level-0 (L0) to Level-3 (L3) data (Bettadpur, 2012).
Level-0
The raw measurements are stored in the L0 data. They are transmitted via telemetry to the
GRACE Raw Data Center (RDC) at DLR in Neustrelitz at every pass of the satellites.
Level-1A
Once a non-destructive processing has been applied to the L0 data, they are referred to as
Level-1A (L1A) data. The processing includes sensor calibration, conversion from binary to
engineering units, time tagging to the satellite receiver clock time, adding of quality control
flags, and reformatting.
Level-1B
While L0 and L1A data is not publicly available, Level-1B (L1B) and subsequent products are
accessible to the public and contain the science instrument and housekeeping data products.
The sampling rate is reduced and the data is transformed to a common reference frame. User
handbooks for GRACE (Case et al., 2010) and GRACE-FO (Wen et al., 2019) contain all
necessary information for a proper handling of the data.
Level-2
Level-2 (L2) data contain the monthly time-variable gravity fields, stored as SH potential
coefficients. Furthermore, ancillary data sets, such as mean atmospheric and oceanic mass
variations are provided for a correct interpretation of the gravity field solutions. Detailed
descriptions of the products can be found in the user handbooks for GRACE (Bettadpur,
2018) and GRACE-FO (Yuan, 2019b).
Level-3
The monthly SH potential coefficients are converted to L3 data, which can be described as
gridded maps of EWH (Cooley and Landerer, 2020). The processing includes corrections
to the potential coefficients (e.g., replacing lower degrees, GIA correction, and filtering, see
Section 5.1). For ocean-related studies, additional steps have to be applied, as explained in
Section 5.3.
As the processing chain from L1B to L2 data contains many different steps, a variety of gravity
field solutions exist. Amongst them are the solutions of the three official processing centers: GFZ
(Dahle et al., 2019a; Dahle et al., 2019b), JPL (Yuan, 2019a), and CSR (Save, 2019). Additional
processing centers produce monthly GRACE and GRACE-FO gravity field solutions: e.g., Institute
of Geodesy (IfG, Institut für Geodäsie) of the Graz University of Technology (Kvas et al., 2019a),
Astronomical Institute of the University of Bern (AIUB, Astronomisches Institut der Universität
Bern) (Meyer et al., 2016; Meyer et al., 2019), Tongji University (Q. Chen et al., 2018; Q. Chen
et al., 2019), and others. In this thesis, I work with the Institute of Theoretical Geodesy and
Satellite Geodesy (ITSG)-Grace2018 data from IfG Graz, as they provide not only SH solutions
but also the monthly normal equations, which will be needed in Chapter 6. Moreover, the solutions
are unconstrained and are available for the whole GRACE(-FO) time period.
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2.1.4

ITSG-Grace2018 Solutions

ITSG-Grace2018 gravity field solutions are generated at IfG of the Graz University of Technology and are based on ReLease (RL)06 processing standards (Mayer-Gürr et al., 2018; Kvas et
al., 2019a). They are recovered using variational equations with an arc length of 24 hours up to
maximum degree and order (d/o) 60, 96, and 120, corresponding to wavelengths of about 330 km,
210 km and 170 km, respectively. In addition to the monthly gravity fields, the monthly means of
the background models as well as the normal equations are provided online4 .
ITSG-Grace2018 gravity field solutions are continuously updated and improved. Klinger and
Mayer-Gürr (2016) investigated the role of accelerometer data calibration within the gravity field
recovery. They found a temperature-dependent behavior and the presence of off-diagonal elements
in the accelerometer scale factor matrix. With their new calibration method, they considerably
improved estimates of the c20 SH coefficient. Behzadpour et al. (2019) identified error sources in
the GRACE range-rate residuals with the help of a multiresolution analysis using discrete wavelet
transform. In 2019, Kvas and Mayer-Gürr (2019) further improved the gravity field solutions by
incorporating background model uncertainties into the gravity field recovery process. Recently,
Behzadpour et al. (2021) presented a novel approach to recover missing GRACE-D accelerometer
data by using non-gravitational force models. Their results show an improvement of c20 and c30
SH coefficients as well as a generally reduced noise.
Figure 2.5 shows an overview of all available monthly ITSG-Grace2018 solutions. May 2015 is the
only month that is not available in ITSG-Grace2018 while JPL, CSR, and GFZ provide a solution.
However, a significant amount of L1B data is missing and the solutions of the official processing
centers span April 12, 2015 to May 11, 2015. Other than that, the four processing centers provide
the time-variable gravity fields for the same months. One can see monthly gaps due to missing
L1B data. These occur, starting in 2011, because the KBR and accelerometer instruments were
shut down systematically for 40-50 days of each β’ cycle5 in order to save battery capacity (Tapley
et al., 2015). Furthermore, there is a gap of 11 months between GRACE and GRACE-FO. Months
with inferior quality of the gravity field models are highlighted and should be interpreted with
caution. These include (1) months with a groundtrack pattern close to a repeat orbit, which is
unfavorable for gravity field determination and (2) the end-of-life period of GRACE, starting in
November 2016 when the accelerometer of GRACE-B was shut down due to battery problems. For
example, Save et al. (2006) developed a method to transplant accelerometer measurements from
one GRACE satellite to the other. The approach was improved by e.g. Bandikova et al. (2019) and
became part of JPL’s RL06 processing strategy. However, the quality of the gravity field models is
still inferior compared to earlier months. Due to unknown reasons, accelerometer measurements of
GRACE-D exhibit a large noise level, such that they also need to be replaced by transplant data
from GRACE-C. The current calibration approach to retrieve GRACE-FO L1B ACT accelerometer
data is explained in McCullough et al. (2019), with the transplant procedure based on Save et al.
(2006). Behzadpour et al. (2021) present an approach to further improve the data by incorporating
non-gravitational force models.
In this thesis, ITSG-Grace2018 solutions are used as the “ground-truth” when evaluating timevariable gravity fields and mass changes from Swarm. In principle, solutions of any other processing center, such as JPL, CSR, or GFZ, could have been used as ground-truth because the quality
of GRACE(-FO) is much higher than that of Swarm and differences between the GRACE(-FO)
solutions would not be significant. ITSG-Grace2018 monthly Normal EQuations (NEQs) serve as
the main input for mass-related sea level changes in Chapter 6.

4
5

http://ftp.tugraz.at/outgoing/ITSG/GRACE/ITSG-Grace2018/monthly/ (last access: June 29, 2021)
One β’ cycle lasts 161 days and the β’ angle is defined as the angle between the Earth-Sun-line and the orbital
plane (Klinger, 2018).

2.2. Swarm

Figure 2.5: Availability of ITSG-Grace2018 monthly gravity fields up to March 2021.

2.2

Swarm

Swarm is a three-satellite ESA mission designed to provide the best survey of the Earth’s geomagnetic field and its temporal variations (Friis-Christensen et al., 2008). The spacecraft were launched
on November 22, 2013 from Plesetsk Cosmodrome in Russia. Figure 2.6 illustrates the orbit design:
All three satellites are situated in a near-polar, near-circular orbit. Swarm A and C fly side-by-side
at an initial altitude (after the orbit commissioning phase) of approximately 480 km, while Swarm
B flies slightly higher at 530 km initial altitude.
In this thesis, Swarm plays a major role. The kinematic orbits of the satellites are used to derive
fluctuations in the Earth’s time-variable gravity field. This is possible even though Swarm is a
magnetic field mission, but one should keep in mind that the resolution of the gravity fields is lower
than the resolution of those derived from the dedicated gravity field mission GRACE(-FO). Swarm
is needed to derive time-variable gravity fields (Chapter 4) and mass change (Chapter 5) and as
an additional input in the sea level inversion (Chapter 6). Chapter 3 is dedicated to describe the
Swarm mission in more detail, to ease the understanding of the results of this thesis.
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Figure 2.6: Illustration of the Swarm satellites in orbit (Source: https://earth.esa.
int/eogateway/missions/swarm, last access: January 19, 2021).

2.3

Satellite Laser Ranging

The era of SLR began with the launch of NASA’s Beacon-B satellite in 1964. SLR is used to
measure the distance between a ground station and a satellite, which can be used to solve different
geophysical tasks. The basic principle of SLR is relatively simple: A telescope on Earth transmits
short laser pulses towards a satellite. A part of these pulses is reflected by a LRR, which is mounted
on the spacecraft, and thus sent back to the telescope. Once the pulse is received, the distance can
be computed from the two-way travel time (Tapley et al., 1985a). Figure 2.7 shows the current
International Laser Ranging Service (ILRS) network of ground stations.

Figure 2.7: Network of ILRS stations (Source: https://ilrs.gsfc.nasa.gov/
network/stations/index.html, last access: June 29, 2021).

Nowadays, LRR are usually part of any geodetic satellite mission. They serve as an independent
tool for orbit validation within cm-accuracy. Furthermore, a group of dedicated SLR satellites
exists, which are usually spheres with a diameter of several dm and completely covered with LRRs.
This promises a long lifetime, because the need for spacecraft stabilization is reduced and only a
rather small area is opposed to atmospheric drag.

2.3. Satellite Laser Ranging
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Pearlman et al. (2019) summarize geophysical tasks that can commonly be solved with SLR. One
well-known application is the retrieval of the long-wavelength part of the Earth’s gravity field,
where SLR is still supportively used today (e.g., Lerch et al., 1985; Reigber et al., 1985; Biancale
et al., 2000; Meyer et al., 2019). Further examples of SLR applications are the determination
of Earth rotation parameters (e.g., He et al., 1982; Tapley et al., 1985b), contribution to the
definition of the International Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF) (e.g., Altamimi et al., 2016;
Appleby et al., 2016), observing post-glacial rebound (e.g., Rubincam, 1984), determining ocean
and solid Earth tides (e.g., Cazenave and Daillet, 1981; Williamson and Marsh, 1985), and many
more. SLR measurements can be used to derive the low degrees of time-variable gravity fields, as
was e.g. shown in Cheng et al. (1997) or Bianco et al. (1998). Recently, Löcher and Kusche (2021)
presented a hybrid approach for recovering high-resolution time-variable gravity fields from SLR.
They use the leading GRACE-derived spatial patterns and adjust the respective scaling factors
within the dynamic orbit computation, while they estimate the lower SH degrees separately.
In this thesis, the five dedicated SLR satellites, LAser GEOdynamics Satellite (LAGEOS)-1/2,
Ajisai, Starlette, and Stella, will be relevant, as their orbital parameters are suitable for gravity
field determination (see Figure 2.8 for an illustration of the satellites). Table 2.1 summarizes their
most important characteristics, like the year of launch and their orbital parameters. Both LAGEOS
satellites fly in an altitude of more than 5500 km and are thus the highest of those considered in
this work. Ajisai, also referred to as Experimental Geodetic Satellite (EGS), orbits the Earth in
an altitude of 1500 km and is rather large and heavy, compared to other SLR satellites (215 cm in
diameter and 685 kg). The special characteristic of Starlette’s orbit is its high eccentricity of 0.021,
resulting in different altitudes of 790 km and 1100 km in apogee and perigee, respectively. Stella is
identical in construction, as compared to Starlette. However, Stella’s orbit is almost circular with
an altitude of 810 km.

(a) Lageos 1 and Lageos 2

(b) Ajisai

(c) Stella and Starlette

Figure 2.8: Illustration of SLR satellites from Pearlman et al. (2019).

Year of Launch
Agency
Diameter [cm]
Mass [kg]
Altitude [km]
Eccentricity [-]
Inclination [°]

LAGEOS-1
1976
NASA
60.0
411
5860
0.004
109.9

LAGEOS-2
1992
ASI
60.0
411
5620
0.014
52.7

Ajisai
1986
JAXA
215.0
685
1500
0.002
50.0

Starlette
1975
CNES
24.0
47.3
790-1100
0.021
49.8

Stella
1993
CNES
24.0
48.0
810
0.001
98.6

Table 2.1: Characteristics of SLR satellites used in this thesis (modified from Pearlman
et al., 2019).

SLR will be used in this work (1) as a comparison to Swarm time-variable gravity fields (Section 4.3)
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and (2) to correct low-degree SH potential coefficients in the gravity fields (Section 5.1). If not
mentioned otherwise, the IGG-SLR-HYBRID_S5+4E6 solution is used (Löcher and Kusche, 2021).
In this solution, degrees 2-5 are estimated directly and degrees 6-60 are obtained from SLR while
using GRACE-derived Empirical Orthogonal Functions (EOFs) as base functions. In Richter et al.
(2021), we computed post-fit SLR range residuals to validate the Swarm time-variable gravity field
solutions.

2.4

Satellite Radar Altimetry

All previously illustrated satellite missions can be used to derive the gravitational field of the Earth.
Satellite radar altimetry differs from those missions in that its primary aim is to measure global
and regional sea level variations. With altimetry, the topography of the ocean surface and the
total sea level change can be determined, i.e. the sum of steric and mass-related variations. The
first satellite altimetry measurements date back to the 1970s and were carried out by the Skylab
(1973), Geodynamics Experimental Ocean Satellite 3 (GEOS-3) (1975), and Seasat (1978) missions. However, it took until the early 1990s that satellite altimetry achieved its breakthrough.
Dedicated missions, like the European Remote Sensing 1 (ERS-1) satellite (1991) and TOPEX/Poseidon (1992), were equipped with more accurate instruments, which for example allowed for an
improved POD.
Figure 2.9 illustrates the basic measurement principle, which is described by Chelton et al. (1989).
A radar pulse is emitted in nadir direction by the altimeter, reflected at the sea surface and again
received by the antenna. From the two-way travel time, the distance R between the satellite and the
sea surface can be derived. The spacecraft’s orbit is precisely tracked by GPS satellites, resulting
in the altitude above the ellipsoid S. The sea surface height can be computed with the difference
S − R.

Figure 2.9: Measurement principle of satellite altimetry (Source: https://cnes.fr/
en/how-altimetry-works, last access: June 29, 2021).

The usual orbit altitude of altimetry missions is 800 to 1300 km. Altimeter satellites usually fly
6

http://icgem.gfz-potsdam.de/series/04_SLR/IGG_SLR_HYBRID/IGG-SLR-HYBRID_S5+4E (last access: August 8,
2021)
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in a repeat orbit, which means that they observe the same location after a fixed time or, in other
words, the groundtrack repeats after a certain number of days. Here, a compromise between a good
spatial resolution (i.e. the track separation) and the temporal resolution (i.e. the repeat period)
needs to be found.
Several corrections have to be applied to altimetry measurements. These include the ionospheric
correction, the wet and dry tropospheric corrections, a sea state bias correction as well as geophysical and instrumental corrections (Andersen and Scharroo, 2011). Furthermore, retracking
algorithms should be applied to obtain accurate water heights from the radar waveform (e.g., Uebbing et al., 2015).
The most obvious application of satellite radar altimetry is to measure sea level changes. Ablain
et al. (2019) suggest the global mean total sea level rise to be 3.35 ± 0.4 mm/yr between October
1992 and December 2017. A special challenge is the processing of measurements in coastal zones,
as evaluated e.g. by Benveniste et al. (2019). Moreover, satellite altimetry can be used to detect
the thickness of ice sheets (e.g., Tilling et al., 2018) or the water level of rivers and lakes (e.g.,
Crétaux et al., 2017).
In this thesis, along-track sea surface heights derived from radar altimetry data will be used in
Chapter 6 as input data for the sea level inversion. Table 2.2 gives an overview of the Jason
missions, which are relevant in this work.
Nominal mission orbit
Agency

Jason-1
2001-2009
NASA, CNES

Repeat cycle [days]
Spatial coverage [°]
Altitude [km]
Track separation [km]

10
± 66
1336
315

Jason-2
2008-2016
NASA, CNES,
NOAA, EUMETSAT
10
± 66
1336
315

Jason-3
2016NASA, CNES,
NOAA, EUMETSAT
10
± 66
1336
315

Table 2.2: Characteristics of radar altimetry satellites used in this thesis (information
is taken from the respective mission pages7 ).

7

https://jason.cnes.fr/en/JASON2/index.htm (last access: June 29, 2021)
https://www.aviso.altimetry.fr/en/missions/future-missions/jason-3.html?id=601&L=0
June 29, 2021)
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Chapter 3

The Swarm Satellite Mission
ESA’s three-satellite Swarm mission was launched on November 22, 2013 from Plesetsk (Russia)
with the primary aim of studying the Earth’s geomagnetic field and its temporal evolution (FriisChristensen et al., 2008). Figure 2.6 shows an illustration of the satellites in orbit. Swarm is part of
a series of Earth Explorer missions from ESA’s Living Planet (LP) Programme (O. M. Johannessen
et al., 1998). LP is a user-driven program, which addresses global environmental issues with Earth
observation from space. LP missions have three main characteristics: (1) the missions are rather
single-targeted than multi-purpose, (2) the missions should address a large community in order
to get through the selection process, (3) there is a cost cap. Hence, LP missions are often a
compromise, such that low-priced variants of secondary instruments are chosen in some cases (e.g.,
the accelerometers of the Swarm mission).
ESA’s Earth Explorer missions investigate changes and interactions of the atmosphere, biosphere,
hydrosphere, cryosphere, and the Earth’s interior. CryoSat (later renamed as CryoSat-1) should
have been the first Earth Explorer Mission, but its launch ended in a failure on October 8, 20051 .
After CryoSat-1, five missions have been launched successfully, five further missions have been
selected and proposals for Earth Explorer 11 were recently submitted (see Table 3.1). The GOCE
satellite (Drinkwater et al. (2003), March 17, 2009 - November 11, 2013) measured the Earth’s
static gravity field with unprecedented accuracy and spatial resolution. GOCE has been part of
many studies (e.g., J. Johannessen et al., 2003; Ebbing et al., 2018) and its scientific data is still
utilized for today’s gravity field models, for example the European Improved Gravity model of
the Earth by New techniques (EIGEN) (e.g., Foerste et al., 2014), the GRACE Gravity Models
(GGMs) (which also include GOCE data, see e.g., Ries et al., 2016), or the Gravity Observation
COmbination (GOCO) models (e.g., Kvas et al., 2019b).
Currently, four Earth Explorer missions are in orbit and collecting data. Soil Moisture and Ocean
Salinity (SMOS) (Barre et al., 2008) was launched on November 2, 2009 to measure the surface soil
moisture and ocean salinity. It was followed by CryoSat-2 on April 9, 2010 (Wingham et al., 2006),
which measures changes in the continental and marine ice sheets. Swarm was selected to be part
of the Earth Explorer Programme in 2004 (Friis-Christensen et al., 2008) and has been collecting
valuable data about the Earth’s magnetic field since its launch in 2013. The Aeolus mission was
launched on August 22, 2018 and measures horizontal wind profiles to improve weather forecasts
(Stoffelen et al., 2005).
Five further missions have already been chosen to be part of the Earth Explorer Programme2 :
Earth Clouds Aerosols and Radiation Explorer (EarthCARE) will study clouds, aerosols, and
radiation, Biomass will investigate how much carbon is stored in the world’s forests, FLuorescence
EXplorer (FLEX) will measure vegetation fluorescence for photosynthetic activity studies, and Farinfrared Outgoing Radiation Understanding and Monitoring (FORUM) will quantify the Earth’s
1
2

http://www.esa.int/Applications/Observing_the_Earth/CryoSat/CryoSat_Mission_lost_due_to_launch_
failure (last access: July 8, 2021)
https://www.esa.int/Applications/Observing_the_Earth/The_Living_Planet_Programme/Earth_Explorers/
About_Earth_Explorers2 (last access: July 8, 2021)
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radiation budget. The Harmony mission is currently in Phase-A (including feasibility studies) and
will deliver new insights of the shape of the Earth’s surface by using Synthetic Aperture Radar
(SAR) measurements.
Satellite
(CryoSat-1
GOCE
SMOS
CryoSat-2
Swarm
Aeolus
EarthCARE
Biomass
FLEX
FORUM
Harmony
Earth Explorer 11

Research Area
Ice
Gravity field
Water
Ice
Magnetic field
Wind
Clouds and aerosols
Forests
Photosynthesis
Radiation
Shape of the Earth
Not yet decided

Start
October 8, 2005
March 17, 2009
November 2, 2009
April 8, 2010
November 22, 2013
August 22, 2018
2023 (planned)
2023 (planned)
2023 (planned)
2026 (planned)
Unknown
2031/2032

Comment
Launch failure)
End: November 11, 2013

Currently in Phase A
Proposals received in Dec. 2020

Table 3.1: ESA’s Earth Explorer Missions.

As this thesis uses Swarm data to retrieve time-variable gravity fields and ocean mass changes, the
following sections describe the mission in more detail. Swarm consists of three identical satellites
Swarm Alpha, Swarm Beta, and Swarm Charlie. They are often referred to as Swarm A, B, and
C, which is also adapted in this thesis for reasons of simplicity. After launch, orbit maneuvers were
conducted during the commissioning phase, until the satellites reached their selected near-polar
orbit in April 2014 (van den IJssel et al., 2015). Swarm A and C fly side-by-side and were placed
in an initial altitude of about 480 km, while Swarm B flies in a higher orbit of an initial altitude
of about 530 km (see Figure 2.6). The nominal mission duration (starting after the commissioning
phase) was initially defined as four years. In November 2017, the Earth Observation Programme
Board approved an extension until the end of 2021.
In February 2018, ESA introduced Enhanced Polar Outflow Probe (e-POP) as the fourth element
of the Swarm mission3 . e-POP is now called Swarm Echo or simply Swarm E and is part of the
payload on Canadian Space Agency (CSA)’s CAscade SmallSat and IOnospheric Polar Explorer
(CASSIOPE) satellite mission (Yau and James, 2015). It collects space weather data and provides
an improved understanding of magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling. However, CASSIOPE’s orbit
is not well suited for the use of gravity field retrieval. Montenbruck et al. (2019) mention three
unfavorable characteristics: (1) The orbit is highly elliptical (325 km to 1500 km) and high altitudes
are less useful for gravity field determination, (2) POD achieves a decimeter-level accuracy, which is
inferior to Swarm A-C’s accuracy of a few cm (van den IJssel et al., 2015), and (3) the typical data
availability is less than 50 % with regular long-duration gaps. For these reasons, I only consider
Swarm A, B, and C’s orbits in this thesis.

3.1

Objectives of the Swarm Mission

The magnetic field varies in strength and direction. It is of utmost importance to observe these
quantities, as the magnetic field acts as a protecting shield against solar radiation. The Swarm
satellite mission was designed to provide the best ever survey of the Earth’s geomagnetic field
and its temporal evolution (Friis-Christensen et al., 2006; Friis-Christensen et al., 2008). In this
section, the primary research objectives, as they were defined by Friis-Christensen et al. (2006)
before launch, are described:
3

https://www.esa.int/Applications/Observing_the_Earth/Swarm/Swarm_trio_becomes_a_quartet (last access: July 8, 2021)
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Core Dynamics, Geodynamo Processes, and Core-Mantle Interaction
One of the main goals of the Swarm mission is to improve models of the core field dynamics.
This will be accomplished by ensuring long-term space observations with a better spatial
and temporal resolution than former magnetic field missions, such as Ørsted, CHAMP, and
Scientific Application Satellite-C (SAC-C, Satélite de Aplicaciones Científicas-C) (Olsen et
al., 2006; Sabaka and Olsen, 2006; Lesur et al., 2006). The temporal resolution of core surface
flow models will also be improved, opening the possibility of further investigating torsional
oscillations (Zatman and Bloxham, 1997; Pais and Hulot, 2000), core-mantle interactions
(Holme, 2000; Jault, 2003), geomagnetic jerks (Mandea et al., 2000) as well as the connections
between them (Le Huy et al., 2000; Bloxham et al., 2002; Holme and de Viron, 2005). By
combining Ørsted, CHAMP, and Swarm observations, it will furthermore be possible to
investigate magnetohydrodynamic phenomena that potentially affect the core on sub-annual
to decadal scales, down to wavelengths of about 2000 km. Finally, Swarm will contribute
to understanding the role of magnetic diffusion in the core and to predicting the future
development of the Earth’s magnetic field.
Lithospheric Magnetisation and its Geological Interpretation
Before the launch of the Swarm mission, Maus et al. (2006) resolved the lithospheric crustal
field up to spherical harmonic d/o 90 (corresponding to ≈450 km) from CHAMP data. Lower
wavelengths, starting at d/o 150 (corresponding to ≈270 km), can be obtained from aeromagnetic surveys. The launch of Swarm offers the opportunity to close the spectral gap in
the middle crust. Maus et al. (2006) and Olsen et al. (2006) demonstrate that combining
Swarm with aeromagnetic surveys will provide a global coverage of lithospheric fields from
5 to 3000 km. Before Swarm, the understanding of plate tectonics in the oceanic lithosphere
was limited due to the sparse data coverage in the southern oceans. For the first time, the
identification of oceanic magnetic stripes from satellite altitude will be possible with Swarm.
Artifacts in along-track direction will be limited due to the unique constellation of the three
Swarm satellites (Maus et al., 2006a).
3-D Electrical Conductivity of the Mantle
Knowledge about the electrical conductivity of the mantle also sheds light on its physical and
chemical properties. Mantle conductivity can be measured by geomagnetic observatories,
but their distribution is sparse and inhomogeneous, especially in oceanic regions. Hence,
observations from space are necessary to obtain global coverage of the 3-D electrical mantle
conductivity structure of the deep Earth. Kuvshinov et al. (2006) show that the Swarm
mission is well suited for this aim, since the constellation of three magnetic field satellites
provides simultaneous observations over different regions, as opposed to a single satellite.
Currents Flowing in the Magnetosphere and Ionosphere
Currents in the ionosphere and magnetosphere affect magnetic field models and thus limit
the understanding of the Earth’s interior. Sabaka et al. (2004) developed a joint inversion
approach that allows to model the Earth’s core field and its secular variations together with
ionospheric and magnetospheric contributions. As shown in Olsen et al. (2006), the Swarm
mission will be able to separate internal and external sources even better, and thus improve
geomagnetic field models, by simultaneously measuring at different altitudes and local times.
Moreover, Swarm will be the first mission to determine the near-Earth field-aligned currents,
which connect the magnetosphere with the ionosphere, and will thus significantly improve
the understanding of the upper atmosphere dynamics (Ritter and Lühr, 2006; Moretto et al.,
2006; Vennerstrom et al., 2006).
In addition, Friis-Christensen et al. (2006) defined two secondary research objectives:
Identification of Ocean Circulation by its Magnetic Signature
Ocean circulations produce a magnetic field that affects the magnetic field at satellite altitude.
Hence, by observing the magnetic field from space, it will be possible to identify ocean flows.
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Lithospheric field models will be improved by correcting magnetic data for ocean tidal signals.
Manoj et al. (2006) demonstrate, based on ocean circulation and conductivity models, that
the expected field amplitudes are within the resolution of the Swarm satellites.
Quantification of Magnetic Forcing of the Upper Atmosphere
The geomagnetic field has a direct impact on the dynamics of ionized and neutral particles in
the upper atmosphere. Swarm will help to understand the system by providing high-resolution
and simultaneous in-situ measurements of the interacting fields and particles. Furthermore,
Swarm’s plasma density measurements allow a detailed mapping of the structure of the ionospheric phenomena.
Swarm’s research objectives have already been addressed in many studies: Swarm data has, for
example, contributed to models of the core magnetic field (Finlay et al., 2016), the lithospheric
magnetic field (Thébault et al., 2016), to a better understanding of magnetospheric and ionospheric
currents (Laundal et al., 2018) and magnetic storms (Vichare et al., 2019). More research highlights
of the Swarm mission are summarized in Olsen et al. (2016).
Regarding the aims outlined above, it is obvious that Swarm was designed to contribute new insights
to the scientific field of geomagnetism. In this thesis, however, Swarm will be used for a totally
different purpose: I will use Swarm data to derive time-variable gravity fields and large-scale mass
redistribution in the Earth system. One should keep in mind that Swarm is not a dedicated gravity
field mission and will not provide gravity fields with GRACE(-FO) resolution. Yet, it is extremely
important to find alternatives for GRACE(-FO) as the gap between the missions, as well as the
monthly GRACE gaps, reveal.

3.2

Constellation of the Swarm Mission

The Swarm mission consists of three LEO satellites in a near-polar orbit. Swarm A and C fly
side-by-side while Swarm B’s orbit is slightly higher. All three satellites were launched into the
same orbital planes. The orbital planes precess westwards; but the rate of precession is different
for Swarm A/C and B, leading to a relative drift of the plane (Figure 3.1). At the beginning of
2018, the orbital plane of Swarm A/C was perpendicular to that of Swarm C. Provided that the
drift will proceed as during the previous years, Swarm B will be counter-rotating the lower pair in
late 2021.
Figure 3.2 shows the evolution of the satellites’ altitudes. Right after launch, the altitude of all
three spacecraft was approximately 508 km. During the commissioning phase, which lasted until
April 2014, the satellites were placed in their selected orbits of approximately 480 km (Swarm A
and C) and 530 km (Swarm B) altitude. Non-gravitational accelerations, with the air drag being
the most prominent one, lead to a natural orbit decay. This effect depends on the thermospheric
density and is larger for the lower pair. In the beginning of 2021, after seven years in orbit, the
altitude decreased to about 443 km (Swarm A and C) and 512 km (Swarm B). The orbital period
of the satellites is between 93 minutes and 95 minutes, depending on the semi-major axis and thus
on the orbit decay.
The Swarm satellites fly in a near-polar orbit, with an inclination i between 87° and 88°. Figure 3.3
shows the evolution of the inclination since launch. During the nominal mission phase, Swarm A’s
and C’s inclination varies between 87.24° and 87.45°, with a period of approximately 2 years and
8 months. One can see that Swarm A’s inclination was slightly changed in October 2019. Swarm
B’s orbital plane is generally more tilted with respect to the equatorial plane, with values between
87.65° and 87.86° and a period of about 3 years and 1 month.
The longitude of the ascending node Ω, also called the Right Ascension of the Ascending Node
(RAAN) is defined as the angle, measured in the equatorial plane, between the two lines “center
of the Earth to the vernal equinox” and “center of the Earth to the upward crossing of the orbit
on the equatorial plane”. Figure 3.4 shows the evolution of the RAAN of the Swarm orbits. As the
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Figure 3.1: Constellation of the Swarm satellite mission. The orbit is shown for the
beginning of each year and the world map is plotted as a reference only (fixed to Swarm
A’s equator crossing). All satellites were launched into the same orbital plane. At the
beginning of 2018, the orbital planes of Swarm A/C and B are perpendicular. Starting
from 2019, the view is modified, such that the descending orbit of Swarm B is shown.

Figure 3.2: Evolution of the Swarm orbit altitude. The daily average height above the
GRS80 ellipsoid is indicated by the solid line, while the daily minimum and maximum
values are represented by the shaded areas.
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Figure 3.3: Evolution of the Swarm orbit inclination.

three satellites were initially placed into the same orbit, they all had the same RAAN. Naturally,
the RAAN changes as a function of essentially the semi-major axis a and the inclination i. During
the commissioning phase, Swarm A and C were lowered, while Swarm B was raised to a higher
orbit. As a result, a and i changed and the orbital planes started to precess at a different rate.
Swarm A’s and C’s plane precess westward with approximately 133 °/yr and Swarm B’s rate is
109 °/yr. Consequently, the orbital plane of Swarm B drifts with respect to A and C with 24 °/yr.
This peculiarity of Swarm’s constellation could already be seen in Figure 3.1 and is also visible in
Figure 3.4, where the temporal evolution of the RAANs is plotted in detail. At the beginning of
2018, the orbital planes are perpendicular. As Swarm A and C fly side-by-side, they precess almost
equally. Their RAANs differ by approximately 1.4°, resulting in a distance between the spacecraft
of less than 200 km, with a decrease in the second half of 2019, when the inclination of Swarm A
was changed.

Figure 3.4: Evolution of the RAAN of the Swarm orbits. The black and gray lines
indicate the difference between the RAAN of the satellites. Notice that the right yaxis is only valid for ∆ΩCA , i.e. the difference of the RAAN of Swarm A and C. In
the beginning of the mission, the orbital planes were the same. Perpendicular orbital
planes result in a difference of 90° (∆ΩBA and ∆ΩBC in January 2018).

3.3

Instruments of the Swarm Mission

Swarm A, B, and C are identical in construction. On the one hand, the payload of each satellite
consists of the common instruments for Earth observation satellites: a Star TRacker (STR), a
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Global Positioning System Receiver (GPSR), and an accelerometer. On the other hand, there
are three further instruments that are related to the goals of the mission: an Absolute Scalar
Magnetometer (ASM), a Vector Field Magnetometer (VFM), and an electrical field instrument
Electric Field Instrument (EFI). Figure 3.5 shows a sketch of the spacecraft with the positions of
its instruments. If not stated otherwise, the following description of the individual instruments is
based on ESA’s earth observation information discovery platform4 .

(a) Side view.

(b) Front view.

Figure 3.5: Instruments of the Swarm satellite mission (Source: https://earth.esa.
int/eogateway/missions/swarm, last access: July 8, 2021).

Vector Field Magnetometer (VFM)
The high-precision VFM, developed by DTU Space is the core instrument of the Swarm mission.
It measures the magnitude and direction of the magnetic field, which is one of the prime research
objectives (Section 3.1 and Friis-Christensen et al., 2006).
The VFM shares an optical bench, which is situated halfway along the satellite’s boom, together
with the star trackers. It consists of a Compact Spherical Coil (CSC), creating a homogeneous
magnetic field, and a Compact Detector Coil (CDC). The CSC currents are adjusted in order to
maintain a null field at the CDC. The currents are observed and provide the raw measurements of
the Earth’s magnetic field. Tøffner-Clausen et al. (2016) developed a model for the calibration of
magnetic field measurements.
Absolute Scalar Magnetometer (ASM)
The ASM provides absolute measurements of the intensity of the Earth’s magnetic field with
a sampling of 1 Hz. It was designed by Alternative Energies and Atomic Energy Commission
- Research Institute for Electronics and Information Technologies (CEA-LETI, Commissariat à
l’Énergie Atomique et aux énergies alternatives - Laboratoire d’Électronique et de Technologie
de l’Information) and developed in collaboration with National Centre for Space Studies (CNES,
Centre National d’Études Spatiales) (Hulot et al., 2015).
Since ASM measurements of the strength of the magnetic field are of a higher accuracy than those
of any other magnetometer, the ASM is used for the in-flight calibration of the VFM. Hulot et al.
(2015) and Leger et al. (2015) investigate the performance of the instrument’s independent vector
readings of the magnetic field.
The ASM is situated at the end of the satellite’s boom and makes use of the Electron Spin Resonance principle and the Zeeman effect. More details on the operating mode can be found in the
aforementioned studies.
Star Tracker (STR)
The STR aboard each Swarm spacecraft measures the orientation and attitude of the satellite in
space. It was developed by DTU Space.
4

https://earth.esa.int/eogateway/missions/swarm (last access: July 8, 2021)
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The basic principle of STRs is described in Liebe (2002). Swarm uses three Camera Head Units
(CHUs), fixed to the optical bench, to take pictures of the stars in its Field of View (FoV). The
inter-boresight angles between the CHUs are approximately 90°, such that not more than one
camera is blinded by big objects, like Sun or Moon, at a time (Herceg et al., 2017). Hence, usually
two or three pictures are taken simultaneously. By localizing and identifying the stars on the
pictures, the attitude of the satellite is determined and provided in terms of quaternions.
In October (Swarm B) and December (Swarm A and C) 2018, the rate of the L1B data product
was changed from 1 to 2 Hz. STRs can be considered as an essential part of the payload, as without
the attitude information, measurements from other instruments could become worthless (Klinger,
2018). The STR data product is e.g. needed to transform accelerometer measurements from the
satellite reference frame (x-direction is roughly along-track, y-direction is roughly cross-track, zdirection is roughly radial) into a global reference frame. In this thesis, star camera measurements
are also utilized in order to model the non-gravitational accelerations and to compute covariance
functions of the POD in the satellite reference frame.
Electric Field Instrument (EFI)
The Swarm satellites carry an EFI to characterize the electric field around the Earth. The instrument was funded by the Canadian Space Agency and developed by COM DEV in Canada.
It provides high-resolution measurements of the electron density, electron temperature as well as
plasma density, drift, velocity, and acceleration.
The EFI consists of Suprathermal Ion Imager (SII) sensors, the Langmuir Probe (LP) sensors,
and the electronics Assembly. It is attached to the front side of the spacecraft, with the LPs pointing in nadir direction (see Figure 3.5 (b)). Knudsen et al. (2017) describe the EFI, its in-flight
performance, and possible applications in more detail.
Global Positioning System Receiver (GPSR)
Each Swarm spacecraft is equipped with two high-quality eight-channel dual-frequency GPSRs,
which were developed by Joint Stock Defense Company (RUAG, RüstungsUnternehmen-AktienGesellschaft) Space (Zangerl et al., 2014). The most obvious application of GPS observations is to
geotag data of all other instruments. Furthermore, the satellites’ orbits can be precisely determined
(see Chapter 3.5), which allows the retrieval of time-variable gravity fields of the Earth.
The GPSRs are composed of an antenna and a receiver electronics unit. Only the main receiver
of each satellite is operating in nominal mode, while the redundant one will be used in case of a
failure of the main receiver (van den IJssel et al., 2016).
Schreiter et al. (2019) evaluate how ionospheric disturbances affect the Swarm GPSRs and thus
also map into the time-variable gravity fields. Several receiver updates, such as tracking loop
modifications or changes in the antenna FoV, have been carried out to improve the performance
of the GPSRs (Dahle et al., 2017). Moreover, the sampling rate was increased from 0.1 to 1 Hz on
July 15, 2014.
Laser Retro-Reflector (LRR)
The Swarm spacecraft carry a LRR, manufactured at GFZ, for supporting, externally validating
and calibrating data from the GPSR. The LRR consists of four prisms, arranged on a 45° pyramid
on the bottom side of each satellite. The instrument’s size is 10 cm×10 cm×4.8 cm and it weighs
400 g.
A ground station sends laser pulses to the LRR, which then reflects the pulses back to the station
(i.e. the LRR is a passive payload). From the measured runtime of the pulses, the distance
between the ground station and the LRR can be derived. SLR stations all over the world track
the satellites with high accuracy (see Section 2.3). As opposed to GPS, the measurement principle
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of SLR directly links the satellite’s position to the terrestrial reference frame, without introducing
ambiguities. However, the temporal and spatial coverage is inferior to that of GPS.
Accelerometer (ACC)
The Swarm accelerometers were developed and manufactured by the Czech Aerospace Research
Centre (VZLU, Výzkumný a Zkušební Letecký Ústav) (Fedosov and Peřestý, 2011). An accelerometer measures the sum of all non-gravitational accelerations that act on a satellite. For
LEO satellites, the non-gravitational forces are dominated by atmospheric drag, followed by SRP
and ERP. Apart from the accelerations that act on a satellite’s surface, accelerometers also observe
satellite-induced accelerations. These include, amongst others, thruster firings, which are occasionally needed to maintain the nominal altitude, as well as heater switches and accelerations induced
by a magnetic torquer (Flury et al., 2008; Peterseim et al., 2012).
Each Swarm satellite carries one accelerometer of 17.7 cm×20.4 cm×36 cm and 6.06 kg. The center
of the sensor is located in the spacecraft’s CoG. The sensor is composed of a cubic proof-mass,
which levitates in a cubic cavity. Control voltages ensure that the proof mass is able to flow freely
in the cavity. Gravitational forces, such as the central term of the Earth’s gravity field or perturbations thereof, act on both, the satellite and the proof mass in the same way. This means that
the position of the proof mass with respect to the cavity does not change. Non-gravitational forces,
on the other hand, only act on the surface of the satellite. The control voltage, which is needed to
keep the proof mass levitating, is related to the magnitude of the non-gravitational accelerations.
However, the Swarm accelerometers suffer from a variety of errors and noise, such that the data
quality is much reduced as compared to the ONERA accelerometers flown on GRACE(-FO) and
GOCE. Thus, the possible use of the Swarm accelerometer data is limited. Siemes et al. (2016)
evaluate how sudden bias changes (“steps”), temperature-induced bias changes, thruster spikes,
and Error Detection And Correction (EDAC) failure events degrade the quality of accelerometer
data. They clean and calibrate the along-track accelerations of Swarm C in order to derive thermospheric neutral densities. As it is beneficial for the retrieval of time-variable gravity fields to
include all three components of the three satellites (Lück et al., 2018), it is shown in Chapter 3.6
how non-gravitational accelerations can be modeled.

3.4

Swarm Data Products

Swarm data products are classified into different categories, depending on their processing state.
The Swarm Payload Data Ground Segment (PDGS), managed by ESA’s European Space Research
INstitute (ESRIN), processes the raw instrument data to Level-1 data, while the Swarm Scientific
Processing Centres (SPCs) produce the majority of Level-2 data. The PDGS is responsible for
making Level-1b and Level-2 products publicly available. The product identifier always consists of
10 characters of the form AAAxBBBBLL, where
AAA ...
x
...
BBBB ...
LL
...

file category (instrument-specific),
“A”, “B” or “C”, for Swarm A, Swarm B or Swarm C,
description of the product,
product level, e.g. “1B” or “2_”.

A short description of each processing step, including examples of the products relevant for this
thesis, can be found below.

3.4.1

Level-0 Data Products

Swarm measurements are initially received as Level-0 data. These raw and uncalibrated products
are time-ordered and free from duplicates. PDGS makes the Level-0 data available to all SPCs.
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3.4.2

Level-1a Data Products

Level-0 products are decoded and reformatted to obtain the Level-1a products. Nielsen (2019)
describes the conversion from Swarm Level-0 data to Level-1a data in detail. Level-1a products
consist of housekeeping, instrument, and auxiliary data that are needed for further processing
and calibrations. The data are grouped into blocks containing coherent sets of observations and
converted to either engineering units or physical units. Level-1a products are not available to the
public, but they are (as the Level-0 products) distributed to all SPCs for further processing.

3.4.3

Level-1b Data Products

Level-1b data are corrected and calibrated time series of relevant quantities along the satellites’
orbits (PDGS Team, 2018). Each data set consists of three files: a data file, a header file, and a
data quality report (Siemes, 2019). The products are freely available via anonymous File Transfer
Protocol (FTP)5 with a latency of a few days. Nielsen (2019) explains the contents of all Swarm
Level-1b products. Attitude, GPS RINEX observation data, and preprocessed accelerometer data
are described in the following (based on Nielsen, 2019b), as they are relevant for this thesis.
STRxATT_1B
The STRxATT_1B data product provides information on the spacecraft’s attitude, measured by
the on-board star cameras. The time stamp refers to Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) and the
attitude is represented in terms of quaternions. These quaternions describe the rotation from the
spacecraft reference frame to the ITRF2008. Furthermore, quality flags characterize the attitude
information and a maneuver ID specifies if a satellite maneuver was carried out. The STRxATT_1B
product is stored in daily .cdf files. Initially, the sampling rate was 1 Hz. This was changed to 2 Hz
in October (Swarm B) and December (Swarm A and C) 2018. It is important to know that the
STRxATT_1B data product refers to the transformation between the satellite reference frame and
the ITRF, while it is more common to specify the attitude with respect to the inertial reference
frame.
GPSx_RO_1B
The GPSx_RO_1B data product stores the GPSR data as daily files in the Receiver INdependent
EXchange Format (RINEX) 3.00 format (Gurtner and Estey, 2007). The time stamp refers to GPS
time and the files contain GPS RINEX observation data with a sampling of 0.1 Hz until July 15,
2014 and 1 Hz afterwards.
ACCx_PR_1B
The ACCx_PR_1B data product provides preprocessed acceleration data. The time stamp refers
to UTC and linear and angular accelerations are given in the spacecraft reference frame. Furthermore, the position of the proof mass within the accelerometer cavity and the temperature of
the instrument are provided. Quality flags assess the performance of the accelerometer. Swarm
accelerometer measurements suffer from a variety of errors (Siemes et al., 2016) and it was consequently decided to not distribute the ACCx_PR_1B to the regular users. Instead, they can
find data that is further processed in the Level-2 products. In Section 3.6, the approach to obtain
modeled non-gravitational accelerations that is pursued in this thesis is explained.
SC_xDYN_1B
The SC_xDYN_1B data product provides auxiliary data for precise orbit determination and nongravitational acceleration modeling. The time stamp is specified as UTC and the product contains
5

ftp://swarm-diss.eo.esa.int/Level1b/Latest_baselines/ (last access: July 8, 2021)
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information such as the mass of the spacecraft, temperature and pressure of the gas tanks or the
position of the CoG in the spacecraft reference frame.

3.4.4

Level-2 Data Products

Swarm Level-2 products contain data and models derived from Level-1b, such as magnetic field
models, thermosphere neutral density, and POD products. Level-2 data are either publicly available6 (indicated by “_2” in the product type) or intermediate (indicated by “i2” in the product
type), which means that they are only available to SPC and PDGS (Siemes, 2019). Publicly accessible data is validated prior to release, while the validation of intermediate products is not yet
completed.
Level-2 data is characterized by the categories CAT-1 and CAT-2. SPC produces the CAT-1
products, which cannot be automated and needs supervision. CAT-2 products are automatically
generated by the Swarm PDGS, including a quality report. Kervalishvili (2019) specifies all Swarm
Level-2 data and the following explanations are taken from there. Due to their relevance for this
thesis, orbit products, calibrated accelerometer data, and monthly gravity fields are presented
below.
SP3xCOM_2_
The SP3xCOM_2_ data product provides a time series of position and velocity of the Center of
Mass (CoM) of each satellite from reduced-dynamic POD. Position and velocity are represented in
the ITRF2008 in km and dm/s, respectively, and the time reference is GPS time. Data is stored
in daily files with a sampling of 10 s. The following Level-1B input data is required for generating the SP3xCOM_2_ data product: GPSx_RO_1B, STRxATT_1B, MODx_SC_1B (which
contains position and velocity from a preliminary medium-accuracy orbit determination), and
SC_xDYN_1B. Moreover, external data from International GNSS Service (IGS), International
Earth Rotation Service (IERS) and Center for Orbit Determination in Europe (CODE) is used
as input. For more information on reduced-dynamic orbits, please have a look at Section 3.5, van
den IJssel et al. (2015), van den IJssel et al. (2016), and Montenbruck et al. (2018).
SP3xKIN_2_
The SP3xKIN_2_ data product contains a time series of the position of the CoM of each satellite
from kinematic POD. The position is represented in the ITRF2008 and is given in units of km. The
time reference is GPS time. SP3xKIN_2_ is stored in daily files, with the same sampling as the
GPSx_RO_1B input data. This means that the sampling rate is 10 s until July 15, 2014 and 1 s
afterwards, with possible data gaps. Apart from the GPSx_RO_1B data product, STRxATT_1B,
MODx_SC_1B, SC_xDYN_1B, and external data from IGS, IERS, and CODE is used as input.
More details on Swarm kinematic orbits can be found in Section 3.5, van den IJssel et al. (2015),
van den IJssel et al. (2016), and Montenbruck et al. (2018). Apart from this official product, several
kinematic orbit products are provided by other groups (Section 3.5).
ACCxPOD_2_
The ACCxPOD_2_ data product contains a time series of non-gravitational accelerations obtained
from POD in units of m/s2 . The time reference is UTC and the data is stored in daily files with time
steps of 30 s. The non-gravitational accelerations are computed from GPS data using a Kalman
filter approach. The SP3xCOM_2_ product is used as a priori reference orbit.
6
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ACCxCAL_2_
The ACCxCAL_2_ data product provides corrected and calibrated accelerometer observations
including all correction and calibration parameters (Siemes et al., 2016). Calibration is performed
against the ACCxPOD_2_ product. The time stamp refers to UTC and accelerations are represented in m/s2 . The sampling rate is 1 Hz and the output time span is 1 day. All accelerations
are provided in the spacecraft reference frame. Several flags indicate if the data is valid, which
corrections are applied and if there were thruster activations. So far, this product is only available
for Swarm C, because the accelerometers of Swarm A and B contain too many disturbances. In
this thesis, the ACCxCAL_2_ product is compared to modeled non-gravitational accelerations.
EGF_SHA_2_
The EGF_SHA_2_ product contains monthly Earth gravity field models stored as SH coefficients
in International Centre for Global Earth Models (ICGEM) format (de Teixeira da Encarnação
et al., 2020). The product is derived from a combination of four solutions of different analysis
centers. All centers use different kinematic orbit products (with GPSx_RO_1B as original input)
and STRxATT_1B star camera data to compute combined monthly gravity fields from the three
spacecraft. The EGF_SHA_2_ provides SH coefficients up to d/o 40, but it is recommended to
only use d/o up to 12. Information on variances and covariances is not provided with the product.
In this thesis, the EGF_SHA_2_ product is compared to the IGG-Swarm time-variable gravity
fields.

3.5

Precise Orbit Determination

The task of determining the trajectory of an artificial satellite with high accuracy is commonly
called Precise Orbit Determination (POD), nowadays. POD has been revolutionized with the
development of high-precision GNSS receivers in the 1990s. They enable the tracking of LEO satellites independently of the ground station coverage, with a precision of a few cm. In this thesis, I
will focus on orbits determined with GPS, as this is part of the payload of the Swarm satellites.
Examples for other GNSSs would be the European Galileo navigation system, the Russian GLObal
NAvigation Satellite System (GLONASS, GLObalnaja NAwigazionnaja Sputnikowaja Sistema)
or the Chinese BeiDou.
The main purpose of GPSRs on board a spacecraft is to precisely determine its orbit. Each measurement epoch is assigned a position with cm-accuracy, such that data of all instruments can be
geolocated. GPS measurements are also used for studies of the ionosphere: Zakharenkova et al.
(2019) and Cherniak et al. (2019) investigate ionospheric plasma irregularities during geomagnetic
storms from GPS observations. Many studies have used Swarm GPS data to derive thermospheric
densities (e.g., Visser et al., 2013; Siemes et al., 2016; van den IJssel et al., 2020). Density models
are important for a wide range of scientific investigations (e.g., long-term cooling of the thermosphere due to climate change, thermospheric gravity waves, or thermosphere-ionosphere coupling)
and operational activities (e.g., re-entry predictions, lifetime analysis of satellites, or ground-track
maintenance).
In this work, POD will be used to derive time-variable gravity fields (Lück et al., 2018). These are
important to monitor mass redistribution processes within the Earth system, such as the melting
of ice sheets and glaciers, water storage changes, and mass-related sea level changes. In Section 3.7,
the special characteristics for retrieving Swarm time-variable gravity fields are described.
For the determination of gravity fields, the CoM of a LEO satellite in an inertial reference frame
needs to be known precisely. GPS measurements generally refer to the antenna phase center of a
LEO satellite, which is usually not located in the CoM. In order to obtain the CoM in an inertial
reference frame, one needs to know the location of the antenna phase center in a satellite-fixed
reference system on the one hand and the attitude of the spacecraft on the other hand. There are
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different methods for POD of a LEO satellite (see Figure 3.6 and Jäggi and Arnold, 2017), which
will be explained in the following.

Figure 3.6: Illustration of three ways of precisely determining the position of a LEO
satellite: kinematic (left), dynamic (middle), and reduced-dynamic (right) representation. ρ denotes the geometric distance between the LEO position and the GPS satellite
and r is the inertial position with respect to the center of the Earth. The figure is taken
from Jäggi and Arnold (2017) with a slightly modified labeling.

Kinematic Orbits
Figure 3.6 (left) shows the principle of a kinematic orbit. The LEO satellite is equipped with
a GPS antenna and its position is tracked by GPS satellites. Kinematic orbits do not contain
any information on velocities or accelerations, instead the trajectory is represented as a series
of three coordinates. Furthermore, there are no values for any positions in between the measurements or in data gaps. The positions are derived purely from geometric GPS observations
at the measurement epochs. No information on the force field or orbit dynamics is employed
in the processing. For this reason, kinematic positions can be used in gravity field recovery,
as has been shown earlier (Gerlach et al., 2003) and will be utilized in this thesis. Usually,
kinematic positions are referred to as “pseudo-observations”, as they are not measured directly. Instead, they are derived from GPS carrier phase data. Švehla and Rothacher (2003)
present various approaches for deriving kinematic orbits: the zero-difference kinematic POD
and the double-difference kinematic POD with and without ambiguity resolution.
Dynamic Orbits
In a dynamic orbit representation (see Figure 3.6, middle), the satellite’s trajectory is based on
the integration of the equation of motion (Beutler, 2005). The orbit is modeled by considering
all known forces, such as the Earth’s gravity field, tides, and non-gravitational accelerations.
Using state-of the art models and accelerometer measurements, the goal is to reproduce all
acting forces of the real world. During the computation, the trajectory is divided into orbit
arcs. For each arc, at least six initial conditions are determined, which can be represented
as Keplerian elements. Dynamic positions and velocities can be derived for any epoch within
an arc.
Reduced-Dynamic Orbits
The quality of the force models employed in the processing of dynamic orbits might not be
sufficient to derive the orbit with the desired precision. Therefore, the GPS tracking data is
used to estimate empirical parameters along with the dynamic orbit parameters (Beutler et
al., 2006; Swatschina, 2012). These additional parameters compensate for unmodeled forces
or deficient force models. The combination of actual measurements and the best possible
modeling of all acting forces on a satellite is suited to provide trajectories of highest accuracy.
Figure 3.6 (right) illustrates a reduced-dynamic orbit, which does not completely rely on
the force models, but allows for deviations due to the actual measurements and additional
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parameters. Positions and velocities can be determined for any epoch of the arc. Even though
the reduced-dynamic orbit is often considered as the most accurate one, it should not be used
for gravity field determination, as it heavily relies on the employed force models. In this thesis,
the reduced-dynamic orbit is utilized for georeferencing when modeling the non-gravitational
accelerations. Therefore, the computation only needs to be performed once and the result
can be interpolated to different kinematic orbit products. This is reasonable, because the
non-gravitational accelerations only change on larger spatial scales and the influence of the
different orbit products is not significant. Moreover, the plots of Section 3.2 are generated
using the reduced-dynamic orbits.
As outlined above, kinematic orbits are used in this thesis to derive time-variable gravity fields.
Hence, the quality of the orbits is directly related to the quality of the gravity fields. The Swarm
spacecraft are equipped with two eight-channel dual-frequency GPSRs (one main receiver and one
redundant receiver). An early study of van den IJssel et al. (2015) explains the Swarm GPS data
characteristics and shows first precise science orbit results, revealing an accuracy of 4 to 5 cm of
the kinematic orbit.
One drawback of the Swarm GPSRs is that they can only receive POD signals from not more than
eight GPS satellites at a time, which is a rather small number, compared to many other missions
(e.g., 12 for GRACE and 16 for GRACE-FO). In addition, it turned out that the GPSRs are
sensitive to ionospheric disturbances, which occurred especially in the beginning of the mission,
when solar activity was high. These effects are predominantly visible around the geomagnetic
equator and the geomagnetic poles, leading to systematic errors in the gravity fields. Schreiter
et al. (2019) mitigate ionospheric signatures in the AIUB orbit solutions by applying weighting
schemes to the GPS observations.
Over time, the quality of the kinematic orbits improved, on the one hand due to the naturally
decreasing ionospheric activity, and on the other hand due to receiver updates and modified tracking
loop settings (van den IJssel et al., 2016; Dahle et al., 2017). According to Montenbruck et al. (2018)
a 50 % improvement of the kinematic orbits is achieved, which contributes to improving the timevariable gravity fields (as will later be shown in Figure 4.12 (d)).
The official L2 kinematic orbit product SP3xKIN_2_ is provided by ESA and produced at Delft
University of Technology (TUD, Technische Universiteit Delft) (van den IJssel et al., 2015; van den
IJssel et al., 2016). Since there are many processing choices when computing kinematic orbits from
GPS observations, various other groups additionally produce and provide their science orbits. These
include IfG of the Graz University of Technology (Zehentner and Mayer-Gürr, 2016)7 , Institute of
Geodesy (IfE, Institut für Erdmessung) of the University of Hannover (Ren and Schön, 2018), and
AIUB (Jäggi et al., 2016; Schreiter et al., 2019)8 .
In this thesis, I use the kinematic orbits provided by IfG as they (1) deliver the best gravity field
results, (2) include 3x3 covariance matrices for each epoch, (3) are continuously available since the
update of the sampling rate on July 15, 2014, and (4) are regularly updated. In Section 4.3, I also
show gravity field results that I computed from AIUB orbits for comparison.

3.6

Non-Gravitational Accelerations

For the recovery of time-variable gravity fields from satellite measurements, one needs to separate the non-gravitational forces from the gravitational forces. In satellite gravimetry, the nongravitational forces are usually introduced in the processing as measured by on-board accelerometers. The actual accelerometer measurement is a voltage that needs to be converted to nongravitational accelerations. Nominal calibration values for this conversion are specified for each
7
8
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accelerometer (Fedosov and Peřestý, 2011). However, the real calibration values cannot be determined on ground, as gravity on Earth complicates the calibration of instruments, which should
perform well in space. For this reason, many studies deal with the calibration of accelerometer
measurements in order to obtain reliable values for non-gravitational accelerations.
Gruber et al. (2005) and Weigelt and Sneeuw (2005) investigate calibration methods for the accelerometer of the CHAMP satellite mission. Information on the calibration of GRACE’s accelerometer can be found in e.g. Bettadpur (2009), Bezděk (2010), or Vielberg et al. (2018). Klinger and
Mayer-Gürr (2016) show the advantages of an elaborate calibration for the recovery of time-variable
gravity fields from GRACE. Towards the end of its lifetime, GRACE-B’s accelerometer failed, such
that efforts were made to use information from the operating instrument of GRACE-A and transplant it to GRACE-B (e.g., Save et al., 2006; Bandikova et al., 2019). The scientific community
is confronted with similar challenges for GRACE-FO, as the accelerometer of one satellite delivers
data of degraded quality.
The above-mentioned studies give a small insight into the complexity of using accelerometer measurements for gravity field recovery. For Swarm one is confronted with an even bigger challenge:
The accelerometers on-board Swarm suffer from various anomalies, leading to a limited applicability of their data. Siemes et al. (2016) give an overview of the disturbances and their consequences,
which are summarized in the following.
Sudden changes in the accelerometer bias are called steps. They usually occur simultaneously in all
three axes-directions and might be related to a stress release inside the sensor structure. Furthermore, the Swarm accelerometers are heavily sensitive to temperature changes. To a certain limit,
this is already known from previous satellite missions, but for Swarm, the sensitivity turned out to
be 10 to 100 times stronger than expected before launch. Furthermore, the accelerometers need to
be rebooted occasionally (in case the implemented so-called EDAC fails). During the reboot, the
proof-mass is not controlled and might touch the walls of the cavity. Therefore, after such EDAC
failure events, the data must be interpreted with caution, until the proof mass recovers and flows
freely in the cavity again. Another source of disturbance are the thruster spikes. The attitude
of the satellite is usually maintained by torques from magnetic torquers. Thrusters are activated
when this control torque is insufficient for maintaining the attitude. The thrusters are designed
to only exert a torque on the satellite, but observations showed that they also generate a small
linear force, which leads to acceleration spikes in the measurements. In gravity field determination,
accelerometer observations during thruster events should consequently be removed.
The above-mentioned disturbances lead to a serious degradation of the Swarm accelerometer data
quality. Therefore, ESA has decided to make the L1B ACCx_PR_1B data product not available
to the public. Siemes et al. (2016) present an approach to process the accelerometer data in several
steps. They first manually remove the steps. Then they calibrate the observations against nongravitational accelerations derived from POD, while also considering the temperature-dependency.
In a last step, both types of non-gravitational accelerations are merged using frequency slicing in
the spectral domain. To this day, only along-track data of Swarm C has been cleaned and calibrated
in this way, as this is least affected by the various disturbances.
Over time, non-gravitational forces as measured by e.g. CHAMP, GRACE(-FO), and Swarm gained
more attention, because they would be useful for thermospheric density studies and gravity field
retrieval. Bezděk et al. (2017) compare the Swarm measurements to modeled data to obtain a
better understanding of the disturbances. A GPS-based calibration procedure, which also incorporates the temperature-dependency is presented by Bezděk et al. (2018). Van den IJssel et al.
(2020) use Swarm GPS observations to derive non-gravitational accelerations and thermospheric
densities. However, non-gravitational accelerations derived from POD are not suitable for the retrieval of time-variable gravity fields, as knowledge about gravitational forces is required. In Lück
et al. (2018), we showed that it is beneficial for gravity field recovery to introduce non-gravitational
forces in the processing, therefore I model them in this thesis.
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IGG has a long experience in studies of the thermosphere. I could profit from a software for determining non-gravitational accelerations along a satellite’s orbit, which was developed originally by
my colleague Ehsan Forootan. I implemented the computation of accelerations due to atmospheric
drag and lift after Sentman (1961) and modified by K. Moe and M. M. Moe (2005), as explained
in Doornbos (2012). Furthermore, I conducted all tasks related to the Swarm mission, such as
the implementation of the satellite’s macro model, tests, and validations. My colleague Kristin
Vielberg refined the modeling of SRP and ERP, as is explained in Vielberg and Kusche (2020).
Armin Corbin took care of the integration of the new NRLMSIS 2.0 empirical atmospheric model
into the software (Emmert et al., 2021). In the following, I describe the main steps of modeling
non-gravitational accelerations.
For LEO satellite missions, the non-gravitational accelerations are dominated by aerodynamic accelerations (due to drag and lift forces), SRP, and ERP. Hence, the non-gravitational accelerations
are commonly modeled by summing up the aforementioned effects
amodel = aaero + aSRP + aERP .

(3.6.1)

The aerodynamic acceleration is the largest of the three terms of Equation (3.6.1) for LEO satellites
and can be computed by
aaero = Caero

Aref
ρ |vr | vr ,
2m

(3.6.2)

where m is the spacecraft’s mass, vr is its velocity relative to the atmosphere, and ρ depicts the
thermospheric density. In this thesis, I use the recent NRLMSIS 2.0 empirical atmospheric model
to derive the density (Emmert et al., 2021). Aref is a reference area, which should be an agreed
value for the entire spacecraft. It cancels out in further computations of Caero and was originally
introduced to provide the correct dimensions of each quantity. Caero is a coefficient accounting for
drag and lift forces acting on the satellite. Aerodynamic accelerations strongly depend on Caero ,
which is evaluated for each panel of the satellite separately


N X
M
X
ρj
^ D + CL,i,j u
^ L,i ) · v
^r .
Caero = 
(CD,i,j u
(3.6.3)
ρ
i=1 j=1

In the above equation, N depicts the number of spacecraft panels, as defined by the macro model
(N = 15 for Swarm). The index j considers the different components of the atmosphere. The
NRLMSIS 2.0 model incorporates M = 8 so-called species: Helium (He), Oxygen (O & O2 ),
Nitrogen (N & N2 ), Argon (Ar), Hydrogen (H), and anomalous oxygen (O+ ). For each species,
^ D is the unit
the inner part of Equation (3.6.3) is evaluated separately and finally summed up. u
^ L,i is the unit vector in lift direction. u
^ L,i is perpendicular to u
^D
vector in drag direction and u
and depends additionally on the normal unit vector for each plane. The computation of the drag
and lift coefficients CD,i,j and CL,i,j is implemented as explained by Doornbos (2012), who follows
Sentman (1961) with modifications from K. Moe and M. M. Moe (2005).
Accelerations due to SRP and ERP are implemented as explained in detail in Vielberg and Kusche
(2020). aSRP is modeled by
aSRP,N


A
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=
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m
2



1AU
r ,sat

2
P1AU (λ, t) .

(3.6.4)

The above equation is evaluated for each panel N and summed up to obtain the acceleration due to
SRP that acts on the entire spacecraft. A is the area of a satellite panel and γ is the angle between
the normal vector of a panel and the incoming radiation. ν is the shadow function, which indicates
if the satellite is in full sunlight (ν=1), fully eclipsed (ν=0) or in penumbra. r ,sat denotes the
distance between the Sun and the satellite and P1AU (λ, t) accounts for solar radiation pressure at
the distance of 1 Astronomical Unit (AU). The absorption and reflection of incoming photons of
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the Sun at the spacecraft’s panel are modeled by the radiation pressure coefficients cRSW and cRLW
for shortwave and longwave fluxes, respectively. Accelerations due to ERP are usually quite small
compared to aerodynamic accelerations and SRP. ERP decreases with increasing distance from the
Earth and it acts mainly in radial direction of the spacecraft. For each panel N , the ERP is derived
by
aERP,N
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(3.6.5)

k=1

and summed up for the entire spacecraft. The index ⊕ now denotes the radiation pressure coefficient related to the Earth. For the computation of ERP accelerations the outgoing radiation of the
Earth’s surface in the spacecraft’s FoV needs to be considered. In our implementation, the FoV
consists of K ∆ωk surface elements of a regular 1° × 1° grid. rsat,k denotes the distance from the
center of a specific grid cell to the satellite, αk is the angle between the surface element’s normal
and the connection line to the satellite and c is the speed of light. Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant
Energy System (CERES) observations provide outgoing Top Of the Atmosphere (TOA) longwave
flux FLW,k and shortwave flux FSW,k data (Doelling et al., 2016; Loeb et al., 2018). In this thesis,
the hourly CERES_SYN1deg_Ed4.19 data is used. RLW,k and RSW,k are factors considering the
angular dependency of the Earth’s radiation. These factors furthermore depend on the land cover
type and cloud coverage, which are also delivered with the CERES data.
For a more detailed explanation of the individual terms in the computation of radiation pressure
accelerations, see Vielberg and Kusche (2020). All three terms of Equation (3.6.1) are evaluated
per satellite panel and depend on its size and orientation. Additionally, the radiation pressure
depends on the optical properties of the panel surface. I use the Swarm macro model as described
by Montenbruck et al. (2018). Figure 3.7 shows an illustration of the model and Table 3.2 describes
the properties (area, normal vector, and optical properties) of each panel.

Figure 3.7: Illustration of the Swarm macro model (taken from Montenbruck et al.,
2018). Area, normal vector, and optical properties of each panel are listed in Table 3.2.

In the following, the aerodynamic acceleration (drag+lift) will simply be denoted as “drag”, as this
is the main contributor. Figure 3.8 shows modeled and calibrated non-gravitational accelerations
for Swarm C. In the left column (Figure 3.8 a-c), the effects of drag, SRP, and ERP are compared
in along-track, cross-track, and radial directions. In the along-track direction, drag makes by far
the biggest contribution in the order of 10−7 m/s2 , while ERP is smallest. The orbital period of
about 94 minutes is reflected in the accelerations. In the cross-track direction, SRP has the largest
magnitude, while drag shows strong variations. In the radial direction, SRP and ERP act in opposite directions, as the radiation is emitted from above and below the spacecraft, respectively. In
general, non-gravitational accelerations are largest in along-track direction and smallest in radial
direction. One should keep in mind that Figure 3.8 (a-c) shows the results for April 1, 2015, which
is a day with medium solar activity. The magnitude of the individual contributions depends on the
solar activity. But nevertheless, drag in the along-track direction is always the largest contributor
9
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Figure 3.8: Investigation of non-gravitational accelerations acting on Swarm C. a)-c)
show the three individual components (i.e. aerodynamic acceleration, SRP, and ERP)
in along-track, cross-track and radial directions on April 1, 2015. d) and e) show
the comparison of modeled non-gravitational accelerations with the ACCCCAL_2_
product (Siemes et al., 2016) on April 1 of 2015 and 2017, respectively. Correlation
values are computed disregarding a bias and scale factor.
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#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Panel
Bottom 1
Bottom 2
Bottom 3
Solar array right
Solar array left
Top
Front
Side wall +y
Side wall −y
Support front
Support back
Boom +y
Boom −y
Boom top
Boom bottom

Normal vector
+0.000 +0.000 +0.000
−0.198 +0.000 +0.098
−0.138 +0.000 +0.990
+0.000 +0.588 −0.809
+0.000 −0.588 −0.809
+0.000 +0.000 −1.000
+1.000 +0.000 +0.000
+0.000 +1.000 +0.000
+0.000 −1.000 +0.000
+1.000 +0.000 +0.000
−1.000 +0.000 +0.000
+0.000 +1.000 +0.000
+0.000 −1.000 +0.000
−0.239 +0.000 −0.971
+0.228 +0.000 +0.974
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Area [m2 ]
1.54
1.40
1.60
3.45
3.45
0.50
0.56
0.75
0.75
0.80
0.80
0.60
0.60
0.60
0.60

δvis
0.79
0.17
0.14
0.10
0.10
0.07
0.80
0.07
0.07
0.00
0.07
0.03
0.03
0.06
0.00

ρvis
0.03
0.06
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.03
0.03
0.55
0.00
0.79
0.33
0.11
0.55

δir
0.31
0.20
0.22
0.28
0.28
0.22
0.83
0.21
0.21
0.00
0.22
0.09
0.09
0.18
0.00

ρir
0.01
0.02
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.20
0.00
0.12
0.12
0.04
0.20

Table 3.2: Properties of the Swarm macro model (taken from Montenbruck et al.,
2018). For each panel, the normal vector, the area, and optical properties are specified.
The optical properties comprise the effective fraction of diffusely (δ) and specularly (ρ)
reflected photons in the visible (vis) and infrared (ir) spectral range. Optical properties
related to absorption are not shown here, as they are not needed in this thesis. The
numbers in the first column relate to Figure 3.7.

at Swarm altitude.
In Figure 3.8 (d) modeled non-gravitational accelerations are compared to the ACCCCAL_2_
product on April 1, 2015. The modeled values are the result of the sum of drag, SRP, and ERP
of Figure 3.8 (a), whereas the ACCCCAL_2_ product contains calibrated accelerometer measurements (see Section 3.4 and Siemes et al., 2016). On this particular day, both time series agree very
well with each other and are correlated by 95.7 %, while the correlation drops below 0 % for individual other days, as will be evaluated in the course of this section. This comparison is important,
because I use the modeled non-gravitational accelerations in the determination of monthly Swarm
gravity fields; the calibrated data is only available in along-track direction for Swarm C, which
is not sufficient for gravity field retrieval, as other directions and data from Swarm A and B are
completely missing.
However, both methods for deriving non-gravitational accelerations do not always match perfectly,
as can be seen in Figure 3.8 (e) for April 1, 2017. The time series show an offset and a different
amplitude. It is now hard to evaluate which result is closer to the true non-gravitational accelerations, as they are simply unknown. The differences might for example occur due to possible errors
in the density model or the calibration process. When disregarding a bias and scaling factor, the
time series still show a correlation of 94.6 %. A bias and scaling factor are usually co-estimated during the gravity-field processing anyway, such that they can be neglected when comparing modeled
and calibrated data. Disregarding the bias and scaling factor, the modeled and calibrated nongravitational accelerations largely agree with each other. An investigation of daily batches shows
a correlation of more than 90 % (75 %) for 49 % (80 %) of the data (February 2014 to December
2020).
For further validation, Figure 3.9 shows the correlation between different non-gravitational acceleration products for the along-track direction of Swarm C. The investigated products are
• IGGadvanced : This is the version that I explained throughout this section (i.e. NRLMSIS
2.0 density model and advanced radiation pressure modeling as explained in Vielberg and
Kusche, 2020),
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• IGGstandard : This version is additionally computed at IGG, as it is still more common in
the scientific community (i.e. NRLMSISE-00 density model and standard radiation pressure
modeling, Vielberg and Kusche, 2020),
• IfG: Modeled non-gravitational accelerations from IfG10 ,
• ACCCCAL_2_: calibrated L2 accelerometer data (Section 3.4).
Each point represents the linear correlation coefficient between two daily time series. One evident
observation is that most correlations are higher than 75 % and that there are specific times when
the correlations get lower and even drop to zero or below. The correlation between IGGadvanced and
IGGstandard is always larger than 90 % and mostly even larger than 95 %. It is however interesting
to see that the advanced modeling is generally stronger correlated, when compared to the calibrated
ACCCCAL_2_ product than the standard version. This indicates an improvement of the nongravitational acceleration modeling at IGG. The modeled products from IGG and IfG have a larger
correlation than when each of them is compared to the ACCCCAL_2_ product. This suggests that
there are no major errors in the modeling and the differences might occur due to slightly different
modeling procedures. When compared to the calibrated ACCCCAL_2_ product, IGGadvanced has
a higher correlation than IfG, but both are in the same order of magnitude. Periods with lower
correlations are similar for all products and are investigated in the following.

Figure 3.9: Correlation of different non-gravitational acceleration products for the
along-track direction of Swarm C.

Figure 3.10 shows the relation between the Local Time of the Ascending Node (LTAN) of Swarm
C and the daily correlation between ACCCCAL_2_ and IGGadvanced . Hence, each black dot of
Figure 3.9 is also present in Figure 3.10; they are only plotted against different x-axes. Low correlations are concentrated at local times of 6 to 9 h and 18 to 21 h. These times coincide with dawn
and dusk, where ionospheric activity is generally high. One possible explanation for the lower correlations could be that density models (used for the modeling of non-gravitational accelerations)
are less reliable during dusk and dawn. This assumption is supported by the fact that correlations
between modeled accelerations at IGG and IfG are also low during the same times (Figure 3.9).
10

http://ftp.tugraz.at/outgoing/ITSG/satelliteOrbitProducts/operational/Swarm-1/
nonConservativeForces/ (last access: July 8, 2020)
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Furthermore, Bruinsma et al. (2017) found low correlations between CHAMP-derived density and
density models during dusk and dawn hours. At around 10 h and 20 h, an increased number of artifacts can be found in the accelerometer measurements (Christian Siemes, personal communication),
which contributes additionally to the accumulation of lower correlations in Figure 3.10. Moreover,
the correlations are larger during night- (85 to 100 %) than during daytime (65 to 100 %).

Figure 3.10: Relation between the LTAN and the correlation of modeled and calibrated
non-gravitational accelerations for the along-track direction of Swarm C. The correlation is computed between IGGadvanced and ACCCCAL_2_ on a daily basis. The color
of each dot indicates the date between 2014 and 2021.

In summary, it can be stated that the use of non-gravitational accelerations from Swarm is more
complicated than for other missions. Due to various disturbances, accelerometer data cannot be
used as it is and calibrated data only exists for the along-track direction of Swarm C. However, by
modeling the non-gravitational accelerations, they can be introduced into the gravity field recovery.
Comparing modeled and calibrated data shows a good agreement. Only for LTANs during dusk
and dawn times deviations are larger.

3.7

Time-Variable Gravity Fields from the Swarm Mission

A large part of this thesis will deal with gravity field recovery from the Swarm satellite mission. In
Chapter 4, the theory of gravity field determination is explained and results from Swarm will be
shown. Chapter 5 shows how the results can be used to derive mass changes globally and regionally
and in Chapter 6, normal equations of monthly gravity fields will be used as input for the sea level
inversion. Therefore, I would like to point out the characteristics and challenges when using Swarm
for gravity field recovery in this section.
Usually, GRACE(-FO) is the first choice for obtaining high-quality time-variable gravity fields.
The key instrument of GRACE(-FO) is the KBR system, which precisely measures the range,
range-rate, and range-acceleration between the satellites. It allows for determining mass changes
at spatial scales of down to a few hundred kilometers with unprecedented accuracy. However, there
is an 11-months gap between the data from GRACE and GRACE-FO. Hence, in order to close
this gap, the need for alternative time-variable gravity fields arises. Furthermore, additional data
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always has the potential to improve existing solutions.
As changes in the Earth’s gravity field induce changes of a spacecraft’s orbit, it is also possible to
use POD for gravity field recovery. LEO satellites are best suited for deriving time-variable gravity
fields, because the signal is less attenuated compared to higher-flying satellites. The most important
quantities to derive the Earth’s gravity field from kinematic orbits are (1) high-precision orbit
products, (2) information on the satellite’s attitude, and (3) information on the non-gravitational
forces acting on the satellite.
The Swarm mission is well suited to derive the Earth’s time-variable gravity field. It was launched
in November 2013 and is still in orbit. This means that it completely spans the GRACE-GRACEFO gap and additionally offers the opportunity for comparisons with both missions. The altitude
of the spacecraft is between 450 km and 530 km and is thus appropriate for gravity-field recovery.
Higher altitudes would downgrade the resolution and lower altitudes would lead to a faster orbit
decay and a shorter lifetime of the satellite. The combination of the three satellites offers a more
stable solution and reduces noise in the gravity field.
There are a few challenges when deriving time-variable gravity fields from kinematic orbits of
Swarm. One should always keep in mind that Swarm is not a dedicated gravity field mission and
that the solutions will never reach the quality of those from GRACE(-FO), due to the lack of an
inter-satellite ranging system. Moreover, the quality of the GPS measurements is not outstanding,
as is explained in Section 3.5. Especially in the beginning of the mission, the orbits were heavily
influenced by ionospheric activities, leading to systematic errors in regions of the geomagnetic
equator and the geomagnetic poles. Figure 3.11 shows that the F10.7 index and the Vertical Total
Electron Content (VTEC) (indicators of solar/ionospheric activity) are high in the early years and
decrease continuously until they reach their minimum in 2017. GPSR updates led to improvements
of the orbit quality (Dahle et al., 2017) and are additionally plotted in Figure 3.11. The first
important update was the increase of the sampling rate from 0.1 Hz to 1 Hz on July 15, 2014. The
following updates concern the increase of the antenna FoV from originally 80° to 88° until May 6,
2015. Then, until August 11, 2016, the tracking loop bandwidth was modified in order to achieve
a higher robustness against ionospheric scintillation.
Swarm accelerometer measurements are corrupted by a variety of errors and, so far, calibrated
data only exists for the along-track direction of Swarm C. In Lück et al. (2018), we showed that
modeling the non-gravitational forces leads to better results than co-estimating them. In Section 3.6
the modeling procedure is explained.
In this thesis, I will cope with the above-mentioned challenges to derive the best-possible monthly
gravity fields from the Swarm mission. During my research, I also looked into two additional variants
of time-variable gravity field representation: In Lück et al. (2018), we fit a six-parameter model
consisting of mean, trend, annual, and semiannual variability to each SH coefficient. In Richter
et al. (2021) we developed a reconstruction method, which combines monthly Swarm gravity field
models with the dominating spatial modes of mass change obtained from GRACE. Both approaches
provide reliable results, which often outperform the monthly solutions, as assessed in these studies.
However, the two approaches are not completely unconstrained, as they depend on the long-term
mass change observed by Swarm or GRACE. In this thesis, the focus will be on unconstrained
monthly gravity field solutions. Other groups provide their own gravity fields and de Teixeira da
Encarnação et al. (2020) combine four different gravity fields, processed at AIUB (Jäggi et al.,
2016), Astronomical Institute of the Czech Academy of Sciences (ASU, AStronomický Ustav)
(Bezděk et al., 2016), IfG (Zehentner and Mayer-Gürr, 2016), and Ohio State University (OSU)
(J.-Y. Guo et al., 2015). In Section 4.3 a comparison of my IGG results to other solutions is shown.

3.7. Time-Variable Gravity Fields from the Swarm Mission

Figure 3.11: Evolution of the F10.7 index and the VTEC during the Swarm lifetime.
GPSR receiver updates are indicated with vertical lines.
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Chapter 4

Gravity Field Recovery
The determination of the Earth’s gravity field and its temporal variations is one of the main challenges in geodesy. Starting with Sputnik 2 in 1957, observations of satellite orbits could be used to
gain a better knowledge of the Earth’s gravitational field than ever before (Merson and King-Hele,
1958). Measuring techniques have significantly improved since then - from optical observations,
to laser ranging techniques, GNSS-based POD and concepts especially designed for gravity field
retrieval. The dedicated gravity missions include CHAMP, GRACE(-FO), and GOCE (see Chapter 2).
One major task in space geodesy is the determination of a global mean or static gravitational field.
A static gravity field is derived from data accumulated over several years. Usually, observations
from different satellite missions are combined and sometimes terrestrial data is also included. The
combination of different measurement techniques during a long timespan leads to high spatial resolutions with high accuracies. The knowledge of the Earth’s static gravity field is important in
many areas of geodesy or geophysics. A static gravity field is often used as a background model or
as a reference in the determination and evaluation of time-variable gravity fields.
Another important aspect is the determination of time-variable gravity fields. Time-variable gravity
fields represent mass redistributions within the Earth system, for example expressed in a monthly
sampling. These mass redistributions are of great interest for a large community, as they are closely
related to climate change. They include variations in the continental water cycle, mass change of
glaciers and ice sheets, GIA, ocean mass change, atmospheric mass fluxes, and mass variations
within the solid Earth, such as earthquakes. In general, there is always a trade-off between the
spatial and temporal resolution of a gravity field. While static gravity fields have a high spatial
resolution, time-variable gravity fields have a lower spatial resolution (the higher the temporal resolution, the lower the spatial resolution will be).
Since the start of the first satellite, the scientific interest in gravity field determination grew considerably, especially with the launch of the GRACE mission. A large number of different approaches
to derive the Earth’s gravity field exists. Therefore, in Section 4.1 the methodology is described in
general and special characteristics for the Swarm mission are addressed. Section 4.2 shows how the
gravity field determination is implemented in the Gravity Recovery Object Oriented Programming
System (GROOPS) software and in Section 4.3 the results are presented and compared to existing
GRACE(-FO) solutions.

4.1

Methodology

In general, the determination of the Earth’s gravity field from space is closely linked to observing
the position and movements of satellites. One group of approaches is based on SST: A satellite
collects observations by tracking another satellite. There are two main concepts that need to be
distinguished: hl-SST and ll-SST.
In the hl-SST mode, a higher flying satellite measures the position of a LEO satellite. Typically, this
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means that the lower satellite is equipped with on-board GNSS receivers. The GNSS observations
can be used to derive the Earth’s gravitational field either directly or, more commonly, in a two-step
approach: First, kinematic orbits (see Section 3.5) are derived from the GNSS positions, without
introducing a priori information about the gravity field. In a second step, the gravitational field is
derived from the kinematic orbits.
Ll-SST means that two satellites are flying in the same orbit behind each other, with a distance of a
few hundred kilometers. An on-board ranging system measures the relative positions and velocities.
The GRACE(-FO) satellites use a combination of ll-SST and hl-SST to infer information about the
Earth’s gravity field.
In this thesis, the concept of hl-SST is used to derive time-variable gravity fields from kinematic
orbits of the Swarm mission. The two-step approach offers the possibility to investigate kinematic
orbit products from several scientific groups. Löcher (2010) gives a detailed overview of different
methods of using kinematic satellite orbits in gravity field recovery.
Amongst the most common and successful techniques are (1) the energy balance approach, (2) the
classical variational equation approach, (3) the celestial mechanics approach, (4) the acceleration
approach, and (5) the integral equation approach with short arcs .
The fundamental theory of the energy balance approach dates back to O’Keefe (1957). However,
due to an insufficient data coverage at that time, the method was only a rather theoretical option
for future satellite programs (e.g., Bjerhammar, 1969; Jekeli, 1999). The approach was revived
with the advent of the CHAMP mission (e.g., Han et al., 2002; Gerlach et al., 2003; Kusche and
Loon, 2005) and has also widely been used in GRACE studies (e.g., Han et al., 2006; Ramillien
et al., 2011; Zeng et al., 2015). One outcome of the approach is the TUM-2Sp gravity field model
(Földváry et al., 2005). The energy balance approach relies on the law of energy conservation and
thus links position and velocity of a satellite to the unknown gravitational potential. Shang et al.
(2015) developed the improved energy balance approach, which is now used at OSU. On the one
hand, it preserves more information from the KBR range-rate data of the GRACE measurements
and on the other hand, it reduces orbit errors by several adaptations.
The classical variational equation approach, also called dynamic approach, is based on the numerical
solution of Newton’s equation of motion, formulated as initial value problem. In order to get the best
fit to the observations, the equation of motion is linearized and iteratively solved until convergence.
The set of parameters updated in each iteration step includes the initial position and velocity but
may be extended by any quantity which impacts the orbit, e.g., the gravity field parameters. The
partial derivatives required for the computation of the parameter updates are obtained by solving
another set of differential equations, the so-called variational equations. The dynamic approach
is widely used in GRACE(-FO) gravity field estimation, e.g. by GFZ (Dahle et al., 2019a), JPL,
CSR, and IfG Graz (Kvas et al., 2019a). More information on the mathematics of this approach
can e.g. be found in Riley et al. (1967); Reigber (1989) or Bettadpur and McCullough (2017).
The celestial mechanics approach was developed at AIUB and is an extension of the classical
variational equation approach (Beutler et al., 2010). The key difference compared to the classical
approach is that additional pseudo-stochastic accelerations are estimated in order to compensate for
deficiencies in the force models (Jäggi et al., 2006). Jäggi et al. (2011) apply the celestial mechanics
approach to GOCE, CHAMP, and GRACE data, while Jäggi et al. (2016) investigate gravity fields
recovered from kinematic orbits of Swarm. Meyer et al. (2019) combine SLR, GRACE, and Swarm
data for gravity field determination.
Accelerations of a satellite can, e.g., be obtained by differentiating kinematic orbits twice. The
acceleration approach uses Netwon’s equation of motion to directly link a satellite’s acceleration to
gravity field parameters (Reubelt et al., 2003; Reubelt, 2009). In this way, there is no accumulation
of integration errors. The modified acceleration approach is evaluated in Ditmar and van Eck van
der Sluijs (2004) and Ditmar et al. (2006) and utilizes weighted average accelerations instead of
point-wise ones. Weigelt (2017) presents a possibility to also include range-accelerations from
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GRACE. However, the relative velocity of the two satellites (observed by GPS) would have to be
known with the same accuracy as the range acceleration (observed by the KBR system) to fully
take advantage of this approach. A variant, the so-called decorrelated acceleration approach, which
decorrelates errors in the GPS observations, was implemented at ASU. Bezděk et al. (2016) use
this extension to derive time-variable gravity fields from Swarm data.
The integral equation approach was developed for orbit determination by Schneider (1968). It was
modified by Reigber (1969) in order to be used for gravity field determination. The approach is
based on integrating Newton’s equation of motion (Equation (4.1.12)) twice and then formulating
the differential equation as a boundary value problem. The integral equation approach is used in
this thesis and is described in more detail in Section 4.1.3.
In a mathematical sense, all of the above approaches, except for the energy balance approach, are
equivalent as they are based on Newton’s equation of motion. Baur et al. (2014) compare different
approaches for deriving gravity fields from GOCE-GPS data. They conclude that the real-data
results are in agreement with theoretical considerations when comparing the approaches. Only
the energy balance approach
√ shows systematic shortcomings and is inferior compared to the other
approaches by a factor of 3. This is due to the fact that only the norm of the velocity vector is
considered when transferring the velocity to energy. Hence, a 3-element vector is transformed into
a scalar quantity, leading to a loss of redundancy. Differences in the results of other approaches
arise mainly as a consequence of processing choices or the propagation of error characteristics.

4.1.1

Representing the Earth’s Gravity Field with Spherical Harmonics

The gravity field of the Earth is determined by the distribution of masses. In this section, the
mathematical context of gravity field theory is explained. If not stated otherwise, the description
follows Hofmann-Wellenhof and Moritz (2006), who also provide further information for interested
readers.
According to Newton’s law of universal gravitation, two point masses, m1 and m2 , attract each
other with a force F12 , which is directed along their line of connection
F12 = Gm1 m2

r2 − r1
.
|r2 − r1 |3

(4.1.1)

In the above equation, r1 and r2 denote the positions of the two point masses, while G =
6.6742 · 10−11 m3 /kgs2 is the gravitational constant. Usually one of the masses is called attracting
mass (hereinafter denoted by the index Q) and the other one is called attracted mass (hereinafter
referred to without any index). In this thesis, the Earth will in general be the attracting mass,
while other bodies, such as satellites, will be the attracted mass. Instead of computing the force
F12 , one can also consider the gravitational field strength g, which is created by the attracting
mass. Considering the following relations,
g = g1 = Fm122
rQ = r1
r = r2
M = mQ = m1
l = |r − rQ |

...
...
...
...
...

gravitational field strength, created by the attracting mass,
position of the attracting mass,
position of the attracted mass,
attracting mass, i.e. mass of the Earth,
distance between the two point masses,

Equation (4.1.1) simplifies to
g = GM

r − rQ
.
l3

(4.1.2)

The right hand side can be replaced by the gradient of a scalar function V , which represents the
gravitational potential
g = ∇V.

(4.1.3)
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Evaluating Equations (4.1.2) and (4.1.3) leads to
V =

GM
.
l

(4.1.4)

The potential of a system can now be expressed as the sum of all individual contributions. Newton’s
integral Equation (4.1.5) describes a continuous distribution of mass elements dm over a volume v
as
ZZZ
dm
V =G
,
(4.1.5)
l
v

with dm = ρdv and ρ denoting the volume of the mass element. There are two cases that have to
be considered:
(
−4πGρ for any point r inside v
(Poisson)
∆V =
(4.1.6)
0
for any point r outside v (Laplace).
1) r is inside the attracting masses: in this case, ∆V can be determined with Poisson’s equation
(see Equation (4.1.6)),
2) r is outside the attracting masses: in this case, ∆V equals zero and Laplace’s equation is
valid. The solutions of Laplace’s equation are called harmonic functions. This case will be
important in the further course of this work, as it allows the determination of the gravitational
potential exterior of the Earth’s mass.
Now, considering the Earth’s gravitational potential outside the attracting masses, the solution of
Laplace’s equation can be formulated in terms of SH base functions Yn
∞  
GM X R n+1
V (λ, θ, r) =
Yn (λ, θ) ,
R
r

(4.1.7)

n=0

with (λ, θ, r) denoting the geocentric position in spherical coordinates. λ and θ are the geographical
longitude and colatitude, whereas r is the distance to the origin of an Earth-fixed coordinate
system. R denotes the mean Earth’s radius. The base functions Yn are also called surface spherical
harmonics. As they define a complete system of harmonic orthogonal functions on the surface of a
sphere, each arbitrary function on a sphere can be expressed as a series of Yn . The base functions
are obtained by
Yn (λ, θ) =

n
X

[cnm Cnm (λ, θ) + snm Snm (λ, θ)] ,

(4.1.8)

m=0

where cnm and snm denote the SH coefficients of degree n and order m, also called Stokes’ coefficients. Cnm and Snm are the corresponding surface spherical harmonics, which can be expressed
as
Cnm (λ, θ) = Pnm (cos (θ)) cos (mλ) ,

(4.1.9)

Snm (λ, θ) = Pnm (cos (θ)) sin (mλ) .
In the above equation, Pnm (cos (θ)) are the associated Legendre functions (also called Legendre
polynomials) of degree n and order m. They are obtained from a stable recursion formula. Inserting Equation (4.1.8) into Equation (4.1.7) leads to a common representation of the gravitational
potential
∞  
n
GM X R n+1 X
V (λ, θ, r) =
[cnm Cnm (λ, θ) + snm Snm (λ, θ)] .
R
r
n=0

m=0

(4.1.10)
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Background model
Gravity Field Model
Moon, Sun, and Planets
Earth Tide
Ocean Tide
Solid Earth Pole Tide
Ocean Pole Tide
Atmospheric Tide
Atmosphere and Ocean Dealiasing
Permanent Tidal Deformation

Product
GOCO06s
JPL DE421
IERS2010
FES2014b
IERS2010
Desai2002
AOD1B RL06
AOD1B RL06
included (zero tide)

Reference
Kvas et al., 2019b; Kvas et al., 2021
Folkner et al., 2009
Petit and Luzum, 2010
Carrère et al., 2016
Petit and Luzum, 2010
Desai, 2002
Dobslaw et al., 2017a
Dobslaw et al., 2017a

Table 4.1: Background models used during the processing.

With Equation (4.1.10) every possible gravitational potential can be expressed. In reality, the
summation is truncated at a degree nmax and a compromise between a high spatial resolution
(i.e. a high nmax ) and a high temporal resolution has to be found. The spatial resolution can be
computed by
ψ=

2πR
40 000 km
≈
,
nmax
nmax

(4.1.11)

where ψ denotes the full-wavelength of the smallest feature that can be represented with a maximum
degree nmax . Static gravity fields usually have a maximum degree nmax = 300 or higher, leading to
spatial resolutions of ψ ≈ 130 km or better. Monthly GRACE(-FO) gravity fields are evaluated up
to nmax = 120 and ψ ≈ 330 km, while the spatial resolution of monthly Swarm-only gravity fields
is in the range of a few thousand km as will be discussed in this thesis.

4.1.2

Background Models

One major aspect of this thesis is to derive time-variable gravity field models from satellite observations. This means that all other forces that act on a satellite have to be reduced during the
processing. Non-gravitational forces, such as air drag, SRP, and ERP, are usually measured by
accelerometers or, as in this thesis, modeled (see Section 3.6). Other disturbing forces are taken
into account by so-called background models. Table 4.1 gives an overview of the models that are
applied during the processing within this thesis. The individual models are described in the following. Further explanations can be found in the IERS Conventions (2010) (Petit and Luzum,
2010).

Gravity Field Model
The GOCO06s is used as gravity background model in this work. It is computed by the Gravity
Observation COmbination (GOCO) initiative and is one of the latest satellite-only global gravity
field models (Kvas et al., 2019b; Kvas et al., 2021). More than 15 years of data from GOCE,
GRACE, kinematic orbits of several LEO satellites and SLR observations have been combined
using Variance Component Estimation (VCE). The model consists of a static part up to degree
and order 300 and an additional time-variable part, consisting of trend and annual variations, up
to degree and order 200.
Direct Tides
In addition to the gravitational field of the Earth, other bodies induce a tidal potential on satellites. These include primarily the Sun and the Moon, but also planets and are called third body
perturbations. The third bodies induce gravitational forces on the Earth, on the one hand, and on
the satellite, on the other hand. The difference between these two are the direct tides. They depend
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on the positions of the third bodies, which can be extracted from the JPL DE421 Ephemerides
(Folkner et al., 2009).
Solid Earth Tides
The direct tides lead to a deformation of the solid Earth. The resulting mass displacements induce
a secondary change in the gravitational field, denoted as the solid Earth tides. This effect can be
modeled by employing Love numbers (Farrell, 1972). Here, I follow the specifications of the IERS
Conventions (2010).
Ocean Tides
The direct tides furthermore lead to a mass flux in the oceans, which, again, causes a change in
the gravitational field. In this thesis, I use the ocean tide model FES2014b (Carrère et al., 2016)
to account for this effect.
Atmospheric Tides
Atmospheric tides are another consequence of the direct tides. A redistribution of atmospheric
masses leads to a change in the gravitational field. This can be accounted for using the atmospheric
tide model that is additionally delivered with the Atmosphere and Ocean De-aliasing Level-1B
(AOD1B) RL06 product (Dobslaw et al. (2017); Dobslaw et al. (2017), see Atmosphere and Ocean
De-aliasing, below).
Solid Earth Pole Tides
Polar motion is defined as the movement of the Earth’s rotational axis with respect to a crust-fixed
reference frame. This motion induces centrifugal forces, which in turn cause deformations of the
solid Earth. The resulting change in the gravitational potential is called pole tide. Here, the pole
tides are implemented according to the IERS Conventions (2010).
Ocean Pole Tides
Polar motion induces a centrifugal effect on the ocean, which in turn results in changes of the
gravitational potential. These changes are called ocean pole tide. As suggested in the IERS
Conventions (2010), I use the self-consistent equilibrium model by Desai (2002) in this thesis.
Atmosphere and Ocean De-aliasing
Apart from tidal signals, there are also short-periodic non-tidal variations in the vicinity of the
Earth’s surface. These can for example be the result of heavy precipitation events or surface winds.
In order to prevent aliasing of such high frequencies into the gravity field solutions, the AOD1B
RL06 product is commonly applied (Dobslaw et al., 2017a). It models the short-periodic, non-tidal
variations of the atmosphere as well as the oceans’ reaction to it in intervals of three hours. The
product is routinely provided by GFZ and a technical documentation can be found in Dobslaw
et al. (2017).
Permanent Tidal Deformation
As explained above, the Earth’s gravity field is influenced by direct and indirect tidal effects. Both
contain a permanent and a periodic part. Depending on how the permanent part is treated, there
are three different ways to define a gravity field solution. They essentially differ regarding their c20
SH coefficient.
In a tide-free system, the permanent effect of Sun and Moon (both direct and indirect) are reduced
and not present anymore. This equals the assumption that Sun and Moon do not exist or are
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moved to infinity.
In a mean-tide system, on the other hand, direct and indirect permanent effects of Sun and Moon
are still included, which corresponds to a long-term average.
If only the indirect effects of Sun and Moon are retained, while the direct effect is reduced, the
solution is referred to as zero-tide. As suggested in the International Association of Geodesy (IAG)
(IAG, 1984), I use the zero-tide version in this thesis.

4.1.3

Integral Equation Approach

The integral equation approach relates satellite positions to parameters of the Earth’s gravity field.
It was developed by Schneider (1968) for orbit determination and modified by Reigber (1969),
such that it can be used for gravity field determination. Mayer-Gürr (2006) successfully used the
integral equation approach to derive global CHAMP and GRACE gravity field models. Eicker
(2008) computed regional gravity fields from CHAMP and GRACE and Schall (2020) optimized
the integral equation approach for regional analysis from GOCE data.
When applying the integral equation approach, the satellite orbit is typically divided into short
orbit arcs (i.e. 30 to 90 minutes). For long arcs (i.e. daily arcs), matrices would need too much
disc space. The advantages of short arcs are: (1) With each arc, new boundary parameters are
estimated, which help to absorb mismodeling, comparable to pseudo-stochastic pulses. (2) Short
arcs allow for an easy handling of data gaps. After each gap, a new arc will start. (3) Individual
weights can be assigned to each arc by applying VCE. Therefore, arcs of poorer quality have a
smaller influence on the final solution. (4) Correlations can be handled relatively easily: Within
one arc, the observations are assumed to be correlated over time and individual arcs are assumed
to be uncorrelated. Thus, observations of one arc can efficiently be decorrelated during the
processing. (5) The program can easily be parallelized, such that arcs can be treated at the same
time, as they are not correlated to each other. (6) Regional analyses can be conducted by selecting
the appropriate arcs. The last point is not relevant for this thesis, but should be mentioned for
completeness.
In the following, the integral equation approach is described based on Mayer-Gürr (2006), where
one can also find more detailed information.
Newton’s equation of motion formulates the relation between the satellite’s movement along its
orbit and the forces F acting on the satellite for a given time t
mr̈ (t) = F (t, r, ṙ) .

(4.1.12)

In the above equation, r, ṙ, and r̈ describe the position, velocity, and acceleration of the satellite
in an inertial reference frame, while m denotes the satellite’s mass. In the following, the force will
1
be described with respect to a unity mass element F := m
f, leading to _
rr
r̈ (t) = f (t, r, ṙ) .

(4.1.13)

The solution of the differential equation can be obtained by integrating twice. This results in a
Fredholm type integral equation of the second kind
r (τ ) = rA (1 − τ ) + rB τ − T

2

Z

1



K τ, τ 0 f τ 0 dτ 0 .

(4.1.14)

0

The equation above represents the orbit as a solution of a boundary value problem (Schneider,
1968) with the boundary values
rA := r (tA ) and rB := r (tB )

(4.1.15)
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for the first and last position of each orbit arc. The concept of an exemplary orbit arc is illustrated
in Figure 4.1. The straight line between rA and rB can be expressed through rA (1 − τ ) + rB τ ,
which is the first part of Equation (4.1.14).

Figure 4.1: Representation of one orbit arc (taken from Mayer-Gürr, 2006).

The deviation from the straight line is described by the subsequent integral in which K denotes
the integral kernel
(

τ 0 (1 − τ ) for τ 0 ≤ τ
K τ, τ 0 =
(4.1.16)
τ (1 − τ 0 ) for τ 0 > τ.
and τ represents the normalized time variable
τ=

t − tA
,
T

with T = t − tA .

(4.1.17)

In this thesis, the integral equation approach is used to derive time-variable gravity fields from
kinematic orbits of the Swarm mission. The gravity field parameters are part of the specific force
function f (τ 0 ). Consequently, the unknowns in Equation (4.1.14) are f (τ 0 ) and the boundary values
rA and rB . The satellite positions r serve as observations and are derived from GPS measurements
in POD. Equation (4.1.14) is evaluated at every epoch of the orbit arc and can be formulated as a
system of equations
l = Bb + h + e.

(4.1.18)

In this system, the observation equation is split into three parts. The first part (Bb) contains
the relation to the boundary values and the second part (h) concerns the specific force that one
is actually interested in. Furthermore, e represents the noise. The vector l contains the observed
satellite positions at N equidistant times τi with i = 1, ..., N


r (τ1 )


..
l=
(4.1.19)
.
.
r (τN )

b contains the boundary values and B are the associated factors from Equation (4.1.14).


(1 − τ1 ) τ1


 (1 − τ2 ) τ2 
rA


B=
b=
.
(4.1.20)
,
..
rB


.
(1 − τN ) τN
Vector h of Equation (4.1.18) represents the second part of Equation (4.1.14), which is the integral
evaluated at N observation epochs


h (τ1 )
Z 1




.
2
..
h=
with
h (τi ) = −T
K τi , τ 0 f τ 0 dτ 0 .
(4.1.21)

0
h (τN )
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h can now be split up into two parts: the first part (h0 ) is related to known reference forces, tides,
and non-gravitational accelerations and the second part (Ax) defines the relation to the unknown
parameters x, which are basically the SH coefficients. The design matrix A contains the partial
derivatives of h with respect to x
h = h0 + Ax

with

Aij =

∂h (τi )
.
∂xj

(4.1.22)

By combining Equation (4.1.18) and Equation (4.1.22), a linear system of observation equations
can be set up
l − h0 = Bb + Ax + e.

(4.1.23)

The above equation can be solved using a Gauß-Markoff model (Section 4.2.1). The unknown
parameters are b and x. For further information on the approach, such as the calculation of the
design matrix A, see Mayer-Gürr (2006).

4.1.4

Parameterization for the Swarm Mission

The integral equation approach with short arcs provides many opportunities for different parameterizations. Even if two gravity field models are computed with the integral equation approach
from the same data base, they can differ considerably. In Lück et al. (2018), we investigated how
different parameterizations affect the Swarm gravity field models. I expanded the investigations to
the current time (until March 2021) and chose the following parameters
• arc length: 45 minutes,
• maximum d/o: 40,
• modeling of non-gravitational accelerations: aerodynamic accelerations (drag+lift), SRP, and
ERP (Section 3.6),
• bias for non-gravitational accelerations: once per arc and direction,
• scale factor for drag: once per arc and direction,
• scale factor for (SRP+ERP): once per day and direction.
These have proven to deliver best results, when GRACE(-FO) is considered as the ground-truth. If
not mentioned otherwise, the gravity field models presented in the following chapters are computed
using the above parameterization and are referred to as “IGG-Swarm” or simply “Swarm solutions”.
The effect of other choices is analyzed in Section 4.3.4.

4.1.5

Visualizing and Comparing Potential Coefficients

A gravity field model is represented by the Stokes coefficients cnm and snm . The number N of
coefficients depends on the maximum degree n and can be determined by
N = (n + 1)2 .

(4.1.24)

For time-variable GRACE gravity fields, it is not unusual to choose n = 120, which leads to
N = 14 641 SH coefficients. This number illustrates that special tools are needed to visualize and
compare the Stokes’ coefficients of gravity field models. In the following, the concept of degree
amplitudes and spherical harmonic triangles is described.
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Degree Amplitudes
Degree amplitudes σn are a tool for the visualization of the Earth’s gravity field in the spectral
domain (van Gelderen and Koop, 1997). The contribution of each SH degree n to the total gravity
field model can be evaluated along with its formal error. In terms of geoid height, degree amplitudes
can be computed with
v
u n
p
uX
σn = σn2 = Rt
(c2nm + s2nm ).
(4.1.25)
m=0

Often, one is interested in comparing two gravity field models to each other. These could for example
be a static gravity field and a time-variable (e.g., monthly) gravity field. Another possibility would
be to compare two static models or two time-variable models to each other to assess their similarities
or differences. This can be achieved by computing the difference degree amplitudes ∆σn
v
u ∆n
uX
∆σn = Rt
(∆c2nm + ∆s2nm ),
(4.1.26)
m=0

where ∆cnm and ∆snm simply denote the difference in the SH coefficients of the two models that
are compared to each other. Similarly, the error degree amplitudes can be computed to evaluate
the error content of the model
v
u n
uX

σ
^n = Rt
σ
^c2nm + σ
^s2nm .
(4.1.27)
m=0

σ
^c2nm and σ
^s2nm denote the formal errors of the SH coefficients of the gravity field model. Figure 4.2
illustrates the concept of degree amplitudes σn , difference degree amplitudes ∆σn and error degree
amplitudes σ
^n (Equations (4.1.25) to (4.1.27)) using the GOCO06s and ITSG-Grace2018 gravity
field models.
Spherical Harmonic Triangles
SH triangles are a common tool to visualize a set of Stokes’ coefficients. Each coefficient is represented by a color. Due to the large variety, one usually chooses a logarithmic color scale. The left
side of the triangle represents the sine coefficients snm , while the right part illustrates the cosine
coefficients cnm . The SH order m is plotted on the x-axis, while the degree n is plotted on the
y-axis. It is possible to either show the Stokes’ coefficients themselves, or their respective uncertainties.
Figure 4.3 shows exemplarily SH triangles for the ITSG-Grace2018 gravity field from January 2016.
In Figure 4.3 (a), the full signal of the monthly Stokes’ coefficients is plotted. It is well visible that
lower degrees have higher values, as they represent the coarse structure of the Earth. Finer structures, i.e. higher degrees, have smaller values. Figure 4.3 (b) shows the monthly coefficients from
subplot (a) minus the static part of the GOCO06s with a different color scale. Again, the lower
degrees are larger in general, because they contain more signal. Here, also orders m > 70 and
degrees n > 115 have larger values. However, the quality of the coefficients in these areas is inferior as can be seen in the uncertainty plot of Figure 4.3 (c). Furthermore, degree c20 is not well
determined (see Section 5.1) and uncertainties of sectoral coefficients are larger in general. Certain
orders have a higher uncertainty than others, which is reflected in a vertical striping pattern and
might be related to the resonance orders of GRACE, occurring at multiples of 15 (Cheng and Ries,
2017).
Throughout this thesis, SH triangles will be used to compare different gravity field models to each
other.

4.1. Methodology

Figure 4.2: Concept of degree amplitudes σn , difference degree amplitudes ∆σn , and
error degree amplitudes σ
^n . As a reference field, the static part of the GOCO06s is
chosen and the monthly ITSG-Grace2018 gravity field model of January 2016 is used
for comparison.
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Figure 4.3: Representation of ITSG-Grace2018 SH coefficients from January 2016 in
a triangle. a) Full signal of the monthly gravity field solution. b) Monthly gravity
field with respect to the static part of the GOCO06s. c) Uncertainties of the monthly
gravity field.
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Implementation

The main software that is used in this thesis is Gravity Recovery Object Oriented Programming
System (GROOPS) (Mayer-Gürr et al., 2021). GROOPS has been developed at IGG Bonn and is
now maintained at both IGG and IfG Graz1 . The software is written in C++ and was designed
to solve geodetic tasks such as GNSS processing and gravity field recovery. Non-gravitational
accelerations are modeled using MATLAB (Section 3.6) and plots in this thesis are generated with
version 6.2.0 of the Generic Mapping Tools (GMT) software (Wessel et al., 2019).
NEQ systems for one month can become huge. Table 4.2 gives an overview of the number of
observations and parameters for each month, with the parameterization of Section 4.1.4 taken as
a basis. A sampling of 10 s leads to an average number of 2 343 615 observations for each month
accumulated for the three satellites. This number varies due to data gaps and the number of
days per month (standard deviation of 71 018). A gravity field of maximum d/o 40 contains 1677
parameters (degree 0 and 1 are not estimated). Furthermore, six parameters for the boundary
values are estimated for each arc, which leads to almost 18 000 additional parameters. Bias and
scale parameters for the non-gravitational accelerations amount to approximately 18 000 additional
parameters. Hence, all in all there are more than 2 000 000 observations and 37 000 parameters for
each month, which would result in a design matrix of 650 GB, a covariance matrix of 40 TB and
a NEQ matrix of 10 GB. A straight-forward computation of a monthly gravity field model is not
possible with matrices of such size. In the following sections, ways to reduce the computational
costs are presented.
#
#
#
#
#

Observations (A+B+C)
Gravity field parameters
Boundary value parameters (A+B+C)
Bias parameters (A+B+C)
Scale parameters (A+B+C)

Mean
2 343 615
1677
17 576
8788
9061

±
±
±
±
±
±

Std.
71 018
0
545
273
280

Table 4.2: Number of observations and parameters for the monthly gravity fields. Due
to data gaps and the different number of days per month, the number of observations
and parameters varies. A mean value and the corresponding standard deviation is
given. Orbit arcs of 45 minutes are assumed and the bias is estimated for each direction per arc, while the scaling factors are estimated separately for drag and radiation
pressure for each direction (drag: once per arc; radiation pressure: once per day).

4.2.1

General Least Squares Adjustment

A widely used approach to determine the parameters of an overdetermined system of observation
equations is the Least Squares Adjustment (LSA) (Koch, 1999). The basic principle is shortly
described in this subsection, while all modifications are explained throughout the next paragraphs
of this subsection.
A linear or linearized Gauß-Markoff model consists of a functional model
l = Ax + e,

(4.2.1)

and a stochastic model
Σll = σ0 P−1 .

(4.2.2)

The functional model describes the relation between the observations l and the unknown parameters
x, with the design matrix A and observation residuals e. The stochastic model describes the
variances and covariances of the observations. Σll denotes the variance-covariance matrix of the
1

https://github.com/groops-devs/groops (last access: July 5, 2021)
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observations and can alternatively be described using a general variance factor σ0 and the weight
matrix P. The goal is to find the Best Linear Unbiased Estimator (BLUE), which can be achieved
by minimizing the weighted sum of the squared residuals
eT Pe → min.

(4.2.3)

The NEQ matrix N and NEQ vector n can be computed by
N = AT Σll −1 A,

n = AT Σll −1 l.

(4.2.4)

The estimated parameters x̂ are obtained by solving
Nx̂ = n.

4.2.2

(4.2.5)

Preparing the Data

Before starting with the actual computations for gravity field retrieval, the data has to be prepared.
Swarm data that is used in this thesis is provided in daily files. Detailed information on the data can
be found in Section 3.4. The following products are used for gravity field retrieval: kinematic orbits
including 3 × 3 epoch-wise covariance matrices from IfG (see Section 3.5), the L1B star camera
data STRxATT_1B and the mass of the satellites from the SC_xDYN_1B product for modeling
the non-gravitational accelerations. Furthermore, the calibrated along-track accelerometer data of
Swarm C ACCCCAL_2_ is prepared for comparison.
All products have to be stored in monthly files with an adequate sampling. After some tests regarding the computation time and the quality of the results, I reduced the data sampling to 10 s.
A higher sampling would lead to considerably longer run-times without an improvement of the
results, as successive observations would be highly correlated.
Times where a satellite maneuver was carried out (provided in the STRxATT_1B product) are
excluded, as this data would distort the gravity field processing. A large number of maneuvers was
performed during the commissioning phase in the first months of the Swarm mission in order to
place the satellites into their selected orbits. Since then, mainly short maneuvers are carried out
occasionally for orbit control.
Non-gravitational accelerations are modeled according to Section 3.6. In a next step, all data products are synchronized, i.e. only epochs that are available in all files are kept. While synchronizing,
the monthly files are divided into short orbit arcs that are assumed to be uncorrelated and can thus
be processed in parallel. One month contains for example around 1000 45-minute arcs, depending
on the number and distribution of data gaps. Investigations on the length of the orbit arcs are
conducted in Section 4.3.4.

4.2.3

Computing the Reference Forces

In order to derive a time-variable gravity field of the Earth, all known reference forces are reduced during the processing. These reference forces include an a priori background model, tidal
disturbances, and non-gravitational accelerations. For a complete description of all models, see
Section 4.1.2.
The reference forces can directly be included in the processing or their impact on the satellite’s orbit
can be computed beforehand. The prior determination has the advantage that it is possible to save
the accelerations for each position along the satellite’s orbit. If one wants to investigate different
parameterizations (see Section 4.3.4), this step of reducing the reference forces only needs to be
computed once, independent of later choices, and can be used for several following investigations,
thus saving computing time.
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Preprocessing the Kinematic Orbits

In a preprocessing step, an empirical covariance function is estimated to describe the temporal
correlation of the kinematic orbit epochs. Furthermore, a variance factor for each arc is computed
in order to downweight arcs with lower accuracy or outliers. The goal is to obtain a full covariance
matrix Σllarc for each orbit arc with temporal as well as epoch-wise correlations
2
Σllarc = σ02 σarc
Ddiag Sx,y,z DTdiag .

(4.2.6)

In the above equation, σ02 is an overall variance factor, which is set to 1 in this thesis, as full 3 × 3
covariance matrices per epoch are provided with the kinematic orbits. Ddiag is a block diagonal
matrix and consists of 3 × 3 matrices which are placed on the main diagonal


D (t1 )
0
...
0
 0
D (t2 ) . . .
0 


Ddiag =  .
(4.2.7)
..
..  ,
..
 ..
.
.
. 
0

0

. . . D (tn )

where n is the number of epochs in the considered arc. The individual matrices D are obtained
from an eigenvalue decomposition of the 3 × 3 epoch-wise covariance matrices


T
Σ3x3 (ti ) = QΛQT = QΛ1/2 QT
QΛ1/2 QT
= D (ti ) DT (ti ) .
(4.2.8)
Now only Sx,y,z and σarc are missing to assemble the full covariance matrix of Equation (4.2.6).
They are both obtained using the residuals earc of a complete LSA. In a first step, the gravity
field adjustment (see Section 4.2.5 for information on designing and solving the NEQs) is executed
by considering Σllarc to only contain the available 3 × 3 epoch-wise covariance information on the
main diagonal. The residuals are used to derive an empirical covariance function for each direction
in the satellite reference frame. With ∆t being the observation sampling, the covariances can be
expressed for each direction by
 2

 2

 2

σx(0∆t)
σy(0∆t)
σz(0∆t)
σ 2

σ 2

σ 2

 x(1∆t )
 y(1∆t )
 z(1∆t )





Sx = 
(4.2.9)
 ..  , Sy =  ..  , Sz =  ..  .
 . 
 . 
 . 
2
2
2
σx(n∆t)
σy(n∆t)
σz(n∆t)
These components are sorted into matrix Sx,y,z
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2
2
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0
0
σx(1∆t)
0
0

2
2
0
σ
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0
σ
0
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2
2
 0
0
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0
0
σz(1∆t)
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σ
0
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. (4.2.10)
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σz(1∆t)
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. . . σx(0∆t)
0
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2
...
0
σy(0∆t)
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2
...
0
0
σz(0∆t)

The weight factors σarc for each arc are also derived from the residuals earc using a Variance
Component Estimation (VCE) (Koch and Kusche, 2002)
2
σarc
=

eTarc Σll −1
arc earc
,
rarc

(4.2.11)

where rarc denotes the redundancy. Now, a refined Σllarc , containing the full covariance information, is computed using Equation (4.2.6). The whole preprocessing step can be repeated iteratively
until convergence.
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4.2.5

Designing and Solving the Normal Equations for Each Satellite

As NEQ systems for one month can become huge, several steps are taken to reduce the computational efforts.
(1) The individual orbit arcs are assumed to be uncorrelated, such that one can set up the system
of NEQs for each arc in parallel. Index i denotes the consideration of an individual arc.
(2) To design and solve the NEQs computationally efficiently, it is common to decorrelate the
system of observation equations first by applying a Cholesky decomposition to the covariance
matrix of the observations (Koch, 1999)
T
Σlli = P−1
i = R R,

(4.2.12)

where R is a regular upper triangular matrix. The goal is to obtain an uncorrelated observation equation
li = Ai x + ei .

(4.2.13)

This is achieved by multiplying the transposed inverse transformation matrix R−T with the
design matrix Ai and the vector of observations li
Ai = R−T Ai ,

li = R−T li .

(4.2.14)

The NEQ matrix Ni and vector ni can be computed using the transformed quantities
Ni = Ai Ai = ATi Pi Ai ,

ni = Ai li = ATi Pi li .

T

T

(4.2.15)

The decorrelation entails several advantages, such as the avoidance of the inversion of the
covariance matrix, which is computationally intensive. The following explanations refer to
decorrelated observation equations, without explicitly mentioning it (and omitting the bars
for simplicity).
(3) The parameters are divided into “relevant” (i.e. gravity) parameters x and arc-related parameters b as is explained in Section 4.1.3. To recap, Equation (4.1.23) stated
li − hi,0 = Bi bi + Ai x + ei .

(4.2.16)

The decorrelation of step (2) allows the reduction of the arc-related parameters from the
system, which leads to a smaller NEQ and thus a shorter computing time. In order to reduce
the parameters b, one needs to build the submatrices
Ni,11 = ATi Ai ,

Ni,12 = ATi Bi ,

ni,1 = ATi (li − hi,0 ) ,

Ni,22 = BTi Bi

(4.2.17)

ni,2 = BTi (li − hi,0 ) .

The reduced NEQ matrix Ni and NEQ vector ni are computed by
T
Ni = Ni,11 − Ni,12 N−1
i,22 Ni,12

ni = ni,1 − Ni,12 N−1
i,22 ni,2

(4.2.18)

and lead to the reduced NEQ system (Niemeier, 2002)
Ni x̂ = ni .

(4.2.19)

(4) In the next step, the NEQ systems of all individual arcs need to be accumulated to obtain a
solution for the whole month
N=

m
X
i=1

Ni ,

n=

m
X

ni ,

(4.2.20)

i=1

where m is the total number of arcs in one month. The NEQ system
Nx̂ = n
can be solved to obtain the estimated parameters x̂ for the whole month.

(4.2.21)
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4.2.6

Accumulating the Normal Equations from Swarm A, B, and C to Obtain
a Combined Solution

In the previous steps, a full LSA has been performed for each Swarm satellite individually. This
means that one obtains three systems of NEQs and three gravity field solutions that can be compared to each other. The goal is to derive one combined solution from all satellites. This is achieved
by accumulating the NEQs of Swarm A, B, and C as explained in Equation (4.2.20) for the accumulation of individual arcs. It must be ensured that only gravity field parameters are included
in the NEQs. In case that e.g. a global scaling factor for the modeled non-gravitational accelerations was estimated for the whole month, it should be reduced from the NEQs beforehand (see
Equations (4.2.17) to (4.2.19)).

4.2.7

Reassembling the Monthly Gravity Field

One has to keep in mind that the obtained solution is residual with respect to the initial reference
forces that were computed as explained in Section 4.2.3. In general, there are four quantities
that are sensed by the satellite: (1) forces represented in the a priori model, (2) the residual
force model (which is estimated by solving the NEQs), (3) tidal forces, and (4) non-gravitational
accelerations. The common way to disseminate gravity field models in the scientific community
(e.g., by the ICGEM) is to add the a priori reference model back to the solution. This means
that tidal disturbances and non-gravitational accelerations are not part of the gravity field models.
Furthermore, the corrections mentioned in Section 5.1 are also not yet included in the gravity fields,
such that the user can decide him-/herself which corrections to apply. I also follow this convention
and add the a priori reference gravity field model back to my solution (i.e. the monthly mean of
the GOCO06s).

4.2.8

Time Period for Comparisons

When comparing GRACE(-FO) and Swarm gravity field models, one can usually assume
GRACE(-FO) as the ground truth. Due to the ultra-precise KBR measurements, GRACE(-FO)
achieves a higher resolution and a better quality. In this way, one can evaluate the error of Swarm
by comparing to GRACE(-FO). This helps to assess the quality of Swarm time-variable gravity
field models, even when GRACE(-FO) is not available.
Figure 4.4 gives an overview of the data availability. Swarm was launched on November 22, 2013.
Kinematic orbits from IfG are produced starting on July 15, 2014 (which coincides with the
update of the sampling rate, see Figure 3.11). However, the quality of the kinematic orbits and
thus also of the time-variable gravity fields was inferior in the beginning. Due to the decreasing
solar activity and several receiver updates, the orbit products became more reliable over time. As
the results will show, the reliability of the Swarm gravity field models strongly increases in May
2015. The middle panel shows the data availability and quality of GRACE(-FO), for more details
see Section 2.1.4.
When deriving metrics, such as trends, Root Mean Square (RMS) values, Root Mean Square
Errors (RMSEs) or correlations, it is important to use the same time period for both satellites.
Otherwise, the results and metrics would not be comparable. I chose to only use those months
which are available with good quality for both GRACE(-FO) and Swarm (see bottom panel of
Figure 4.4). These include 11 months during the GRACE period (July to September and December
2015 as well as January to March and May to August 2016) and 32 months of GRACE-FO (June
and July 2018 as well as October 2018 to March 2021).
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Figure 4.4: Availability of GRACE(-FO) and Swarm data and the base for comparison.
Upper panel: Availability of IGG-Swarm gravity field models. Middle panel: Availability of ITSG-Grace2018 gravity field models. Bottom panel: Base for comparison when
deriving metrics such as RMS, RMSE, trend, and correlation. Only months where both
GRACE(-FO) and Swarm are of good quality are considered.

4.3

Results from Swarm and Comparison to GRACE(-FO)

Swarm and GRACE(-FO) gravity field models consist of a large number of SH coefficients for
each month. As it would be out of the scope of this thesis to investigate the time series for each
coefficient (e.g., 1677 coefficients for d/o 40), I show some representative examples of the lower
degrees (Section 4.3.1). In order to still get the whole overview, different metrics (e.g., RMS,
RMSE, correlation) for each coefficient are derived and illustrated as SH triangles (Section 4.3.2).
Furthermore, I analyze degree amplitudes in order to assess the signal and error content for each
degree (Section 4.3.3). Finally, the effect of different parameterization choices on the gravity field
models is investigated (Section 4.3.4).

4.3.1

Comparing the Lower Degrees

Lower SH degrees are important to describe the long-wavelength part of the Earth’s gravity field.
c20 and c30 of the GRACE(-FO) solutions are commonly replaced with values from Technical Note
(TN)-14 (Loomis et al., 2020), as will be explained in Section 5.1. The replacement values from
TN-14 are computed at NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) from up to seven SLR
satellites. They estimate SH coefficients up to d/o 5 and additionally c61 and s61 , while considering
higher degrees from background models. Figure 4.5 shows time series of selected low-degree SH
coefficients from ITSG-Grace2018, Swarm, SLR, and TN-14. The solution that is referred to as
SLR in this section is the IGG-SLR gravity field model.
The time series of c20 from TN-14 shows a clear annual signal and looks smoother as compared to
GRACE(-FO) and Swarm. c20 from SLR and TN-14 are highly correlated by 94 % and the RMS
of the difference is 0.39 · 10−10 . Swarm data is more noisy, but still shows a correlation of 47 %,
while the RMS of the difference is 1.31 · 10−10 . GRACE(-FO) data seems to be completely noisy,
with a correlation of 0 % and a RMS of 1.58 · 10−10 .
The c30 coefficient shows clear similarities between TN-14, GRACE(-FO), and Swarm. Correlations
are 90 % (TN-14 vs. GRACE(-FO)) and 61 % (TN-14 vs. Swarm). RMS values are significantly
lower than they are for c20 , they amount to 0.32·10−10 (TN-14 minus GRACE(-FO)) and 0.68·10−10
(TN-14 minus Swarm). The SLR time series and TN-14 are correlated by 75 %, but SLR starts to
drift away from the other solutions in the second half of 2019 and therefore has a larger RMS of
1.04 · 10−10 , when compared to TN-14.
GRACE(-FO), Swarm, and IGG-SLR time series of s31 are similar. The correlation of SLR and
GRACE(-FO) is slightly higher than that of Swarm and GRACE(-FO) (85 % vs. 83 %). Regarding
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the RMS, on the other hand, Swarm shows less deviations to GRACE(-FO) (Swarm 0.24 · 10−10 ,
SLR: 0.27 · 10−10 ).
Time series of the s33 coefficient are strongly correlated for GRACE(-FO) and Swarm (89 %) and
GRACE(-FO) and IGG-SLR (78 %). However, the SLR time series is more noisy, which is reflected
in the RMS with respect to GRACE(-FO) (Swarm: 0.25 · 10−10 and SLR 0.58 · 10−10 ).
In general, the lower degrees of GRACE(-FO) and Swarm show strong correlations and only small
differences (except for c20 , which is replaced). While Figure 4.5 only shows four SH coefficients in
detail, the next subsections give an overview of all coefficients and confirm this statement.

4.3.2

Spherical Harmonic Triangles

In this section, the individual SH coefficients are examined in terms of SH triangles (Section 4.1.5).
Figure 4.6 highlights different aspects of GRACE(-FO) and Swarm SH coefficients. For the analysis,
only months that are available in both GRACE(-FO) and Swarm are considered, as evaluated in
Figure 4.4.
In Figure 4.6 (a) the variability of the GRACE(-FO) SH coefficients is depicted, which is, in a
mathematical sense, the standard deviation of each coefficient. It is interpreted as signal in the
following. As could be expected, the variability is high for low degrees. Furthermore, the edges
of the triangle (in the following referred to as “sectoral and near-sectoral coefficients”) have larger
values than the interior.
The RMSE of Swarm with respect to GRACE(-FO) is presented in Figure 4.6 (b) for each coefficient.
The RMSE can be interpreted as noise, because GRACE(-FO) is considered to be the ground-truth.
Lower degrees as well as sectoral and near-sectoral coefficients have smaller RMSEs. Interestingly,
zonal coefficients of the lower degrees show larger values than lower degrees in general. For degrees
higher than ∼10-15, the RMSE is clearly larger than the variability of GRACE(-FO) of subfigure
(a), which will be discussed in terms of the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) in subfigure (f).
Figure 4.6 (c) shows the RMS of formal GRACE(-FO) errors. The c20 coefficient has the largest
RMS, but it is commonly replaced (Section 5.1). A general pattern related to the SH order is visible
in the triangle. Orders lower than ∼15 have small RMS values, which decrease with increasing
degree and they are generally lower than the variance of subfigure (a). The RMS of orders larger
than ∼15 does not show a clear dependence on the degree (only sectoral coefficients are generally
larger). With increasing order, the RMS gets higher. High orders of (c) are in the same magnitude
as high orders of (a), which means that they should be handled with caution.
In Figure 4.6 (d) the RMS of formal Swarm errors is presented. The RMS is higher than that of
GRACE(-FO), which could be expected due to different ways of gravity field retrieval. However, it
is interesting that subfigures (b) and (d) look very similar. This means that formal Swarm errors
are a realistic estimate of the real error.
Figure 4.6 (e) presents the correlation between GRACE(-FO) and Swarm SH coefficients. Lower
degrees (except for c20 ) have high correlations. This is a sign for a good reliability of the Swarm
coefficients. For d/o up to ∼10, a large part of the coefficients has a correlation of 70 % or higher.
The correlation is further analyzed in Figure 4.7.
The SNR is analyzed in Figure 4.6 (f). It is computed by dividing the values of subfigure (a) by those
of subfigure (d). Blue values indicate that the signal is larger than the noise. As expected, lower
degrees show SNR values larger than 1 and with increasing degree, the SNR decreases. Starting
from degree 11, all coefficients have a smaller SNR than 1. Yet, they can still provide information on
mass changes (by applying a smoothing filter and spatial averaging), as will be shown in Chapter 5.
In Figure 4.7 the correlation of Swarm with respect to GRACE(-FO) (Figure 4.6 f) is analyzed in
more detail. In subfigure (a) the mean and RMS correlation per degree is shown. They generally
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Figure 4.5: Time series of selected lower degree coefficients (c20 , c30 , s31 , s33 ) from
Swarm, GRACE(-FO), and SLR with respect to the static part of the GOCO06s. The
TN-14 solution is also shown as a reference. For c20 , the TN-14 gaps are filled with the
CSR time series for full calender months. Values in brackets are related to the time
period of SLR data, which ends in December 2020. RMS values in units of 10−10 .
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Figure 4.6: SH triangles showing different statistics of GRACE(-FO) and Swarm
Stokes’ coefficients.
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decrease with an increasing degree, which could be expected. Both, mean and RMS are larger than
75 % up to degree 6 and larger than 50 % up to d/o 10. For degrees higher than ∼14, mean and
RMS start to diverge, indicating the existence of negative correlations.
As single exceptions could distort the interpretation of mean and RMS of the correlations, another
approach is plotted in Figure 4.7 (b). The lines indicate how many coefficients have a correlation
of higher than 75 % (and 50 %, 25 %, respectively). Degree 10, for example, is composed of 19 SH
coefficients. For each of these 19 coefficients the correlation between Swarm and GRACE(-FO) is
computed. 16 coefficients are correlated by more than 25 %, 11 have a correlation of more than
50 % and 2 are correlated by more than 75 %. This amounts to fractions of 0.84, 0.58, and 0.11,
corresponding to the values on the y-axis. Only coefficients up to degree 17 have correlations larger
than 50 %. This figure once more shows that it is hard to make a clear statement on which degrees
can reliably be used. Based on the analyses in Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7, one should truncate
somewhere above degree 10-15, depending on the application.

Figure 4.7: Analysis of the correlation between Swarm and GRACE(-FO) per SH
degree. Degree c20 and c30 are excluded, as they are commonly replaced. a) Mean and
RMS of the correlation per degree. b) Fraction of coefficients, which have a correlation
above 25 % / 50 % / 75 % for each degree. E.g.: there are 6 coefficients of degree 3
(with c30 being excluded). For 5 of these coefficients (i.e. 83 %) the correlation between
Swarm and GRACE(-FO) is larger than 75 %.

Swarm gravity field models are computed by accumulating the NEQs of Swarm A, B, and C
(Section 4.2). The contribution Ci of each satellite i to the individual SH d/o is computed by
Ci = N−1
ABC Ni ,

(4.3.1)

where NABC is the combined NEQ matrix of Swarm A, B, and C and Ni denotes the NEQ of a
single satellite. Figure 4.8 shows the mean contribution for each SH coefficient. On a first glance,
Swarm A and C generally contribute more (around 35 % to 40 %) to the combined gravity field
than Swarm B. This can be explained by the lower altitude of A and C (Figure 3.2). However,
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Swarm B’s contribution to long wavelengths is higher than 1/3. This applies to degrees up to 6 and
to sectoral coefficients up to 15. Figure 4.8 illustrates that it is possible to take advantage of the
different orbital altitudes for gravity field determination and to obtain individual contributions for
each d/o. Another possibility to derive Swarm gravity field models is the combination on solution
level. This means that for each of the three solutions one weighting factor is derived. With this
method, all coefficients would be treated equally and it would not be possible to exploit the special
characteristics as revealed in Figure 4.8.

Figure 4.8: Mean contribution of each Swarm satellite to the combined solution.

4.3.3

Degree Amplitudes

The concept of degree amplitudes σn , difference degree amplitudes ∆σn and error degree amplitudes
σ
^n is explained in Section 4.1.5. For a better understanding, I start by analyzing the GRACE(-FO)
degree amplitudes and then move on to Swarm.
Figure 4.9 shows the difference degree amplitudes of the ITSG-Grace2018 gravity field of January
2008 with respect to the static part of GOCO06s and its associated formal errors. According to
Kaula (1966), the signal strength of the Earth’s gravity field decreases with increasing degree n. One
should keep in mind that Figure 4.9 shows the time-variable part of the gravity field (i.e. a monthly
solution with respect to a static field), but the degree amplitudes should nevertheless decrease for
higher degrees. However, when considering unregularized solutions, such as ITSG-Grace2018, the
uncertainties increase for finer structures, which is implied by the error degree amplitudes σ
^n . In
simple terms, one could say that the coarse structure of the Earth’s gravity field is well-determined,
while finer features are subject to larger uncertainties. Hence, one should always carefully decide
up to which degree one wants to trust a solution. There are two indicators of a threshold above
which one should not trust the solution without further action: (1) the degree at which ∆σn rises
again, (2) the degree at which σ
^n is larger than (or in the same order of magnitude as) ∆σn , which
means that the error is larger than the signal. In the example of Figure 4.9 this would be the case
for degrees higher than 30 or 40. Usually, one uses smoothing filters to suppress errors in higher
degrees, while still benefiting from the smoothed signal (see Figures 5.3 and 5.10). One can also
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choose to truncate the expansion at a certain maximum degree (see Figure 5.10).

Figure 4.9: Difference degree amplitudes ∆σn of ITSG-Grace2018 (January 2008) with
respect to the static part of GOCO06s and corresponding error degree amplitudes σ
^n .

Using a representation as in Figure 4.9, only the degree amplitudes for one particular month can be
shown. Figure 4.10 depicts the degree amplitudes of the whole GRACE(-FO) time span as colored
values in a matrix. Figure 4.10 (a) shows the difference degree amplitudes ∆σn of ITSG-Grace2018
with respect to the static part of GOCO06s. For most months, one can see a similar pattern of
decreasing ∆σn from n = 2 to approximately n = 30 and increasing ∆σn afterwards. Months of
inferior quality (see Figure 2.5) are clearly visible and are reflected in larger values than usual.
GRACE-FO shows a stable pattern without any peculiarities. Error degree amplitudes σ
^n are
depicted in Figure 4.10 (b). The formal error decreases up to a degree of approximately 10 and
gradually increases afterwards. Inferior months show larger error degree amplitudes. Moreover,
degree 2 shows larger uncertainties than other low degrees, which can be traced back to corruptions
in the GRACE(-FO) c20 coefficient (see Section 5.1). Figure 4.10 (c) shows the relation of plot (a)
to plot (b) and can be interpreted as a SNR. High SNR values are desirable, as they are linked to
a more reliable solution. With increasing degree, the SNR gets worse, which again confirms that
high degrees are not reliable in unconstrained and unfiltered solutions. One point that has to be
kept in mind is that σ
^n and ∆σn converge for higher degrees (see e.g. Figure 4.9) and even though
the SNR might be slightly larger than one, the error can be in the same order of magnitude as
the signal. Hence, looking at Figure 4.10 (c), it makes sense to define a threshold at the pink/red
border at approximately degree 30 when speaking of the reliability of individual coefficients of a
gravity field model. Higher degrees can still contain valuable information, but one should consider
the higher noise level and, if necessary, apply smoothing filters (Section 5.1).
A comparison of GRACE-FO and Swarm degree amplitudes up to d/o 40 for July 2019 is presented in Figure 4.11. As it could be expected, the gravity signal (i.e. ∆σn with respect to the
static part of GOCO06s) of the lower degrees is comparable for GRACE-FO and Swarm, while
Swarm is getting more and more unreliable in the higher degrees. In this particular month, Swarm
follows the GRACE-FO degree amplitudes well up to degree ∼13. For degrees higher than 14
the two signals start to diverge, while for degrees higher than 25 they are more than one order
of magnitude apart. Formal errors of Swarm are larger than those of GRACE-FO, which is due
to the missing inter-satellite ranging measurements. However, the Swarm gravity fields are only
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Figure 4.10: a) Difference degree amplitudes ∆σn of ITSG-Grace2018 with respect to
the static part of GOCO06s. GRACE(-FO) gaps are colored in gray. b) Error degree
amplitudes σ
^n of ITSG-Grace2018. c) SNR ratio, i.e. ∆σn /^
σn
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derived from kinematic orbits and the formal errors should be considered with caution, because
they strongly depend on the 3x3 epoch-wise covariance matrix from the GPS processing and on
the quality of the background models. When both GRACE(-FO) and Swarm time-variable gravity
fields are available, one justified assumption is to consider GRACE(-FO) as the truth (Lück et al.,
2018). The following exceptions, where GRACE(-FO) cannot be considered as the truth, should be
kept in mind: (1) months of inferior quality (see Figure 2.5), (2) the c20 coefficient, and (3) degrees
with a low SNR (see Figure 4.10 c).
Hence, another way to describe the error of the Swarm gravity fields in terms of degree amplitudes is to compute the difference degree amplitudes of Swarm minus GRACE(-FO). One should
keep in mind that ∆σn (GRACE − Swarm) 6= σn (GRACE) − σn (Swarm) (see Section 4.1.5).
∆σn (GRACE − Swarm) can be considered as error and ∆σn (GRACE) as signal. ∆σn (GRACE −
Swarm) is additionally plotted in Figure 4.11 and is smaller than σn (GRACE) and σn (Swarm)
for the low degrees. For degrees higher than 14, the error is larger than the signal, for this particular month. Degrees higher than 20 are dominated by errors. Yet, in this consideration, only the
unfiltered coefficients are compared to each other. Applying postprocessing steps, such as filtering,
or the computation of regional averages will additionally reduce the noise.

Figure 4.11: Comparison of ITSG-Grace2018 and Swarm degree amplitudes for July
2019. For both missions, the difference degree amplitudes with respect to the static
part of the GOCO06s as well as the formal errors are shown. The difference between
GRACE-FO and Swarm degree amplitudes is additionally plotted in gray.

In Figure 4.12 the comparison of ITSG-Grace2018 and Swarm degree amplitudes for December
2013 to December 2020 is presented. Figure 4.12 (a) shows what will be considered as “signal” in
the following. It is a climatology of the difference degree amplitudes of GRACE(-FO) (Figure 4.10
(a), mind the different scales) with respect to the static part of GOCO06s. The term “climatology”
refers to a long-term average of each month, i.e. January will be expressed as the mean of all
Januaries in the GRACE(-FO) period. In this way, inferior data of individual months or higher
degrees will be smoothed and a more stable estimate is obtained. The difference degree amplitudes
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of Swarm with respect to the static field are shown in Figure 4.12 (b). A first comparison of (a)
and (b) reveals a similar order of magnitude for the lower degrees, but Swarm is subject to noise,
especially in the higher degrees. Furthermore, the Swarm solutions suffer from noise due to the
high ionospheric activity in the beginning of the mission (see Section 3.7). The difference degree
amplitudes of Swarm with respect to GRACE(-FO) are presented in Figure 4.12 (c). They can be
interpreted as “noise”, with caution regarding the known GRACE(-FO) issues, as outlined above.
Again, higher degrees are subject to larger errors. In Figure 4.12 (d) the SNR is computed from
the results of subplots (a) and (c). The signal is larger than the noise for degrees colored in orange.
In the beginning of the mission, the SNR is slightly smaller than 1, even for lower degrees. Several
receiver updates as well as the decreasing solar activity lead to an improvement of the gravity field
models. Starting from May 2015, the Swarm solutions improve considerably. During the last years,
the threshold (of SNR larger/smaller than 1) stabilizes around degree 10. However, this does not
mean that degrees with SN R < 1 should not be used at all, as applying smoothing filters or spatial
averages further reduce the noise.
In Figure 4.12 the SNR of different gravity field models derived from tracking data is depicted.
Subplot (a) is the same as Figure 4.11 (d) and is shown again for an easier comparison to other
models. Figure 4.12 (b) is the SNR of Swarm models that I derived from kinematic orbits of AIUB2
with the same processing as in Figure 4.12. The SNR is also worse in the beginning of the mission
and improves in late 2015. The comparison of Figures (a) and (b) shows that the gravity field
models derived from IfG orbits generally show a larger SNR and are thus closer to GRACE(-FO)
and more reliable. The SNR of the Level-2 EGF_SHA_2_ product (see Section 3.4) is shown in
Figure 4.12 (c). The SNR is generally higher than that of the models derived from AIUB orbits.
In the early mission phase until mid-2015, the SNR of the official Level-2 product is comparable
to my solution derived from IfG orbits. Then, until 2020, the EGF_SHA_2_ product is inferior,
regarding the SNR. In 2020-2021 the solutions are again comparable with stable SN R > 1 for
degrees lower than 10. In Figure 4.12 (d) the SNR derived by SLR is presented. Degrees 2 and 3
are comparable to those of subplot (a), but the SNR of degree 4 is mostly lower than 1 and thus
inferior. The higher degrees seem to be better determined than in any of the Swarm solutions. This
could be expected, as degrees larger than 5 are not unconstrained, but are derived from a linear
combination of GRACE EOFs (Löcher and Kusche, 2021).

4.3.4

Effect of Different Parameterizations During the Processing

When processing time-variable gravity fields, one can choose numerous different parameterizations.
The parameterization of the solution that I investigate closer throughout this thesis is presented
in Section 4.1.4. These decisions have been made in order to obtain the best possible gravity field
models. However, there is no distinct criteria that defines when a gravity field model is better
than another model, especially when a long time series is considered instead of individual months.
One solution might deliver good results in one month, but perform worse in the next month. Or
a model can be reliable in one area, but contain systematic errors in another region. The solution
that I chose as IGG-Swarm gravity field is the one with ocean mass variations most similar to
GRACE(-FO) (Lück et al., 2018). The ocean mass time series has the highest SNR and correlation
(Figure 5.12) of all investigated solutions. I chose this criteria as sea level change is a current topic
of interest in many scientific areas (Section 1.2) and is further investigated in the sea level inversion
framework in Chapter 6.
Figure 4.14 shows the SNR of each SH coefficient for a selection of different parameterizations.
Subplot (a) refers to the IGG-Swarm solution, as introduced in Section 4.1.4. In (b), only the arc
length is changed to 30 min and in (c) 60 min are chosen. The 60 min version looks very similar
to IGG-Swarm (45 min), whereas 30 min are inferior. The parameterization of the scaling factor of
the non-gravitational forces does, overall, not have a big influence on the solution. In (d), a scaling
2

ftp://ftp.aiub.unibe.ch/LEO_ORBITS/SWARM (last access: May 13, 2021)
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Figure 4.12: Comparison of ITSG-Grace2018 and Swarm degree amplitudes for the
whole Swarm period. Missing GRACE(-FO) months are colored in gray. a) Difference
degree amplitudes of GRACE(-FO) with respect to the static part of GOCO06s in
terms of a climatology. b) Difference degree amplitudes of Swarm with respect to the
static part of GOCO06s. c) Difference degree amplitudes of GRACE(-FO) with respect
to Swarm (“Noise”). d) Signal-to-noise ratio.
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Figure 4.13: SNR of different Swarm and SLR gravity field models. a) IGG-Swarm
gravity field model, processed by myself using kinematic orbits from IfG (same as
Figure 4.12 d)). b) Swarm gravity field model, processed by myself using kinematic
orbits from AIUB. c) Swarm Level 2 EGF_SHA_2_ gravity field model. d) IGG-SLRHYBRID_S5+4E gravity field model processed by Löcher and Kusche (2021).
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factor for both, drag and radiation pressure, is estimated once per 24 h for each direction and in (e)
it is estimated once per 48 h. Subfigure (f) shows the SNR when non-gravitational forces are not
modeled. Instead, a constant value per arc is estimated in each direction to account for missing
accelerometer data. This choice cannot approximate the real non-gravitational accelerations, as
one value per 45 min is insufficient. This is visible in the lower degrees, mostly in degree four, and
becomes even more apparent when comparing the ocean mass change time series of GRACE(-FO)
and Swarm, which will be presented in Section 5.4.2 (Figure 5.12).

Figure 4.14: Effect of different parameterizations on the SNR of Swarm gravity field
models.

Summarized, Swarm is sensitive up to d/o ∼ 10-15. The exact truncation depends on the application and is up to the user. One has to find a compromise between the desired spatial resolution
and the noise that increases with increasing d/o. In Lück et al. (2018), we showed that a rea-
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sonable choice is to truncate at d/o 12 and to apply a 500 km Gaussian smoothing filter. This is
confirmed by de Teixeira da Encarnação et al. (2020) (who apply a slightly stronger smoothing
filter). In Richter et al. (2021), we explain how the sensitivity of Swarm can be further exploited by
combining the Swarm-only time-variable gravity fields with the dominating spatial modes of mass
redistribution obtained from GRACE. In this way, we obtained global RMSE values with respect
to GRACE of less than 10 cm EWH up to d/o 40 (compare Figure 5.10).
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Chapter 5

Mass Change from Time-Variable
Gravity Fields
Mass redistributions within the Earth system cause changes in the Earth’s gravity field. Hence,
models of the time-variable gravity fields, as derived by satellite missions, offer valuable information
on relevant climate-related topics, such as the melting of glaciers and ice sheets, mass-related sea
level variations, climate-driven hydrological mass changes, and anthropogenic surface and groundwater retrievals.
Section 5.1 informs about the corrections that should be applied to SH potential coefficients before
the conversion to mass change. The conversion of SH coefficients into mass change expressed as
EWH is explained in Section 5.2. The theory of computing regional basin averages is outlined in
Section 5.3 and results are shown in Section 5.4.

5.1

Corrections to the Potential Coefficients

Degree 1
Degree 1 terms of Stokes’ coefficients (i.e. c10 , c11 , s11 ) are directly proportional to geocenter
motion. Geocenter motion is defined here as the movement of the CoM of the Earth system with
respect to the Center of Figure (CoF) of the solid Earth (e.g., Ray, 1999). Since both GRACE
and GRACE-FO satellites circle the CoM, relative measurements between the satellites, such as
the KBR or LRI, are by definition insensitive towards the Earth’s crust and thus to any realization
of the CoF. The same is true for gravity field determination from Swarm, where the measurements
are taken between the GPS satellites and the Swarm spacecraft. For practical applications, such
as ocean mass change or terrestrial water storage variations, degree 1 terms are important in
order to transform the measurements from the CoM frame to the CoF frame, which is tied to the
solid Earth. For example, J. L. Chen et al. (2005) and Meyrath et al. (2017) show that degree 1
coefficients have a significant impact on water storage estimates.
One approach to derive geocenter variations is to estimate degree 1 coefficients from a combination
of GRACE(-FO) (degree 2 and higher) and ocean model output, as is done in Swenson et al.
(2008), Sun et al. (2016) and Sun et al. (2017). This is also the approach chosen in GRACE TN-13
of the official RL06 GRACE processing. However, it relies heavily on the chosen ocean model
which introduces a priori assumptions, i.e. the choice of a different ocean model would result in
different degree 1 coefficients. Cheng et al. (2013) use SLR measurements to establish the link
between the CoF and CoM, and thus derive degree 1 terms. Another possibility to infer geocenter
variations is to utilize IGS GPS observations in a deformation inversion approach, as is presented
in e.g. Wu et al. (2002), Blewitt (2003), or Deng et al. (2019). Geocenter motion can also be
derived from joint inversion schemes, including e.g. GRACE, GPS, and Ocean Bottom Pressure
(OBP) data or GRACE and altimetry data, as is shown in Rietbroek (2014).
Figure 5.1 shows degree 1 terms derived from different methods:

three TN-13 solutions,
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CSR-SLR and IGG-SLR. The IGG-SLR solution is not the one previously mentioned (IGG-SLRHYBRID_S5+4E), as it does not include degree 1 coefficients. Instead, IGG-SLR is taken from
a solution derived purely from SLR (degrees 1 to 5) by my colleague Anno Löcher. The three
solutions from CSR, JPL, and GFZ are comparable, as they are computed with the same method.
They differ due to the influence of GRACE(-FO), degree 2 and higher, and because the “monthly”
solutions do not always strictly cover the exact calender month, such that each processing center
can choose which data to include exactly. One problem with the CSR, JPL, and GFZ data sets
is that they are not available during GRACE(-FO) gaps (because GRACE(-FO) data of degrees 2
and higher are needed as input). A comparison to the IGG-SLR solution shows large differences.
SLR estimates generally have a higher amplitude and include more noise. Additionally, after the
GRACE-GRACE-FO gap, there is also a change in the trends. The IGG-SLR time series ends in
December 2020. Furthermore, the SLR solution by CSR1 is shown, which is only available until
February 2017, but one can see large differences with respect to the other solutions, especially in
c10 .
Summarized, the available coefficients that account for geocenter motion differ strongly. Degree 1
can be derived from models, which implicates that the user would need to trust the models or at
least be aware of their potential errors. Utilizing SLR measurements to derive geocenter motion
provides estimates that are independent from models but are subject to noise. Another possibility
would be to combine SLR and model data. One cannot say which solution is closest to reality
and wrong estimates would introduce errors in mass change time series. In addition, there is no
solution that spans the whole study period until March 2021 without gaps. I decided to refrain
from applying geocenter motion corrections completely, since this thesis focuses on the estimation
of time-variable gravity fields from Swarm in the CoM frame. For the validation, I will not correct
GRACE(-FO) for geocenter motion either, such that mass estimates are computed from degrees
2 and higher. While this does not affect the comparison between Swarm and GRACE(-FO), it
should be kept in mind that degree 1 terms generally influence mass change estimates and it is up
to the user whether to apply corrections for geocenter motion, depending on the application.

Degree c20
√
SH degree c20 , often referred to as J2 -term (J2 = − 5 · c20 ), represents the flattening of the Earth.
Cox and Chao (2002) report a steady decrease of J2 (i.e. a more spherical shape) due to GIA
until around 1998. Then, they find an increase (i.e. flattening of the Earth), which overshadows
the effect of mantle rebound. Cheng et al. (2013) attribute this continuing effect to the melting of
glaciers and ice sheets as well as atmosphere and ocean mass redistributions. In GRACE gravity
field estimates, c20 coefficients are corrupted by a ∼161-day period and are usually replaced by
estimates from SLR (Cheng and Ries, 2017). For quite a while, the reason for the poor quality of
GRACE c20 estimates was unclear. There have been assumptions by Seo et al. (2008) and J. L.
Chen et al. (2009) that the disturbing signal is related to ocean S2 tidal aliasing errors. A more
recent study by Klinger and Mayer-Gürr (2016) suggests that inaccuracies of c20 may be related to
accelerometer errors and disturbances. Their improved accelerometer calibration parameterization
leads to more realistic estimates, when compared to independent SLR data. Cheng and Ries (2017)
confirm that the ∼161-day signal is not attributed to aliasing from errors in the S2 tide, but that
a temperature-dependent systematic error in the accelerometer data is a more realistic cause.
The common approach in the GRACE RL06 processing is to replace c20 coefficients with the value
from GRACE TN-14 (Loomis et al., 2020), which is derived from SLR measurements. For the sake
of comparability and consistency, I replace c20 from both GRACE(-FO) and Swarm time-variable
gravity field models with TN-14 values. Time series of c20 are discussed in Section 4.3.1.
1

http://download.csr.utexas.edu/pub/slr/geocenter/ (last access: June 7, 2021)
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Figure 5.1: Time series of degree 1 Stokes’ coefficients.
CSR-SLR, and IGG-SLR.
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Degree c30
SH degree c30 is related to ice sheet mass changes in the Antarctic. Loomis et al. (2020) report a
poor recovery of the c30 coefficient from GRACE and GRACE-FO, whenever the satellites are not
operating with two fully functional accelerometers. This is the case starting in November 2016, as
indicated in Figure 2.5.
GRACE TN-14 (Loomis et al., 2020) offers replacement values from SLR observations starting
in 2012 (with the launch of LAser RElativity Satellite (LARES)). I use these values to correct
GRACE(-FO) and Swarm gravity field models, such that differences in mass changes can be related
to the uncorrupted SH coefficients. Time series of c30 are discussed in Section 4.3.1.
Glacial Isostatic Adjustment
GIA is the viscoelastic response of the Earth induced by the melting of ice sheets of the last glacial
maximum (A et al., 2013; Whitehouse, 2018). During a glacial period, ice mass is concentrated on
the Earth’s surface. This causes the mantle material under the ice sheet to flow away from that
region. After the glacial period, the melting of the ice allows the mantle material to gradually flow
back, leading to an uplift of the surface. This delayed adjustment process is still ongoing with
rates of > 10 mm/yr in Laurentide, Fennoscandia, and West Antarctica, as can be seen in the GIA
model by A et al. (2013) in Figure 5.2.
While mass redistributions caused by GIA are of great interest to the scientific community (e.g.,
Sella et al., 2007; Lidberg et al., 2010), the GIA signal should be removed for studies of surface
mass changes, such as water content changes in hydrological basins, OBP changes or ice sheet
mass changes. Furthermore, GIA causes the largest difference between geocentric and relative sea
level change. There are several models that can be used to correct for the long-term trend caused
by GIA (e.g., the model by A et al. (2013), ICE-6C_C (M5a) (e.g., Argus et al. (2014) and Peltier
et al. (2015)), W12a (Whitehouse et al., 2012a; Whitehouse et al., 2012b), and others). In this
thesis, I use the 3-D finite element model by A et al. (2013) (see Figure 5.2, where I converted
potential change to EWH change in order to correct Swarm mass grids). They use the ICE-5G
deglaciation history and the VM2 viscosity profile, both based on Peltier (2004), while the elastic
parameters are derived from the Preliminary Reference Earth Model (PREM) (Dziewonski and
Anderson, 1981).
The A et al. (2013) GIA model is available in terms of SH coefficients representing the change in
potential per year. Thus, it can directly be applied to any set of Stokes’ coefficients.

Figure 5.2: GIA model from A et al. (2013), converted here to EWH change in order
to correct Swarm mass grids.

5.1. Corrections to the Potential Coefficients

Filtering
All gravity field models contain different types of errors (see Figure 4.3 (c) for a visualization of
the uncertainty of ITSG-Grace 2018 monthly SH coefficients). Errors can for example be due to
instrumental noise or deficiencies in the background models. A prominent pattern in monthly
GRACE solutions are the stripes in north-south direction, which are due to correlated errors in
the flight-direction and the measurement geometry. For Swarm, a large part of the errors is caused
by the noise in GPS observations in combination with the fact that there are no additional intersatellite measurements. Missing accelerometer data complicates the gravity field estimation further.
The noise in monthly gravity field solutions is commonly reduced by applying smoothing filters. In
the spectral domain, a filter matrix W is multiplied with the SH coefficients to derive smoothed
coefficients


cnm
s
x = Wx = W
,
(5.1.1)
snm
where vector x contains the SH coefficients and xs contains the smoothed coefficients. A stronger
filter reduces more noise. However, one must keep in mind that also the signal is attenuated, leading
to leakage effects (Baur et al., 2009). Leakage-out describes that the signal of the investigated area
leaks into surrounding areas, while leakage-in describes the signal from surrounding areas that leaks
into the area of interest. Hence, one must find a compromise between smoothing the noise and
potentially attenuating the signal.
In general, one distinguishes between two kinds of smoothing filters: isotropic and anisotropic
filters. For isotropic filters W becomes a diagonal matrix, which means that the filter is only
dependent on the SH degree in the spectral domain and independent of the direction in the spatial
domain. The most prominent example is the Gaussian smoothing filter (Jekeli, 1981). Figure 5.3
shows the degree-dependent damping factors of the Gaussian filter for different filter-widths. In the
spatial domain, one can think of the filter as a bell-shaped weighting function that reaches 50 % of
its maximum value at the chosen filter radius.

Figure 5.3: Damping factors of the Gaussian filter for different radii. From left to right:
1000 km to 100 km filter radius.

For the processing of GRACE(-FO) gravity field data, anisotropic filters are useful. In the spectral
domain, they consider the north-south striping pattern by applying different weights in longitudinal
and latitudinal directions. One well-known example is the DDK filter developed by Kusche (2007)
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(see also Kusche et al., 2009). In this thesis, I choose the Gaussian filter, as it can be applied
to GRACE(-FO) and Swarm gravity field similarly, which is helpful for comparisons. For future
investigations, one could think of a smoothing filter especially designed to take care of the noise in
Swarm data.

5.2

From Gravity Potential to Equivalent Water Heights

Due to mass redistributions within the Earth system, the Earth’s gravity field is continuously
changing over time. These time-dependent variations can be expressed through changes of the
potential coefficients ∆cnm and ∆snm (Wahr et al., 1998)
(5.2.1)

∆cnm = cnm − c̄nm ,
∆snm = snm − s̄nm .

Usually, c̄nm and s̄nm are either the coefficients of a static gravity field, or they are derived as a
temporal mean of a (large) number of monthly solutions. While it is possible to compute a gravity
field from a given mass distribution, the inverse problem is not uniquely solvable. Different mass
redistributions can generate the same gravitational potential. This has to be kept in mind, as
data from gravity field satellite missions does not directly provide information on the exact mass
distribution inside the Earth.
However, Wahr et al. (1998) show that mass changes can be expressed as density changes that
are concentrated in a thin layer at the Earth’s surface. This is a valid assumption, as most mass
changes are related to movements of water and air around
the surface of the Earth. Wahr et al.

(1998) define the change in surface density ∆σ kg/m2 as
∞
n
M X X (2n + 1)
∆σ (λ, θ) =
[∆cnm Cnm (λ, θ) + ∆snm Snm (λ, θ)] .
4πR2
(1 + kn0 )

(5.2.2)

n=1 m=0

Apart from the obvious direct gravitational effect caused by surface density changes, an indirect
effect from the contribution of the solid Earth deformation caused by the surface density changes
also has to be considered. This is achieved by introducing the degree-dependent gravitational load
Love Numbers kn0 . Farrell (1972) describes how the load Love numbers can be derived from Earth
models.
It is common to convert the surface density changes ∆σ to changes of EWH, as, on short timescales,
variations of water storage are the main reason for gravity field changes. Equation (5.2.2) simply
has to be divided by the mean density of seawater (ρw = 1025 kg/m3 ) to obtain EWH changes
∆EW H (λ, θ) =

∞ X
n
X
M
(2n + 1)
[∆cnm Cnm (λ, θ) + ∆snm Snm (λ, θ)] .
4πR2 ρw
(1 + kn0 )

(5.2.3)

n=1 m=0

With the above formula, time-variable gravity fields, such as for example from GRACE(-FO), can
be represented on a global grid.

5.3

Basin Averages

Frequently discussed questions, such as “How much ice is melting in Greenland?” or “How large
are mass changes averaged over the ocean?”, can be investigated by computing basin averages for
selected regions.
I chose 15 study regions of different size all over the world to visualize, interpret, and validate my
results. Figure 5.4 (a) shows the ocean basin, excluding a 300 km buffer zone along the coasts
(Section 5.3.2). Total land areas are plotted in Figure 5.4 (b) and the 13 remaining regions are
presented in Figure 5.4 (c). Table 5.1 lists the names of the regions and their areas. To cover a

5.3. Basin Averages
wide area of applications, the regions comprise very large (ocean) and small (Danube) areas, as
well as areas with a high signal content (Amazon basin) and low variability (Murray-Darling river
basin).

Figure 5.4: Map of 15 selected study regions. a) Ocean mask with 300 km coastal
buffer zone. b) Land mask. c) Further regions. The regions are sorted by size and
their numbers correspond to those in Table 5.1.

In general, the averaging can be performed either in the spatial domain (i.e. on the basis of gridded
EWH) or in the spectral domain. Here, I compute the basin averages in the spectral domain, as
will be explained in Section 5.3.1.
The common corrections as described in Section 5.1 have to be considered when deriving mass
redistribution in the Earth system. Figure 5.5 gives an overview of the processing steps. These
depend on whether one wants to derive basin averages for a general terrestrial basin or for the
entire ocean, which is described in the following.

5.3.1

Deriving Mass Changes in Hydrological or Glacial Regions

Swenson and Wahr (2002) describe how spatial averages of EWH can be derived. Their approach is
well suited to derive time series of mass change in terrestrial basins, such as hydrological or glacial
regions of interest. Before computing the basin averages, the corrections for the lower degrees
should be applied, followed by a subtraction of a static reference field. Then, the GIA correction
should be added to the SH potential coefficients. After applying these corrections, the actual basin
average can be computed, while considering a smoothing filter, if desired.
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Monthly SH potential coefficients

1. Apply corrections for (degree 1,) c20 , c30

2. Subtract static field
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3. Apply GIA correction

4. Compute monthly EWH basin average
· optionally applying a smoothing filter

4.1. Add GAB product
4.2. Compute monthly EWH basin average
· considering a buffer zone
· optionally applying a smoothing filter

Time series of mean EWH changes in selected basin

Figure 5.5: Flowchart describing how to derive a time series of EWH changes in a
selected basin from monthly SH potential coefficients. Degree 1 coefficients are not
considered in this study (Section 5.1).
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Region
Ocean (excluding 300 km buffer zone)
Land
East Antarctica
Amazon
Congo
Mississippi
Nile
Lena
West Antarctica + Peninsula
Greenland
Yangtze
Volga
Murray-Darling
Ganges
Danube

Size [106 km2 ]
217.70
147.03
10.07
5.85
3.72
3.15
3.14
2.40
2.02
2.22
1.76
1.41
1.07
1.04
0.78

Table 5.1: 15 selected study regions and their size. See Figure 5.4 for the location of
the regions.

First, an averaging kernel ϑ (λ, θ), which describes the shape of the selected basin, has to be defined
(
0 outside the basin,
ϑ (λ, θ) =
(5.3.1)
1 inside the basin.
In a next step, ϑ (λ, θ) is expressed through SH coefficients ϑcnm and ϑsnm
Z
c
ϑnm = ϑ (λ, θ)Pnm (cos (θ)) cos (mλ) dΩ,

(5.3.2)

Ω

ϑsnm

Z
=

ϑ (λ, θ)Pnm (cos (θ)) sin (mλ) dΩ.

(5.3.3)

Ω

In the above equations, Ω denotes the angular area of the region of interest. Finally, the mean
EWH over the region of interest is computed similarly to Equation (5.2.3)
∆EW H region

∞ X
n
X
1
M
(2n + 1) c
=
[ϑ ∆cnm + ϑsnm ∆snm ] .
Ω 4πR2 ρw
(1 + kn0 ) nm

(5.3.4)

n=1 m=0

By evaluating this equation for each month, a time series of mean EWH for a desired region can
be computed. Note that the smoothing filter can either be applied in Equation (5.3.4) directly, or
in a previous step (after adding the GIA correction).

5.3.2

Special Characteristics when Deriving Ocean Mass Change

Monitoring ocean mass change is essential for partitioning sea level change, as measured by satellite
altimeters, into steric and mass-related parts. In general, global ocean mass variations can be
determined similarly to mass changes in any other basin. There are two additional steps that
should be applied during the processing: Applying a buffer zone for coastal regions and restoring
the AOD1B GAB product (see Figure 5.5).
Ocean mass change from GRACE has been investigated in many studies, e.g. Chambers and Bonin
(2012); Johnson and Chambers (2013) or Rietbroek et al. (2016). However, the effect of different
processing choices is surprisingly large and trend estimates differ by more than 1 mm/yr. Uebbing
et al. (2019) investigated the reason for differences between various studies. A large part of the
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discrepancies can be explained by the choice of GIA models and the restoration of the AOD1B
product. One should keep in mind that each choice in the processing chain (Figure 5.5) will have
an impact on the result and that one should always specify which choices are made and which data
sets are used.
Ocean Mask
Mass variations caused by hydrological redistributions or the melting of the ice sheets have a significantly larger amplitude than mass changes within the ocean. Naturally, the spherical harmonic
expansion (Equation (5.2.3)) has to be truncated at a certain maximum degree, which will cause
signal leakage from the continents into the ocean (e.g., Baur et al., 2009). This effect will be increased when smoothing filters are applied.
Chambers (2009) introduced a buffer zone of 300 km along the coasts to only investigate regions
that should not be affected by land-leakage. Such an ocean mask has commonly been used in other
studies, for example Johnson and Chambers (2013) or Uebbing et al. (2019). In this thesis, the
ocean mask by Uebbing et al. (2019)2 is applied, whenever results of ocean mass change are shown
(Figure 5.4 a).
GAB Product
The AOD1B RL06 product contains non-tidal atmospheric and oceanic mass variations in threehourly intervals as SH coefficients (Dobslaw et al., 2017a). It is removed as a background model
during the gravity field processing to avoid temporal aliasing (Section 4.1.2).
For ocean mass analysis, the GAB product has to be restored, as is depicted in Figure 5.5. The
GAB product is defined as the monthly mean of the three-hourly AOD1B RL06 OCN Stokes’ coefficients (Dobslaw et al., 2017b). OCN coefficients describe the dynamic ocean contribution to ocean
bottom pressure. They are generated from numerical simulations using the Max-Planck-Institute
for Meteorology Ocean Model (MPIOM) (Jungclaus et al., 2013).

5.4

Results from Swarm and Comparison to GRACE(-FO)

In this section, mass changes from Swarm are analyzed and compared to GRACE(-FO). First, the
results are evaluated globally (Section 5.4.1) and then basin averages are considered (Section 5.4.2).
If not mentioned otherwise, the following processing steps are performed:
• the parameterization as explained in Section 4.1.4 is chosen to derive IGG-Swarm gravity
field models,
• the flowchart in Figure 5.5 is followed (using a 500 km Gaussian filter),
• the gravity field models are truncated at a maximum degree of 12.

5.4.1

Global Results

In theory, one could compare each individual monthly gravity field model of Swarm to GRACE(-FO)
(provided that the solution exists). This would however be ineffective and hard to overview. I chose
to show one representative month in Section 5.4.1.1 to discuss the spatial resolution. Then I move
on to selected quantities, such as trends, seasonal signals, RMS values, RMSEs, and correlations,
which effectively represent the whole time period.
2

https://www.apmg.uni-bonn.de/daten-und-modelle/time_series_of_ocean_mass_change_from_grace
access: August 1, 2021)

(last

5.4. Results from Swarm and Comparison to GRACE(-FO)
5.4.1.1

Monthly Grids of Equivalent Water Height

By converting GRACE(-FO) and Swarm gravity field models to maps of EWH, it is possible
to compare their spatial resolution and to assess regional similarities and differences. I chose to
investigate January 2020 in terms of the spatial resolution of GRACE-FO and Swarm in Figure 5.6.
It is important to keep in mind that the solution of one particular month does not necessarily reflect
the general trends, but is subject to seasonal and possibly extraordinary mass redistributions.
Hence, I will discuss the temporal changes at a later point (e.g., Figure 5.7).

Figure 5.6: Maps of EWH for January 2020 relative to the static part of GOCO06s derived from GRACE-FO and Swarm. a) GRACE-FO with common GRACE processing:
d/o 120 and 300 km Gaussian filter. b) GRACE-FO: d/o 12 and 500 km Gaussian filter
(i.e. common Swarm resolution). c) Swarm combined: d/o 12 and 500 km Gaussian
filter. d)-f) Single-Swarm solutions: d/o 12 and 500 km Gaussian filter. All RMSE
values are derived with respect to b).

In Figure 5.6 (a), one can see the result of a common GRACE(-FO) processing choice. The gravity
field is evaluated up to d/o 120, while applying a Gaussian filter of 300 km. In this particular
month, a large-scale mass loss (compared to the static field) is visible in Greenland and in the
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Amundsen Bay (West Antarctica). Furthermore, glaciated regions of Alaska, Wilkes Land (East
Antarctica), and the Caspian Sea show negative EWH values. A mass gain is observed in Dronning
Maud Land (East Antarctica), parts of Central Africa, and along the East Coast of North America.
Apart from mass redistributions, one can clearly see noise in terms of the well-known GRACE(-FO)
striping pattern.
If Figure 5.6 (a) would now directly be compared to the Swarm solution, two effects would be mixed
up: (1) Different resolutions due to the measurement principle (see Section 3.7) and (2) Swarm
and GRACE-FO quality would be compared to each other. In order to separate these effects, it
is reasonable to truncate the GRACE-FO gravity field at d/o 12 and apply a 500 km Gaussian
filter, which is shown in Figure 5.6 (b) and can be considered as the common Swarm resolution.
If not mentioned otherwise, this will be the standard processing for all following investigations.
Subfigure (b) can be described as a smoothed version of subfigure (a). The truncation as well as
the stronger smoothing eliminated the striping pattern but on the other hand attenuated the signal
content in some regions. In West Antarctica, for example, the mass loss leaks into the ocean and
details, such as the mass loss in the Caspian Sea, are not visible anymore. However, this figure
should be considered as a base for comparison with Swarm, because this is the resolution that can
be expected.
Figure 5.6 (c) shows the monthly Swarm time-variable gravity field with the same processing choices
as in (b). The solution is derived from a combination of the three satellites on normal equation
level. Areas of large-scale mass redistribution are very similar to subfigure (b). Some regions are
subject to noise, especially over the ocean, and the global mean RMSE with respect to GRACE-FO
is 33.1 mm.
The solutions derived from the individual satellites are presented in Figure 5.6 (d-f). Each solution
contains more noise than the combination with global mean RMSE values between 46.8 mm (Swarm
C) and 59.2 mm (Swarm B). The inferior performance of Swarm B is due to its higher altitude and
is further discussed in Section 4.3.2.
5.4.1.2

Trend and Seasonal Signals

Global maps of trend and seasonal signals can be derived from the time-variable gravity fields. A
six-parameter model, consisting of a constant, trend, two annual and two semiannual parameters
is fitted to the monthly solutions. The time period as explained in Section 4.2.8 is considered.
Figure 5.7 (a) illustrates the trend derived from GRACE(-FO). The largest mass loss is due to the
melting ice in Greenland and is more than 4 cm/yr. Further regions of mass loss are Amundsen
Bay and Wilkes Land in Antarctica, Alaska, and south of the Amazon basin. Mass gain can be
observed in the Amazon basin and in Central Africa. Accumulating snowfall in Dronning Maud
Land has been observed by Velicogna et al. (2020) and can also be identified as a positive trend
here. These are the most prominent trends in mass redistribution. For further analysis, e.g. of
ocean mass trends, basin averages will be computed and investigated in Section 5.4.2.
In Figure 5.7 (b), the trend derived from Swarm is shown. Swarm can detect large-scale mass
trends correctly and generally all statements that were made for subfigure (a) are also true for
subfigure (b). Nevertheless, one can locate regions with spurious trends, e.g. in the Pacific Ocean.
Figure 5.7 (c) and (d) show annual signals derived from GRACE(-FO) and Swarm, respectively.
Both figures look very similar and Swarm can detect annual variations over land precisely. Large
annual signals are concentrated in the tropical regions and are related to seasonal variations in
rainfall. Generally, annual variations are larger over land than over the ocean, as they are mainly
related to hydrological events. In ocean regions, Swarm overestimates the annual amplitude, when
compared to GRACE(-FO).
Semiannual variations derived from GRACE(-FO) are presented in Figure 5.7 (e). The amplitude
is generally smaller than that of annual variations. Largest values can be found in the north of
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Figure 5.7: Trend, annual, and semiannual signal derived from GRACE(-FO) and
Swarm. A six-parameter model (constant, trend, two annual, two semiannual) is fitted
to the data. Time frame: July 2015 to March 2021, excluding the GRACE(-FO) gaps
and months of inferior quality (see Figure 2.5).
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South America and in northern India. Apart from that, semiannual variations are generally larger
over land.
Figure 5.7 (f) shows the semiannual signal derived from Swarm data. A large amplitude in northern
South America is also detected by Swarm. Other than that, the amplitudes are overall larger than
those derived from GRACE(-FO), which can likely be attributed to noise in the Swarm data.
5.4.1.3

Root Mean Square of GRACE(-FO) and Swarm

Figure 5.8 gives an overview of different quantities related to RMS values of GRACE(-FO) and
Swarm.

Figure 5.8: Investigation of RMS, RMSE, and RMS reduction of Swarm data with
respect to GRACE(-FO). a) RMS of GRACE(-FO) data. b) RMS of Swarm data.
c) RMSE of Swarm with respect to GRACE(-FO). d) RMS reduction. Time frame:
July 2015 to March 2021, excluding the GRACE(-FO) gaps and months of inferior
quality (see Figure 2.5).

RMS maps of GRACE(-FO) and Swarm (Figure 5.8 (a) and (b)) look largely similar. High RMS
values can be found in Greenland and West Antarctica and are related to the dominating downwards trend. Due to hydrological variations, regions over land generally have larger values than
those over the ocean. In the Swarm map, one can see values of few centimeters all over the globe,
which is due to the noise inherent in the monthly time-variable gravity field of Swarm.
The RMSE of Swarm with respect to GRACE(-FO) is presented in Figure 5.8 (c). Assuming that
GRACE(-FO) is the truth, the RMSE can be interpreted as the error of Swarm. Values are in the
range of a few centimeters, mostly between 3 to 5 cm. There are no specific regions with larger
RMSEs, but one could say that they are generally lower over the continents.
Figure 5.8 (d) shows the RMS reduction, which is computed by (1 − RMSE/RMSSwarm ) · 100%.
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It reveals how much of the RMS of Swarm can be explained by GRACE(-FO). If Swarm and
GRACE(-FO) would be identical, the RMS reduction would be 100 % and it is larger than zero,
if the RMSE is smaller than RMSSwarm . In 90.1 % of the Earth’s surface, the RMS reduction is
positive and in 18.4 % it is even larger than 50 %, revealing a good relation between RMSE and
RMSSwarm values. Generally, the RMS reduction is higher over land areas, which is due to a higher
variability of mass changes and, thus, a better relation between RMSE and RMSSwarm .
The evolution of RMSE values of Swarm with respect to GRACE(-FO) over time is depicted in
Figure 5.9. Three time series are shown: the global mean RMSE, the RMSE over the ocean (excluding a 300 km buffer zone) and the RMSE over land.

Figure 5.9: Time series of mean (globally, over ocean areas, and over land areas)
RMSE of Swarm with respect to GRACE(-FO). GRACE(-FO) gaps are highlighted in
dark-gray, while months of inferior quality are marked in light-gray.

The most evident observation is that all RMSE values are high (60 to 100 mm) until mid-2015 and
then sharply drop down (30 to 60 mm). This is related to a lower quality of the GPS observations
in the beginning of the Swarm mission. The high ionospheric activity led to disturbances and
systematic errors in the kinematic orbits and several receiver updates were made in the beginning
(see Figure 3.11 and Dahle et al., 2017).
One thing to keep in mind when investigating RMSEs is that the quality of Swarm time-variable
gravity fields is assessed with respect to GRACE(-FO), which is considered as the ground-truth.
Yet, it is well known that some GRACE months have a lower quality and should be interpreted
with caution. They are marked in light-gray and the high RMSE value of March 2017 could be
rather due to errors in GRACE than in Swarm.
Generally, the RMSE is lowest over land areas, followed by the global mean and highest over the
oceans (with the exception of a few months). Nevertheless, all three time series are only a few mm
apart.
Figure 5.10 shows time series of the global mean RMSE of Swarm with respect to GRACE(-FO)
for different maximum degrees. Furthermore, the effect of a 500 km Gaussian smoothing filter is
investigated. As expected, higher degrees lead to a higher RMSE as the uncertainty of the coefficients gets larger (Figure 4.6). The RMSE is also higher, when no smoothing filter is applied. The
range between the individual time series is larger, without filtering, i.e. by applying a smoothing
filter, the difference between the time series is not as pronounced. Generally, the RMSE is two
to three times higher, for the unfiltered d/o 15 solution, compared to the filtered d/o 10 solution.
However, one has to find a compromise between smoothing the noise and retaining as much signal
as possible. A reasonable choice for Swarm time-variable gravity fields is to truncate the solutions
at d/o 12 and to apply a 500 km Gaussian filter, as was shown in Lück et al. (2018).
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Figure 5.10: Time series of global mean RMSE of Swarm with respect to GRACE(-FO).
Comparison of maximum d/os 10 to 15 and 500 km Gaussian filter vs. no filtering.
GRACE(-FO) gaps are highlighted in dark-gray, while months of inferior quality are
marked in light-gray.

5.4.1.4

Correlation Between GRACE and Swarm

Another possibility to investigate the similarity of GRACE(-FO) and Swarm time-variable gravity
field models is to create correlation maps. Figure 5.11 (a) shows the correlation of the full signal.
One can observe a high correlation all over the globe and again especially over land areas. Largest
values can be found in regions with large trends and annual signals (compare Figure 5.7). 38.2 %
of the Earth’s surface is correlated by more than 50 %.
An important question is whether Swarm can detect variations apart from the seasonal signals. In
Figure 5.11 (b), annual and semiannual signals are removed at each grid point before computing
the correlation. Naturally, the correlation is lower than in subfigure (a), but it is still striking that
large areas show high correlations even beyond the seasonal variations. Large parts of America are
correlated by more than 50 % and other land areas are also highly correlated. Ocean areas show
a mixed pattern. Globally, 18.7 % of the Earth’s surface is correlated by more than 50 % when
seasonal signals are removed.

Figure 5.11: Map of the correlation between GRACE(-FO) and Swarm. Time frame:
July 2015 to March 2021, excluding the GRACE(-FO) gaps and months of inferior
quality (see Figure 2.5). a) Correlation of full GRACE(-FO) and Swarm signals.
b) Correlation of reduced GRACE(-FO) and Swarm signals (i.e. annual and semiannual
signals of GRACE(-FO) are reduced from GRACE(-FO) and Swarm).
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5.4.2

Basin Averages

Time series of basin averages are computed from Swarm and GRACE(-FO) for the 15 selected
study regions (Figure 5.4). The processing chain is explained at the beginning of Section 5.4.
In Figures 5.12 to 5.16 mass change in five regions is presented. The time series of the remaining
regions can be found in Appendix A. The top panel of Figures 5.12 to 5.16 shows the full signal of the
mass change time series derived from Swarm and GRACE(-FO). All characteristics (Tables 5.2 and
5.3) are derived from the time period highlighted in light-gray. The bottom figure always shows the
time series reduced by the annual and semiannual signal of GRACE(-FO). Furthermore, the trend
estimates are plotted and specified. Finally, the RMSE of Swarm with respect to GRACE(-FO)
as well as the SNR of Swarm (stdGRACE(-FO) /RM SE) are indicated. For hydrological regions,
an additional mass change data set by Humphrey and Gudmundsson (2019)3 is plotted. Their
statistical model uses meteorological forcing as input data and is trained with GRACE(-FO) mascon
solutions to reconstruct climate-driven Total Water Storage (TWS) change.
Ocean
GRACE(-FO) generally shows an increase in ocean mass from 2013 to 2021 (Figure 5.12). The
rate is exceptionally large in the years 2014-2016 (6.4 mm/yr), followed by a slight drop in 2016.
From then on, ocean mass increased steadily, but at a lower rate, compared to 2014-2016. The
trend derived from GRACE-FO amounts to 1.2 mm/yr.
As described by Uebbing et al. (2019), one should be careful when comparing ocean mass estimates
from different studies. Processing choices as well as the considered time period affect the results
and can lead to differences in trend estimates of several mm. At the time of writing, there are no
studies which consider the GRACE-FO period until March 2021. Hence, I refrain from comparisons
to other studies in terms of numbers. The exceptionally strong mass gain in 2014-2016 is however
also observed by others (e.g., Löcher and Kusche, 2021).
Swarm estimates of ocean mass change generally agree well with the GRACE(-FO) results. Only in
the beginning of 2015, there are larger differences, which could be expected as a consequence of the
lower accuracy of Swarm in the early times (Section 3.7). Due to the drop in 2016, the overall trend
in the comparison period is small for both Swarm (0.4 mm/yr) and GRACE(-FO) (0.2 mm/yr).
The RMSE of Swarm with respect to GRACE(-FO) is 1.9 mm with similar annual amplitudes of
8.5 mm (Swarm) and 7.7 mm (GRACE(-FO)). The semiannual amplitude of GRACE(-FO) is larger
(1.1 mm) compared to Swarm (0.5 mm). Swarm has a high SNR of 2.9 and the two time series are
strongly correlated by 95.4 %.
In addition to the IGG-Swarm solution, the solution without modeled non-gravitational accelerations is shown (Section 4.3.4). During the processing, a constant value per arc and direction is
co-estimated to account for non-gravitational accelerations. The result is clearly inferior to the
standard IGG-Swarm solution. The RMSE with respect to GRACE(-FO) increases to 3.6 mm and
the SNR consequently worsens (1.7).
When annual and semiannual signals are removed (Figure 5.12, bottom panel), the Swarm and
GRACE(-FO) time series still show a similar development. The noise in Swarm can be spotted
more easily compared to the representation of the upper panel. The GRACE(-FO) time series has
a standard deviation of 1.4 mm, while that of Swarm is 2.3 mm. Still, the correlation of 59.8 % is
high.
In the GRACE-GRACE-FO gap, Swarm continues the time series as expected. Based on the Swarm
gravity field models, there is no indication of any events that could have led to extraordinary ocean
mass changes. A further experiment is to investigate how much the GRACE(-FO) ocean mass
trend would change, when Swarm is used as a gap-filler. For this consideration, I compute the
3

The ensemble mean GSFC_ERA5 data set from https://figshare.com/articles/dataset/GRACE-REC_
A_reconstruction_of_climate-driven_water_storage_changes_over_the_last_century/7670849?file=
17990393 is used (last access: June 24, 2021)
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GRACE(-FO) trend from all available GRACE(-FO) data (including the end-of-life period) from
May 2015 to March 2021. The trend amounts to 0.4 mm/yr. When Swarm is used as a gap-filler
and the existing GRACE(-FO) data is retained, the trend is still 0.4 mm/yr. This matches the
statement that there are no unforeseeable ocean mass change events during the gaps.

Figure 5.12: Mass change in mm EWH over the ocean (excluding a 300 km buffer zone)
from Swarm and GRACE(-FO). In addition to the IGG-Swarm solution (orange), the
Swarm solution without modeled non-gravitational accelerations is shown (green). See
the beginning of Section 5.4 for processing details. Top panel: Full signal. Bottom
panel: Annual and semiannual signals from GRACE(-FO) are removed from both
time series. Additionally, the trend is computed from the light-gray time periods and
plotted.

Amazon
Due to its large hydrological variations and its size, the Amazon basin is a popular example when
comparing GRACE(-FO) mass change to results from gravity field models derived from satellite
orbits (e.g., Bezděk et al., 2016; Jäggi et al., 2016; de Teixeira da Encarnação et al., 2020; Löcher
and Kusche, 2021). GRACE experiences a large seasonal signal and a slight mass gain from 2013
until mid-2015 (Figure 5.13, top panel). In 2016 there is a clear drop, likely due to a drought
caused by an ENSO event in 2016 (Jiménez-Muñoz et al., 2016). In 2017, the EWH rises again
and GRACE-FO seems to follow up on GRACE without any extraordinary irregularities.

5.4. Results from Swarm and Comparison to GRACE(-FO)
Swarm is able to reliably observe mass change in the Amazon basin. It almost perfectly determines
the ENSO in 2016, which is important when considering Swarm as a gap-filler for the time between
GRACE and GRACE-FO (Section 5.4.3). If such an event would have occurred during the gap
(or will occur in any future gaps), a simple interpolation from GRACE(-FO) data could not detect
such anomalies, whereas Swarm is able to see these irregularities.
The RMSE of Swarm with respect to GRACE(-FO) is 20.7 mm, which is not much, considering
the annual amplitudes of 142.5 mm (GRACE(-FO)) and 153.9 mm (Swarm). The SNR of 5.2 is the
highest of all study regions. Trends are similar with 14.7 mm/yr for GRACE(-FO) and 13.8 mm/yr
for Swarm. The correlation between both time series is extremely high (98.7 %).
When subtracting annual and semiannual signals (Figure 5.13, bottom panel) it becomes evident
that Swarm can even reliably detect mass changes beyond those scales. The correlation of the
reduced signals is still very high (92.6 %). The reconstruction by Humphrey and Gudmundsson
(2019) is similar to the GRACE(-FO) and Swarm time series. Both, Swarm and the reconstruction,
close the gap between GRACE and GRACE-FO without any unexpected events.

Figure 5.13: Mass change in mm EWH in the Amazon basin from Swarm,
GRACE(-FO) and Humphrey and Gudmundsson (2019). See the beginning of Section 5.4 for processing details. Top panel: Full signal. Bottom panel: Annual and
semiannual signals from GRACE(-FO) are removed from both time series. Additionally, the trend is computed from the light-gray time periods and plotted.
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Greenland
For Greenland, GRACE(-FO) sees a general downwards trend, related to the melting of the ice
sheets (Figure 5.14 top panel). In 2017 and 2018 the mass loss seems to decelerate, but this time
period only includes 5 months of the GRACE end-of-life period and 5 months of GRACE-FO. The
lower mass loss in 2017 and 2018 is also observed by Velicogna et al. (2020) and Sasgen et al. (2020)
who could relate this observation to snow-rich winters in eastern Greenland and cold summers in
the west. However, in 2019 one can see a rapid mass loss in the GRACE-FO time series due to
a hot summer, which is also confirmed by the two previously mentioned studies. After 2019, the
melting is comparable to pre-2017 conditions.
Until mid-2015 noise is prominent in the Swarm time series (Section 3.7). In the comparison
period, Swarm mass change is close to that derived from GRACE(-FO). Trend estimates are similar
with −43.6 mm/yr (equals −99 Gt/yr) for GRACE(-FO) and −44.9 mm/yr (equals −102 Gt/yr) for
Swarm. The RMSE of Swarm with respect to GRACE(-FO) is 19.9 mm/yr, resulting in a good SNR
of 4.3. The correlation of both time series is 97.5 %. Swarm is able to detect the main characteristics
of mass change in Greenland (see previous paragraph) correctly. In the GRACE-GRACE-FO gap,
Swarm confirms the hypothesis of a decelerating mass loss, compared to previous years (before
2017) and the year 2019.
The consequence of filling the gap with Swarm can also be investigated by including the gap in
the trend estimation. From May 2015 to March 2021, the mass loss observed by GRACE(-FO)
is −42.6 mm/yr, including the end-of-life period. When filling the gaps with Swarm, the trend
is −39.7 mm/yr. Hence, a small, but continuous decline of the mass loss is observed, regarding
the three scenarios (1) end-of-life time and gaps are excluded, (2) only the gaps are excluded, (3)
gaps are filled with Swarm data. This observation can be explained by the snow-rich winters and
cold summers in 2017 and 2018 (which fall into the end-of-life period and the 11-months gap), as
explained above. Hence, it makes sense to consider all available data in order to obtain a realistic
trend estimate.
In Figure 5.14 (bottom panel) annual and semiannual signals are subtracted from the Swarm and
GRACE(-FO) mass change time series in Greenland. Compared to other regions, the picture does
not change too much, because the trend is dominating for d/o 12. The strong mass loss in 2019
becomes even more apparent in both Swarm and GRACE-FO. The correlation of the reduced time
series is still extremely high with 97.3 %.
West Antarctica and Antarctic Peninsula
GRACE observes a mass loss over the West Antarctic ice sheet (including the Antarctic Peninsula)
until mid-2016, which is followed by a slight mass gain until 2017 (Figure 5.15, top panel). This
behavior is also observed by Velicogna et al. (2020). In 2017, GRACE estimates of Antarctic mass
change are heavily affected by the degrading quality during the end-of-life period (Section 2.1.4)
and should not be trusted. In the GRACE-FO period, the study region is again subject to a mass
loss.
When comparing Swarm results to GRACE(-FO) it becomes evident that Swarm follows the
GRACE(-FO) time series quite well (except for the time before May 2015 when the quality is
lower, as is well known). Swarm detects the overall negative trend in the same order of magnitude
as GRACE(-FO) (Swarm: −26.7 mm/yr or −55 Gt/yr, GRACE(-FO): −28.5 mm/yr or −59 Gt/yr).
It even sees the stagnation of mass loss in 2016. During the GRACE-GRACE-FO gap, Swarm first
observes a slight drop in mid-2016, followed by a mass gain until early 2018. It connects well to
GRACE-FO, when the mass decreases again. The annual amplitude for d/o 12 is quite low, but
it is the same for both Swarm and GRACE(-FO) (3.8 mm). The RMSE of Swarm with respect
to GRACE(-FO) is 20.7 mm, resulting in a SNR of 2.6. The correlation of 92.7 % is very high
and hardly changes (92.6 %), when reducing annual and semiannual signals (Figure 5.15, bottom
panel). As seasonal signals are rather small, the time series look similar, irrespective of whether
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Figure 5.14: Mass change in mm EWH in Greenland from Swarm and GRACE(-FO).
See the beginning of Section 5.4 for processing details. Top panel: Full signal. Bottom
panel: Annual and semiannual signals from GRACE(-FO) are removed from both
time series. Additionally, the trend is computed from the light-gray time periods and
plotted.
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annual and semiannual signals are removed or not.

Figure 5.15: Mass change in mm EWH in West Antarctica and the Antarctic Peninsula from Swarm and GRACE(-FO). See the beginning of Section 5.4 for processing
details. Top panel: Full signal. Bottom panel: Annual and semiannual signals from
GRACE(-FO) are removed from both time series. Additionally, the trend is computed
from the light-gray time periods and plotted.

Danube
The Danube basin is, with only about 800 000 km2 , the smallest of all investigated regions.
GRACE(-FO) observes a clear annual signal, due to hydrological variations (Figure 5.16, top
panel). Furthermore, from 2013-2016 the Danube catchment is subject to a slight mass loss, which
stagnates from 2016 until the end of the GRACE lifetime. GRACE-FO provides evidence that the
region is getting dryer again.
Swarm also sees the seasonal signal in the Danube basin. However, it underestimates the annual
amplitude (Swarm: 28.2 mm, GRACE(-FO): 39.8 mm), while overestimating the semiannual
amplitude (Swarm: 20.8 mm, GRACE(-FO): 6.5 mm). Swarm can detect the overall negative
trend (Swarm: −4.5 mm/yr, GRACE(-FO): −7.9 mm/yr). The RMSE of 31.3 mm is quite high,
leading to a SNR of 1.1. The two time series are correlated by 69.2 %. When the seasonal signals
are subtracted (Figure 5.16, bottom panel) the correlation is still moderate (53.1 %). Hence, one
can see similarities between Swarm and GRACE(-FO), even beyond the seasonal scales, which
is, considering the small size of the catchment, remarkable. The reconstruction by Humphrey
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and Gudmundsson (2019) generally overestimates mass change in the considered time period.
During the GRACE-GRACE-FO gap, mass change behaves as could have been expected from the
previous years. A slight increase can be observed in the second half of 2017, which is detected by
both, Swarm and the reconstruction.

Figure 5.16: Mass change in mm EWH in the Danube basin from Swarm,
GRACE(-FO), and Humphrey and Gudmundsson (2019). See the beginning of Section 5.4 for processing details. Top panel: Full signal. Bottom panel: Annual and
semiannual signals from GRACE(-FO) are removed from both time series. Additionally, the trend is computed from the light-gray time periods and plotted.

General Observations
In Tables 5.2 and 5.3 some statistical properties for the 15 selected study regions are summarized.
The time period that is considered is defined in Section 4.2.8.
Table 5.2 shows the trend, the annual amplitude, and the semiannual amplitude derived from
GRACE(-FO) and Swarm. Considering GRACE(-FO) as the truth, Swarm can almost always detect if the mass is increasing or decreasing in a certain region (i.e. the trends have the same sign).
This is also confirmed when looking back at the trend maps in Figure 5.7 (a, b). Interestingly,
GRACE(-FO) detects a positive trend of 0.2 mm/yr when averaging all land regions, while Swarm
sees a negative trend of −0.3 mm/yr. However, these are both very small absolute values with a
difference of only 0.5 mm/yr. In the second half of 2020, Swarm underestimates continental mass,
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leading to a smaller trend (Figure A.1). When comparing mass change trends for the ocean and
land, one should keep in mind that these mass trends do not necessarily compensate each other, as
for the ocean, a 300 km buffer zone is applied. The second region with a different arithmetic sign is
the Mississippi basin, where Swarm underestimates mass change. Regions with a trend difference
of below 1.0 mm/yr are the ocean, total land, Amazon, Lena, Yangtze, and Volga basins. Trends
in East Antarctica, Congo, Nile, Greenland, West Antarctica, and Ganges basins are between
1.1 to 3.0 mm/yr and differences are larger than 3.0 mm/yr in the Mississippi, Murray-Darling,
and Danube basins.
Annual amplitudes are sometimes overestimated and sometimes underestimated by Swarm, depending on the region. Areas with similar amplitudes (less than 1.0 mm difference) are the
ocean (GRACE(-FO): 7.7 mm, Swarm: 8.5 mm), land (GRACE(-FO): 14.6 mm, Swarm: 15.6 mm),
West Antarctica (GRACE(-FO): 3.8 mm, Swarm: 3.8 mm), and the Murray-Darling river basin
(GRACE(-FO): 11.6 mm, Swarm: 11.1 mm). Differences of more than 10 mm can be found in the
Amazon, Congo, Yangtze, and Danube basins. Yet, one should take the absolute amplitude into
account when evaluating the differences. In the Amazon basin for example, where hydrological
variations are dominant, the amplitude derived by GRACE(-FO) is 142.5 mm. Hence, a difference
of 11.4 mm accounts for only 8.0 % of the total value.
In many regions, Swarm overestimates the semiannual amplitude, which was already observed in
Figure 5.7 (e, f). When comparing the values of Table 5.2 to those of Figure 5.7 (e, f), it should be
mentioned that in areas where noise is dominant in the semiannual signal (e.g., the ocean), periods
can be alternating quickly, such that parts of what seems to be semiannual signal in the figure,
cancels out when computing basin averages, as in the table. Only in West Antarctica and Greenland, GRACE(-FO) sees a larger semiannual signal than the annual signal, which is confirmed by
Swarm. Additionally, for Swarm, the semiannual signal is larger in the Murray-Darling river basin.
This is one of the smaller basins and has a very low SNR, as shown later, so Swarm estimates
should be handled with caution.
Region
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Ocean (excl. 300 km)
Land
East Antarctica
Amazon
Congo
Mississippi
Nile
Lena
Greenland
West Antarctica
Yangtze
Volga
Murray-Darling
Ganges
Danube

Trend [mm/yr]
GRACE Swarm
0.2
0.4
0.2
-0.3
-2.2
-1.0
14.7
13.8
13.4
14.8
0.9
-2.7
10.7
13.5
5.2
4.9
-43.6
-44.9
-28.5
-26.7
-2.4
-1.7
-3.4
-4.0
-4.4
-10.5
3.3
0.6
-7.9
-4.5

Annual Amp. [mm]
GRACE Swarm
7.7
8.5
14.6
15.6
5.9
7.6
142.5
153.9
37.0
48.3
43.6
50.3
53.4
51.4
29.8
26.7
17.1
21.7
3.8
3.8
42.2
28.7
56.0
62.8
11.6
11.1
91.7
95.3
39.8
28.2

Semiannual Amp. [mm]
GRACE Swarm
1.1
0.5
0.5
1.0
4.0
3.0
16.9
30.3
10.6
11.9
7.4
14.6
2.2
17.2
13.3
7.6
19.5
31.5
6.6
8.0
6.9
8.0
7.7
9.5
2.4
14.4
36.8
27.1
6.5
20.8

Table 5.2: Trend, annual, and semiannual amplitudes from GRACE(-FO) and Swarm
in the 15 selected study regions (Figure 5.4). The considered time period is defined in
Section 4.2.8.

In Table 5.3, standard deviation, RMSE, correlation, and SNR of GRACE(-FO) and Swarm are
investigated. The first two columns show the standard deviation of the GRACE(-FO) and Swarm
mass change time series. Regions with a high variability (as measured by GRACE(-FO)) are
the Amazon basin (107.6 mm), West Antarctica (85.0 mm), Greenland (53.4 mm), and the Congo
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basin (49.2 mm). Low variability is present in the ocean (5.4 mm), East Antarctica (7.6 mm), over
land regions (10.1 mm), and in the Murray-Darling river basin (15.3 mm). In all investigated regions, the standard deviation computed from Swarm time series is higher than that derived from
GRACE(-FO). This is due to the noise inherent in Swarm observations (Section 3.7).
Columns three and four present the standard deviation of the time series reduced by constant, trend,
annual, and semiannual signal from GRACE(-FO). Regions with a high interannual signal are the
Amazon basin (44.4 mm), Congo (28.8 mm), West Antarctica (25.3 mm), Ganges basin (24.3 mm),
and the Mississippi region (22.8 mm). Again, the standard deviation derived from Swarm is always
higher than that computed from GRACE(-FO). The best agreement can be found for the ocean
(GRACE(-FO): 1.4 mm, Swarm: 2.3 mm) and the largest difference is identified in the MurrayDarling river basin (GRACE(-FO): 9.0 mm, Swarm: 43.3 mm).
The comparison of the standard deviations of the residual signal is similar to analyzing the RMSE
of Swarm with respect to GRACE(-FO). Very low RMSE values are found for the ocean and total
land (1.9 mm and 3.7 mm, respectively). This might be due to their large size, as noise cancels
out when averaging over the whole region. A general relationship between RMSE and size can be
detected: the regions in Table 5.3 are sorted by size and the RMSE tends to increase for the smaller
regions. Only the Murray-Darling basin exhibits an exceptionally large RMSE of 41.1 mm.
Columns six and seven show the correlation of the full and the reduced signal. High correlations of
the full signal can be found throughout almost all investigated regions. For the ocean, total land
regions, Amazon, Congo, Greenland, West Antarctica, and Ganges basins the correlation between
GRACE(-FO) and Swarm is higher than 90.0 %. The lowest correlations are found in East Antarctica (44.4 %) and the Murray-Darling river basin (51.6 %).
Naturally, the correlations are lower when reducing annual and semiannual variations from the
total signal. Even beyond those scales, Swarm can detect mass changes with strong correlations in
Greenland (97.3 %), Amazon (92.6 %), West Antarctica (92.6 %), Congo (83.5 %), and Nile basin
(72.1 %). Keeping in mind that Swarm is not a dedicated gravity field mission, these are exceptionally good results.
The last column of Table 5.3 presents the SNR of the mass change time series derived from Swarm.
The SNR is a measure of how much one should trust the solutions. If it is lower than 1.0, the
noise is larger than the signal and one should handle the time series with caution. Generally,
there are two factors, leading to a good SNR: (1) a high variability, i.e. a large signal in the time
series and (2) low noise, which is often the case for large regions where noise cancels out in the
basin average. The highest SNR of 5.2 is achieved for the Amazon basin. Both before-mentioned
criteria are fulfilled: the Amazon basin is a region with an exceptionally high seasonal variability
due to hydrological mass redistribution, leading to a strong signal. Additionally, it is one of the
largest regions investigated in this thesis, which is an advantage when averaging over the basin.
Furthermore, high SNR are found in Greenland (4.3), the ocean (2.9), total land regions (2.7),
Yangtze basin (2.6), and Ganges basin (2.3). The advantage in the case of ocean and total land
is the extremely large region, such that despite a rather low signal, a good SNR is achieved. The
Ganges basin should also be highlighted: even though it has a small size of only approximately
1100 km × 900 km, Swarm is able to detect mass change quite reliably.
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Region
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Ocean (excl. 300 km)
Land
East Antarctica
Amazon
Congo
Mississippi
Nile
Lena
Greenland
West Antarctica
Yangtze
Volga
Murray-Darling
Ganges
Danube

Std. [mm]
Full signal
GRACE Swarm
5.4
6.1
10.1
11.1
7.6
17.7
107.6
116.8
49.2
60.3
37.8
44.0
45.2
53.2
25.8
32.3
53.4
55.7
85.0
89.1
36.6
37.0
41.2
53.8
15.3
47.2
71.0
74.8
34.7
41.0

Std. [mm]
Residual Signal
GRACE Swarm
1.4
2.3
2.4
4.1
4.5
17.4
44.4
49.7
28.8
36.9
22.8
28.5
19.4
34.5
7.2
24.8
9.6
25.3
25.3
32.7
18.0
32.6
15.1
32.7
9.0
43.3
24.3
34.8
15.8
33.9

RMSE
[mm]
1.9
3.7
15.9
20.7
26.4
24.2
28.4
25.1
19.9
20.7
27.8
30.6
41.1
31.5
31.3

Correlation [%]
Full
Reduced
Signal Signal
95.4
59.8
95.8
58.7
44.4
40.7
98.7
92.6
91.1
83.5
83.3
56.1
84.4
72.1
73.7
54.7
97.5
97.3
92.7
92.6
72.4
53.4
84.5
50.0
51.6
49.1
92.8
60.0
69.2
53.1

Table 5.3: Statistics of the mass change time series from GRACE(-FO) and Swarm in
the 15 selected study regions (Figure 5.4). The denoted values include the standard
deviation of the full and residual signal (constant, trend, annual, and semiannual signal
from GRACE(-FO) is subtracted from GRACE(-FO) and Swarm), the RMSE of Swarm
with respect to GRACE(-FO), the correlation of full and reduced signal as well as the
SNR. The considered time period is defined in Section 4.2.8.

5.4.3

Closing Gaps with Swarm

One central question in this thesis is, whether it is possible to maintain a continuous time series of
mass change with Swarm, even when dedicated gravity field missions are not available. This issue
of course gained special importance due to the 11-months gap between GRACE and GRACE-FO.
The following analysis can however be applied to any time before or after GRACE(-FO), as long
as kinematic orbits of a LEO satellite mission are available. The key is to find out if it is more
reliable to interpolate between existing GRACE(-FO) solutions or to use time-variable gravity fields
derived from kinematic orbits as a gap-filler.
As discussed in Richter et al. (2021), one way to find this out is to assume an artificial gap in
a time series of basin averaged mass change, even when GRACE(-FO) data is available. The
remaining GRACE(-FO) data (excluding the gap) can then be used to estimate a six-parameter
model consisting of a constant, a trend, two annual, and two semiannual terms. In a next step,
the model is evaluated during the gap and compared to the real GRACE(-FO) data. The RMS
of the difference is a measure of how good the model fits the real data. Additionally, the RMS is
computed between the difference of GRACE(-FO) and Swarm data during the gap. Generally, the
method (i.e. interpolation vs. Swarm) with the lower RMS is the one that fits better.
In Figure 5.17 the above mentioned strategy is evaluated for the 15 study regions. The first
11-month gap is assumed for April 2002 to March 2013 and is then shifted subsequently through
the whole GRACE(-FO) time period until April 2020 to March 2021. The RMS of the interpolation
vs. real data is plotted for the mid-point of each gap period, i.e. September 2002 to September
2020. The evaluation is only carried out if at least 50 % of the assumed gap is available in reality
(at least 6 months for an 11-months gap). The quality of the six-parameter model fit depends on
the real mass change during the gap. If mass change is what could be expected from the model
(i.e. no inter-annual changes) then the model will probably be a good estimate. In case there is
an exceptional mass change, like droughts, floods or ENSO events, the model might not be able
to represent this development. In case of a real gap, one of course simply does not know what is

SNR
2.9
2.7
0.5
5.2
1.9
1.6
1.6
1.0
4.3
2.6
1.3
1.3
0.4
2.3
1.1
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happening in reality. Therefore, the maximum RMS of the artificial-gap-method from 2002-2021
is anticipated as an error for the six-parameter model. The performance of Swarm is independent
of the real mass change and the overall quality can be estimated as the mean of all RMSEs of the
11-months gaps. Swarm data before May 2015 is not considered, as the lower quality (Section 3.7)
would not be representative for a future gap or the real GRACE-GRACE-FO gap. Summarized,
as a rule of thumb, one can say that if
max (RMS (GRACE − Model)) > mean (RMS (GRACE − Swarm)) ,

(5.4.1)

then Swarm is the better choice to fill a gap. This is the case for all investigated regions. Hence,
Swarm should be preferred due to its independence from previous or subsequent existing data.
A closer look at Figure 5.17 allows for further analysis. The RMS of the interpolated model is
generally lower over the ocean than for other regions. On the one hand this can be attributed to
the generally low signal and on the other hand, the six-parameter model approximates the real
mass change well. However, there are two peaks in the RMS time series, which can be related to
El Niño and La Niña events. According to Boening et al. (2012), the 2011 La Niña led to a drop of
ocean mass of 5 mm EWH or 1800 Gt. The six-parameter model is not able to detect this anomaly.
The opposite effect can be observed for El Niño events where a rainfall excess over oceans and
rainfall deficit over land is common (Cazenave et al., 2012). This is the case in 2015/2016, where
a strong El Niño again led to a high RMS. At this time, Swarm gravity fields are already available
and one can see that the artificial gap in 2015/2016 can be closed much better as compared to
the six-parameter model (Swarm: RMS: 2.7 mm, six-parameter model: RMS: 5.9 mm). During the
GRACE-FO period there are no exceptional deviations from the six-parameter model and both
gap-closing methods perform equally. Hence, this means that Swarm should be preferred, because
even in quiet times, Swarm can compete against the interpolation method and in times with strong
inter-annual change, the interpolation model is clearly inferior.
In the Amazon basin, the 2015/2016 El Niño led to an extraordinary rainfall deficit (JiménezMuñoz et al., 2016), as was already observed in Figure 5.13. The six-parameter model is not able
to reconstruct this drop, resulting in an RMS of 121 mm. Swarm, on the other hand, is able to
detect this anomaly with an RMS of only 21 mm. Even the direct comparison of each gap suggests
that Swarm is a better choice to close the gap.
Greenland experienced an extraordinary hot summer in 2012 (Velicogna et al., 2020), resulting
in a low performance of the six-parameter model (RMS: 80.6 mm). At this time, Swarm was not
launched yet, but based on its current performance, it would have been a better choice to close the
gap than the interpolation model (mean RMS: 18.1 mm). A similar situation is present during the
start of the GRACE-FO period. Due to two cold summers in 2017 and 2018 snow accumulated in
Greenland leading to an RMS of the model of 67.5 mm. Swarm is clearly superior with an RMS
of 11.0 mm. Hence, Swarm should be preferred to close gaps, because it is provides independent
information and is reliable, even in case of unforeseeable events.
East Antarctica and the Murray-Darling basin are the only two regions with a SNR lower than 1.
In these areas, the direct comparison of the RMS for each artificial gap reveals a better performance
of the six-parameter model compared to Swarm. However, when following Equation (5.4.1), Swarm
should still be preferred as a gap-filler. In the Murray-Darling basin, this is due to the development
of the RMS of the model with respect to real GRACE(-FO) data. Generally, the RMS is around
20 mm. In 2010 and 2011, strong rainfall events in the Murray-Darling basin led to an accumulation
of mass (Schumacher et al., 2018), which cannot be captured by the six-parameter model and thus
lead to a large error (RMS of 61 mm). From what we know of Swarm (mean RMS of 39 mm), it
would have been able to detect the rainfall event more reliably than the interpolation of GRACE
data.
Summarized, a gap in a mass change time series can be filled with Swarm data with better skills
than with an interpolation of GRACE(-FO) data. This statement is based on the assumption that
one does not know what happens during the gap and extraordinary mass redistribution, as observed
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Figure 5.17: Comparison of gap-closing strategies: interpolating GRACE(-FO) vs.
Swarm. For the analysis, an artificial 11-month gap is assumed in the GRACE(-FO)
mass change time series. It is shifted through the GRACE(-FO) time series and the gap
is filled by interpolation of the remaining GRACE(-FO) data (assuming a six-parameter
model consisting of constant, trend, annual, and semiannual terms). Furthermore, the
gap is filled with Swarm data, starting from May 2015. For each 11-months gap, the
RMSE with respect to the real GRACE(-FO) data is computed and plotted for the
mid-point of the gap. The maximum RMSE of the interpolation method is indicated
with a dotted line for comparisons with Swarm.

5.4. Results from Swarm and Comparison to GRACE(-FO)
in the past, is taken into account. Further analyses show that Swarm even has the potential to fill
shorter gaps and should be preferred to a six-parameter interpolation model when unforeseeable
mass change cannot be ruled out.
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Chapter 6

Sea Level Inversion
Sea level varies due to complex interactions within the Earth system. Nowadays, it is indisputable
that global mean sea level is rising. Several studies prove that the rate of sea level rise has been
higher than 3 mm/yr during the last decades. The exact value depends on the individual study and
the considered time frame (e.g., 3.3 mm/yr from 1994 to 2002 (Cazenave et al., 2014), 3.2 mm/yr
from 1993 to 2010 (Church et al., 2013), 3.3 mm/yr from 2003 to 2011 (Cazenave et al., 2014),
3.35 mm/yr from 1993 to 2017 (Ablain et al., 2019)). However, sea level does not rise uniformly,
as is investigated in e.g. Slangen et al. (2014) and Jevrejeva et al. (2014). Rietbroek et al. (2016)
investigate the time period from April 2002 to June 2014 and find that some regions experience a
very strong rise (e.g., 14.7 mm/yr in the Philippines), while others even have a negative trend (e.g.,
−1.4 mm/yr in the Central Pacific).
The sea level inversion helps to understand complicated processes that lead to sea level change.
The original framework has been developed by Roelof Rietbroek at IGG (Rietbroek et al., 2012;
Rietbroek, 2014; Rietbroek et al., 2016) and has been further refined and updated during the last
years by my colleague Bernd Uebbing (Uebbing et al., 2019). Different from “direct” approaches
to partitioning sea level, the inversion framework seeks a least squares fit of both space gravimetric
and altimetric data sets without prescribing any data as the “truth”.
The basic idea of the sea level inversion is to split sea level change into its different components.
This helps to better understand the consequences of the individual contributions, such as the
melting of Greenland, Antarctica, and glaciers or hydrological and steric changes. Furthermore,
the identification of the main drivers and their current contributions is useful to constrain predicted
sea level change.
In previous chapters it was shown that Swarm data can be useful for assessing ocean mass changes.
Therefore, in this thesis, I present first efforts of including time-variable gravity fields from Swarm
into the inversion framework. In this way, results are obtained, even when no GRACE(-FO) data
is available. The challenge is to adapt the program to the lower spatial resolution of Swarm, as will
be explained in the course of this chapter.

6.1

Methodology of the Sea Level Inversion

The sea level inversion splits sea level change into individual drivers. If the sea level budget was
perfectly closed, the sum of all contributions would equal measurements of total sea level. Closing
the budget is a current topic of investigation in many global and regional studies (e.g., Rietbroek
et al., 2016; Frederikse et al., 2016; WCRP, 2018).
The basic principle of the sea level inversion is illustrated in Figure 6.1. For each contributor, predefined time-invariant patterns, the so called fingerprints (more details concerning the fingerprints
in Section 6.1.1) are fitted to observed gravity and altimetry observations.
In a least squares adjustment, the time variability of the patterns is estimated in terms of monthly
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scaling factors. While altimetry observes the sum of steric and mass-related changes, GRACE(-FO)
and Swarm are only sensitive to mass-driven variations, thus enabling the separation of the two
effects. Multiplying all N fingerprints with the estimated corresponding time series results in
monthly gridded sea level change. The major part of sea level variations can be represented with
this method, such that only small residuals e remain. e can be obtained by subtracting the sum
of all contributions from total sea level observed by altimetry. If the sea level budget was perfectly
closed, the residuals would equal zero.
In order to investigate individual contributions, only a subset of N patterns can be multiplied
with the corresponding scaling factors and summed up. For example, the influence of hydrological
variations could be investigated or the sum of all mass-related contributions.
If not mentioned otherwise, the following explanations are based on Rietbroek (2014).

Figure 6.1: Schematic representation of the fingerprint inversion based on Rietbroek
(2014). Total sea level change is represented by multiplying time-variable scaling factors
to predefined spatial patterns.

6.1.1

Fingerprints

Fingerprints are a set of basis functions or “patterns” in the spatial domain. They represent the
change of sea level due to geophysical signals of different origins. Fingerprints are derived from
auxiliary data, such as models. The exact definition of the fingerprints used in the current IGG
sea level inversion will soon be published in the Ph.D. thesis of Bernd Uebbing and will shortly be
described in the following paragraphs. When I refer to the current GRACE(-FO) sea level inversion
framework, it will be denoted as GRACE-onlyallFP . Generally, one can distinguish between massrelated and steric fingerprints.
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Mass-Related Fingerprints
Mass-related fingerprints are derived from prescribed surface loads. These are attributed to the
melting of Greenland, Antarctica, and glaciers as well as hydrological mass redistribution. Summarized, hydrological fingerprints are derived from a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) decomposition of the WaterGAP Global Hydrological Model (WGHM) (Döll et al., 2003) and the
surface load due to melting ice is considered for individual sub-basins of Greenland and Antarctica,
while glaciers are combined to clusters.
However, these fingerprints have been derived for the use of GRACE data. The spatial resolution of
Swarm is lower and the considered surface loads are too small to be detected with Swarm. Therefore, the fingerprints are adapted in this thesis: Based on the GRACE-onlyallFP inversion results,
a set of four fingerprints for Antarctica, Greenland, and land glaciers is derived, respectively. They
are computed by fitting a six-parameter model, including constant (C), trend (T), annual (A), and
semiannual (S) signals to the GRACE inversion results. The fingerprints and their corresponding
scaling factors are shown in Section 6.2. Furthermore, the first 10 EOFs of the WGHM are used,
which describe the dominating spatial modes of hydrological mass variation and account for 80 %
of the total hydrological variability.
The Sea Level Equation (SLE) is used to transform the prescribed surface load into corresponding
sea level change. It describes the spatial redistribution of sea level due to mass variations within
the Earth system (Farrell and Clark, 1976). One example would be the melting of the Greenland
ice sheet: Melting ice is not distributed uniformly over the whole ocean. Instead, sea level drops
close to the coast of Greenland and rises further away from it. This is due to the reduced gravitational pull of the ice mass (as parts of it are melting), such that less water accumulates close to
the attracting mass. Secondly, relative sea level drops in the vicinity of the ice mass loss, as the
continents experience an uplift when ice is melting and flowing into the ocean. Hence, each mass
distribution on Earth can be related to a specific pattern of sea level change with the help of the
SLE. In its most basic form, it reads
S (λ, θ, t) = T (λ, θ, t) − H (λ, θ, t) ,

(6.1.1)

where S denotes the relative sea level change. It can be computed by subtracting the continental
surface load H from the total surface load T (both expressed in m EWH). The detailed version of
the SLE is given by
Z



S (λ, θ, t) =O (λ, θ) GN −U α − α0 S λ0 , θ0 , t + H λ0 , θ0 , t dω 0
(6.1.2)
Ω

ΛN −U (S, H, λ, θ) ∆φ
+
+
.
g
g
To compute sea level change at a specific location (λ, θ) at time t, two effects are considered in
the integral: (1) the influence of a continental surface load (H) at position (λ0 , θ0 ) on sea level
change as well as (2) the influence of self-gravitating oceans (S) at position (λ0 , θ0 ). The integral
is computed over the whole sphere Ω. The total surface load is convolved with Green’s function
(GN −U (α − α0 )), which describes the influence of a point mass at location (λ0 , θ0 ) on sea level
change at (λ, θ) (i.e. at spherical distance (α − α0 )). The Green’s function accounts for the elastic
deformation of the Earth (Farrell, 1972). The ocean function O (λ, θ)
(
1 over the ocean,
O (λ, θ) =
(6.1.3)
0 over land
ensures that only ocean regions are considered.
Surface load changes induce changes in the Earth’s moment of inertia tensor. The resulting centrifugal effect is considered by the term including ΛN −U . The potential difference with respect to
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the geoid is ∆φ. Hence, the last term ∆φ
ensures mass conservation (where g denotes the mean
g
gravitational potential of the Earth) and the sea surface can be considered as an equipotential
surface, even after the change of surface load. It is important to understand that mass-related
fingerprints computed in this way will account only for the “passive” response of the ocean to the
modified gravitational pull and elastic loading; i.e. dynamic variations due to e.g. freshwater inflow
(which modifies current systems) are not accounted for and will show up in the residual.
Steric Fingerprints
Steric fingerprints are derived from gridded Ocean ReAnalysis System (ORAS)5 model data. The
model is decomposed into EOFs using PCA. Here, I use the 20 dominant patterns. They describe
the main spatial modes of thermosteric and halosteric sea level variability and account for about
70 % of the total steric signal.
Investigated Sets of Fingerprints
In this thesis, I present first experiments of including Swarm data into the sea level inversion
framework with different sets of fingerprints. In all inversion runs, altimetry data and either
GRACE(-FO), Swarm or both are used. The following scenarios will be considered:
• allFP: All fingerprints of the current GRACE-onlyallFP sea level inversion
• merged: the Greenland and Antarctica fingerprints of the GRACE-onlyallFP are merged into
one fingerprint, each; glaciers are combined to 18 clusters
• Ctas: Only the constant parameter of a six-parameter model is used for glacier, Greenland,
and Antarctica fingerprints
• CTas: Constant and trend parameters of a six-parameter model are used for glacier, Greenland, and Antarctica fingerprints
• CTAS: Constant, trend, annual, and semiannual parameters of a six-parameter model are
used for glacier, Greenland, and Antarctica fingerprints
In all versions, except for “allFP”, 10 WGHM fingerprints and 20 steric fingerprints are used. The
GRACE-onlyallFP sea level inversion is used as a reference, when investigating different experiments.

6.1.2

Observation Equations

In the current GRACE-onlyallFP version of the sea level inversion framework, gravimetric and
altimetric data is used as input. Hence, there are two types of observation equations. The first one
is related to the mass-driven components of sea level change (Equation (6.1.4)) and the second one
is related to total sea level change (Equation (6.1.7)). Observation equations are built separately
for each month.
Gravimetric Observation Equations
Monthly time-variable gravity fields serve as observations for the gravimetric part of the sea level
inversion. In the current GRACE-onlyallFP inversion framework, the complete ITSG-Grace2018
normal equation systems up to d/o 120 (April 2002 to December 2020) are used as input. In this
work, the IGG-Swarm monthly normal equation systems up to d/o 40 (Chapter 4) are included
additionally.
Equation (6.1.4) presents the observation equation related to the mass-driven components of sea
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 = Axmass + e.



(6.1.4)

∆snmax nmax
On the left side, the changes of the Stokes’ coefficients (with respect to a mean field) serve as
(pseudo-)observations. The design matrix A contains the mass-related fingerprints expressed in
terms of Stokes coefficients in its columns. The NEQ system is transformed into the solution space
defined by the fingerprints
N = AT NA,

(6.1.5)

n = A n,
T

eT Pe = eT Pe.
In the above equation, N and n denote the original normal equation system from GRACE(-FO) or
Swarm. After the transformation, one scaling factor for each mass-related fingerprint is estimated,
which is contained in the vector xmass . Finally, e denotes the residuals and the system can be
solved by
−1

x̂mass = N

n.

(6.1.6)

Altimetric Observation Equations
Satellite altimeters measure the distance to the sea surface and thus deliver the sea surface height
with respect to a reference ellipsoid (Section 2.4). Originally, the fingerprint inversion used Jason-1
and Jason-2 along-track data. As, meanwhile, GRACE-FO and IGG-Swarm data is available, altimetry data now also includes Jason-3. 1 Hz along-track data from the Radar Altimeter Database
System (RADS) (Scharroo et al., 2013) is used to compute sea level anomalies ∆hi (i.e. sea surface
height with respect to a mean sea surface).
The observation equation for altimetry data is constructed as follows:


∆h1
 ∆h2 


 ..  = YCxmass + KDxster + e.
 . 

(6.1.7)

∆hM
The unknowns are the mass-related (xmass ) and steric (xster ) scaling factors for the corresponding
predefined fingerprints. Matrices C and D contain the fingerprints expressed in terms of geocentric
sea level. Y and K map the patterns onto the altimeter tracks.

6.2

Results of the Sea Level Inversion

In the following, Swarm inversion results will be discussed and compared to the current
GRACE-onlyallFP inversion. If not stated otherwise, the Swarm-onlyCTas solution is chosen.
Figures 6.4 to 6.6 show the reason for this choice.
Fingerprints and Corresponding Scaling Factors
Figure 6.2 presents the CTas fingerprints related to the melting of Glaciers, Greenland, and Antarctica, together with their corresponding scaling factors. The left column shows fingerprints, which
need to be multiplied by scaling factor 1 (black) and the middle column shows sea level change,
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which is multiplied by scaling factor 2 (orange). One can clearly see how the melting of ice contributes to global mean sea level rise. Moreover, the patterns show how sea level drops close to
the actual loss of surface load, e.g. in Greenland and rises further away from it. Scaling factor
2 shows a dominant trend which could be expected, because the corresponding fingerprint was
derived from the trend parameter (of a six-parameter model) of the GRACE-onlyallFP inversion
results (Section 6.1.1). In addition to a linear trend, annual signals are visible, which are most
prominent for land glaciers, followed by Greenland.

Figure 6.2: CTas fingerprints for land glaciers, Greenland, and Antarctica and their
corresponding scaling factors. GRACE(-FO) gaps are highlighted in gray.

Comparing Mass-Related Sea Level Change from Inversion Results to the Direct
Method
Figure 6.3 compares mass-related sea level change from different approaches. GRACE-onlyallFP
and Swarm-onlyCTas are derived from the inversion. Swarmdirect is computed from the IGG-Swarm
gravity fields according to Section 5.4.2. It should be noted that Figure 6.3 only serves as a
rough comparison, as two effects might lead to differences: (1) degree 1 is not included in the
direct method, while the inverse approach solves implicitly for degree 1, as it is included in the
fingerprints. (2) The 300 km buffer zone is only needed in the direct method to prevent land-ocean
leakage effects.
While GRACE-onlyallFP is not available during GRACE(-FO) gaps, the other two solutions are
continuously available, starting in August 2014. Generally, the direct method confirms the inversion
results. It is closer to the GRACE-onlyallFP sea level inversion, especially during the GRACEFO period, where Swarm-onlyCTas slightly underestimates mass-related sea level change. This
underestimation during GRACE-FO times might be a result of the chosen fingerprints, which are
currently derived from the GRACE period. The two peaks in the GRACE-onlyallFP in late 2016
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and late 2019 are not reproduced by the other two methods. Thus, they are probably due to the
lower quality of GRACE during its end-of-lifetime and GRACE-FO in its early months.

Figure 6.3: Comparing mass-related sea level change from the inversion and direct
methods. GRACE(-FO) gaps are highlighted in gray.

Investigating Different Sets of Fingerprints in Terms of Global Mean Contributions to
Sea Level Change
Figure 6.4 shows the contribution of the melting of the Greenland ice sheet to sea level change.
Different parameterizations are investigated. As already explained, GRACE-onlyallFP can be considered as the ground-truth. It is obvious that Swarm-onlyallFP does not deliver reliable results.
The fingerprints need to be adapted to the spatial resolution of Swarm and thus, their number
should be reduced. The first choice was to merge Antarctic and Greenland fingerprints to obtain
one fingerprint for each of them. Here, the combined GRACE+Swarmmerged inversion result is
shown. It seems that reasonable results are achieved during the GRACE(-FO) gaps, i.e. when
Swarm is the only gravimetric mission. However, when GRACE(-FO) is available the time series
shows large offsets. Later, it will be clear that GRACE+Swarmmerged should not be trusted in
general; the reason will be explained in the next paragraphs, when investigating Antarctic contributions.
Hence, the CTAS approach was developed in order to incorporate spatial patterns as determined
by fitting a six-parameter model (constant, trend, annual, and semiannual parameters) to the much
more reliable GRACE mission. In a first step, only constant and trend fingerprints (CTas) were used
in a GRACE(-FO)-only inversion. During the GRACE period (starting from April 2002, which is
not shown here) the resulting GRACE-onlyCTas time series is very close to the GRACE-onlyallFP sea
level inversion and trends are reproduced well. This encourages further investigations as a reduced
number of fingerprints seems to be able to describe sea level change due to the melting of the Greenland ice sheet well. In the GRACE-FO period, there is a slight offset between GRACE-onlyallFP
and GRACE-onlyCTas . This might be related to the fact that the CTas fingerprints are derived
from GRACE data, such that mass redistribution from GRACE-FO can possibly not be fully represented by the spatial patterns. Swarm-only results from Ctas (only constant parameter of the
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six-parameter model is utilized), CTas (constant and trend parameters of the six-parameter model
are utilized) and CTAS (all parameters of the six-parameter model are utilized) fingerprints are
similar. They are a bit more noisy, when compared to the GRACE-onlyCTas inversion, which could
be expected. Still, they close the gap between the GRACE and GRACE-FO mission well.

Figure 6.4: The contribution of the melting of the Greenland ice sheet to global
mean sea level. Investigation of different parameterizations of the sea level inversion.
GRACE(-FO) gaps are highlighted in gray.

The contribution of the Antarctic ice sheet to global mean sea level change is shown in Figure 6.5.
Many observations concerning the results of Greenland are also true in Antarctica and I will only
point out the main differences in the following. While GRACE+Swarmmerged delivered reasonable
results in Figure 6.4, when only Swarm was available, the solution is generally poor for Antarctic contributions, especially during the GRACE(-FO) gaps. CTAS shows large deviations to the
GRACE-onlyallFP sea level inversion and is close to Swarm-onlyallFP , indicating that too many
fingerprints are used. CTas is the closest Swarm result, when compared to the GRACE-onlyallFP
version, while Ctas shows a slight offset.
In Figure 6.6 the hydrological contribution to sea level change is investigated. A pronounced
annual signal is detected by all investigated solutions. GRACE-onlyCTas is again very close to
GRACE-onlyallFP , but slightly underestimates hydrological contributions during the GRACE-FO
period. In contrast, all Swarm-only solutions underestimate the hydrological contribution, when
compared to GRACE-onlyallFP . The reason for this behavior is still unclear and should be further
investigated in future studies. It does not seem to be a general problem concerning the fingerprints,
as both GRACE-only solutions perform well. It rather seems to be related to the generally lower
quality of the Swarm time-variable gravity fields. When comparing the different Swarm-only solutions, considering constant and trend parameters in the fingerprints again leads to results closest
to the GRACE-onlyallFP version. Hence, CTas is the version that will be investigated closer in the
following.
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Figure 6.5: The contribution of the melting of the Antarctic ice sheet to global
mean sea level. Investigation of different parameterizations of the sea level inversion.
GRACE(-FO) gaps are highlighted in gray.

Figure 6.6: The contribution of hydrological mass redistribution to global mean
sea level. Investigation of different parameterizations of the sea level inversion.
GRACE(-FO) gaps are highlighted in gray.
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Sea Level Budget from the CTas Fingerprints
In Figure 6.7 the individual contributions to sea level change derived from the CTas solution
(constant and trend parameter of the six-parameter GRACE model are utilized) are presented
and Table 6.1 shows the corresponding trends. GRACE, GRACE-FO, and Swarm are used as
gravimetric input. Due to the lower quality of its gravity field solutions, Swarm does not have a
significant influence on the combined solution, when GRACE or GRACE-FO are available. Hence,
the combined solution is essentially almost equal to the GRACE-only solution and the gaps are
filled with the Swarm-only results.
During the GRACE period, the CTas solution provides a trend of 2.9 mm/yr of total global mean
sea level rise (subplot (a)). When GRACE-FO and Swarm are included in the analysis, the trend
amounts to 3.0 mm/yr, indicating a stronger sea level rise during the past years. The drop in
2017/2018 is due to the hydrological contributions, which are underestimated by the Swarm-only
solution during the GRACE-GRACE-FO gap.
Figure 6.7 (a) additionally shows the partitioning into mass-related and steric sea level change. Generally, mass-related change has a larger amplitude than steric change. In the beginning, both contributed mostly equally to sea level change. Over time, mass contributions experienced a stronger
acceleration, such that their influence is larger by now. From the total investigating period, the
trends amount to 1.9 mm/yr mass-related sea level rise and 1.0 mm/yr for steric changes. Again,
the drop in 2017/2018 in the mass change time series is due to the underestimation of hydrological contributions by Swarm-only. When excluding Swarm data from the trend computation, the
mass-related trend is slightly larger and amounts to 2.0 mm/yr.
Figure 6.7 (b) splits mass-related sea level change further into individual drivers. Hydrological
mass redistributions have by far the largest amplitude. The melting of Greenland and land glaciers
results in the largest trends of 0.6 mm/yr, each. Antarctica has a smaller trend of 0.4 mm/yr,
followed by hydrology (0.3 mm/yr). Except for hydrology, the GRACE-GRACE-FO gap is closed
well, which is also confirmed by the trend values in Table 6.1.

Antarctica
Greenland
Glaciers
Hydrology
Mass
Steric
Total

GRACE
0.3
0.6
0.6
0.3
1.9
1.0
2.9

GRACE + GRACE-FO
0.4
0.6
0.6
0.4
2.0
1.0
3.0

GRACE + Swarm + GRACE-FO
0.4
0.6
0.6
0.3
1.9
1.1
3.0

Table 6.1: Trends [mm/yr] of individual sea level contributors of the CTas inversion
solution. Three different time periods are considered: (1) GRACE period, ignoring
the gaps, (2) GRACE and GRACE-FO period, ignoring the gaps, and (3) all available
GRACE, GRACE-FO, and Swarm solutions (i.e. the gaps are filled with Swarm,
starting in 2014).

Spatial Patterns of Sea Level Change
In Figure 6.8 total, steric, and mass related sea level trends are derived from different methods.
All months between July 2015 and December 2020 have been considered in the analysis (except
for subplot (h), where data is missing during the gaps of GRACE(-FO)). Figure 6.8 (a) and (b)
show trends of total sea level change from the inversion with CTas fingerprints. In (a), GRACE,
GRACE-FO and Swarm are combined, while in (b), the Swarm-only solution is presented. Both
figures show similarities in wide areas. In most areas, sea level is rising. A pronounced pattern
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Figure 6.7: Components of total global mean sea level change as derived from the CTas
inversion from altimetry, GRACE, GRACE-FO, and Swarm. a) Total, mass-related,
and steric change. b) Individual drivers of mass-related sea level change. GRACE(-FO)
gaps are highlighted in gray.
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related to ENSO is visible in the Pacific Ocean. Differences can be detected in the northeast of
Scandinavia and in parts of the Southern Ocean, where the Swarm-only inversion shows negative
trends, while the combined solution points to a sea level rise. The reasons for the differences can
be investigated in the remaining subplots.
In Figure 6.8 (c) and (d) only the steric part of the CTas solution is considered, again for the
combined and the Swarm-only solution, respectively. Both maps look almost identical, because the
altimetric observations and steric patterns are the same in the two versions. Mass-related trends are
presented in subplots (e) to (h). The combined CTas solution (e), the Swarm-only CTas solution
(f), and the combined solution with all current fingerprints (g) all show a mass accumulation in the
Southern Ocean. (e) can be described as a smoothed version of (g), which is due to the reduced
number of spatial patterns in combination with the same input data. (f) shows some differences
due to the exclusive use of Swarm time-variable gravity fields, as for example strong mass loss north
of West Antarctica. Figure 6.8 (h) shows the mass-related sea level trends derived from the direct
method using GRACE(-FO) up to d/o 60 (compare Figure 5.7 (a), with a lower resolution). The
direct method has a lower resolution, when compared to the inversion with all current fingerprints.
This could be expected, as the inversion results are a linear combination of higher-resolution spatial
patterns. One of the main differences is that the direct solution detects a mass loss in large parts
of the Arctic Ocean and the northeastern Atlantic Ocean, where other methods see a mass gain.
Summarized, the ongoing work shows that it is possible to include Swarm time-variable gravity
fields into the sea level inversion framework. Results can be obtained, even when GRACE(-FO)
is not available. The Swarm-onlyCTas version (with fingerprints derived from constant and trend
parameters of a six-parameter model fitted to GRACE inversion results) is close to the current
GRACE-onlyallFP inversion result when investigating global mean sea level change. However, contributions from hydrology are underestimated by Swarm-only and thus distort total mass estimates.
This problem could be investigated in future studies for an overall improvement of Swarm inversion
results (Section 7.2). The integration of Swarm into the sea level inversion framework will facilitate
future experiments of additionally including time-variable gravity fields derived from SLR data.

6.2. Results of the Sea Level Inversion

Figure 6.8: Total, steric, and mass-related sea level trends [mm/yr] derived from different methods. Time period: July 2015 to December 2020.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Outlook
7.1

Conclusions

This thesis’ aim was to derive time-variable gravity fields and corresponding large-scale mass change
from data of the Swarm mission. The challenge is that Swarm has not been planned as a dedicated
gravity field mission. While the main instrument of GRACE(-FO), the KBR system, provides precise inter-satellite measurements, the Swarm satellites only follow the principle of hl-SST. Thus, the
quality of the Swarm gravity fields is restricted by the precision of the kinematic orbits. Moreover,
the accelerometers on-board the satellites suffer from various errors and noise, such that most of
the data cannot be used in gravity field retrieval.
In this work, I used the integral equation approach with short arcs to derive monthly time-variable
gravity fields and large-scale mass redistribution from Swarm data. I investigated different parameterizations and assessed the quality of the results by comparing them to the more accurate
GRACE(-FO) data during the overlap period. It was shown that Swarm is able to detect the longwavelength part of the Earth’s time-variable gravity field and can be used to fill the gap between
GRACE and GRACE-FO.
As accelerometer data from Swarm cannot be used for gravity field retrieval (calibrated data only
exists for Swarm C, along-track), I modeled aerodynamic accelerations, SRP, and ERP. When
compared to the calibrated ACCCCAL_2_ product, the correlations were higher than 75 % for
80 % of the data. Modeled non-gravitational accelerations were introduced in the processing and
treated in the same way as accelerometer data.
A large part of the unfiltered SH coefficients up to d/o 10 were correlated by more than 70 %, when
compared to GRACE(-FO). The SNR of the individual Swarm SH coefficients was larger than one
for the lower degrees. An analysis of the degree amplitudes confirmed these findings. Degree amplitudes from Swarm and GRACE(-FO) were comparable for degrees up to 10. Somewhere between
degree 10-15 (depending on the investigated month) they started to diverge, as noise in the Swarm
models becomes larger. Until May 2015, the lower performance of Swarm due to ionospheric disturbances could be identified well in the results.
A comparison of different Swarm gravity field products showed that the current IGG Swarm solution provides the best results. I additionally computed time-variable gravity fields from kinematic
orbits of AIUB and found that they have a lower quality than those derived from IfG orbits.
Furthermore, I compared my results to the official ESA EGF_SHA_2_ product, which is a combination of individual gravity models from different groups. The SNR of the individual SH degrees of
this solution was lower compared to my results from July 2015 to December 2019. In the remaining
time period, the quality was comparable to IGG results.
When converting the SH coefficients to gridded EWH, the results proved that Swarm is able to
globally detect the major trends and annual signals that are observed by GRACE(-FO). The RMS
reduction was positive for more than 90 % of the Earth’s surface. The global RMSE with respect
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to GRACE(-FO) was between 30 mm and 60 mm from July 2015 to March 2021. Swarm enabled
the detection of global mean ocean mass change with an RMSE of 1.9 mm. Co-estimating nongravitational accelerations instead of modeling them would downgrade the RMSE to 3.6 mm. Basin
averages have been computed for areas as small as the Danube basin and showed that Swarm can
determine trends and seasonal signals correctly in most regions. Moreover, the SNR was higher
than one in all investigated regions except for East Antarctica and the Murray-Darling river basin.
Generally, basin averages provide best results, when either the region is large and/or there is a high
signal.
I showed that it is more reliable to fill the 11-months gap with data from the Swarm mission than
to interpolate between existing GRACE and GRACE-FO data. It would not be possible to reconstruct extraordinary mass redistribution, like ENSO events, from GRACE(-FO) during a gap.
Swarm is able to actually observe these changes, as the analysis revealed.
Preliminary results showed that it is possible to include Swarm in the sea level inversion framework. In this way, sea level could be split into individual components, even when GRACE(-FO)
data is not available. Spatial patterns needed to be adapted, such that they matched the Swarm
resolution. Hydrological contributions were found to be underestimated by Swarm, which should
be investigated further.

7.2

Outlook

GNSS receivers are a common instrument on scientific satellite missions. Additionally, more and
more commercial satellites are equipped with GNSS receivers. While Swarm can only track GPS
signals, more recent missions are additionally able to process data from Galileo, GLONASS and
BeiDou. The growing number of observations increases the interest in gravity field retrieval from
hl-SST. This is especially important when no dedicated gravity field mission is available, but can
also serve as an additional source of information. Hence, I provide ideas for future studies to
improve the results of this thesis even further.
Extend Studies into the Past or Future, Using Additional LEO Satellite Missions
In this thesis, Swarm is used to derive time-variable gravity fields and large-scale mass redistribution from kinematic orbits in order to fill the gaps during the GRACE(-FO) record. The results are
validated by comparing to GRACE and GRACE-FO data in the overlapping period. Additionally,
Swarm serves as a demonstrator and the approach can easily be transferred to any other LEO satellite mission, as long as the kinematic orbits are available from GNSS measurements. Accelerometer
data would be desirable, but this work has shown that it is not strictly necessary. The elaborate
modeling technique of the non-gravitational accelerations provides a valuable alternative in case
measurements are not available, yet this will depend e.g. on the shape and orbit of the satellite.
It would be of great interest to a large scientific community to obtain a long and consistent time
series of mass redistribution in the Earth system, extending the GRACE(-FO) period. Swarm
demonstrated that the gap can successfully be closed, but collecting data from as many satellite
missions as possible might even improve the results from hl-SST. In this way, the time before
GRACE could be investigated by evaluating CHAMP data. However, the CHAMP mission was
launched only about two years prior to GRACE and kinematic orbits are not available in the
beginning (due to the sparse network of IGS ground stations and consequently missing receiver
clock corrections). If one is interested to look further into the past, one would need to extend and
modify the approach, such that SLR or Doppler Orbitography and Radiopositioning Integrated
by Satellite (DORIS) measurements could be processed. Continuing the time series in the future
will most likely not cause any problems, because today’s LEO satellite missions are equipped with
up-to-date GNSS receivers.

7.2. Outlook
Investigate the Swarm Constellation in More Detail
I computed monthly time-variable gravity fields by accumulating the NEQs of the three satellites.
What has not been investigated further is a possible relation of the gravity field solutions with
respect to the satellite constellation. As explained in Section 3.2, the constellation of the three
Swarm satellites changes over time. This opens up opportunities to investigate the quality of the
gravity fields with respect to different orbital parameters and the varying constellation of the three
spacecraft. One could analyze the added value of additional satellites by comparing single-satellite
solutions to solutions with two or three satellites. It would be interesting to compute and evaluate
the orbit residuals. Additionally, analyzing the variance-covariance matrices of the solutions could
reveal possible correlations between the parameters. These kinds of investigation could help to plan
future satellite missions.
Kinematic baselines between the Swarm satellites can be computed to see whether they have an
added value for gravity field recovery. Baselines can usually be detected with a higher accuracy
compared to the kinematic positions, as common errors cancel out. X. Guo and Zhao (2019) derive
two types of time-variable gravity fields from GRACE: one is derived from kinematic orbits of
both satellites and the other is derived from kinematic orbits of GRACE-A and additionally the
kinematic baseline between the satellites. Including the baseline reduces the noise in the gravity
field solutions significantly, especially beyond d/o 10. De Teixeira da Encarnação et al. (2020)
adapted the idea and included baselines in the Swarm gravity field retrieval. They could not find
an added value. Still it might be worth it to investigate the approach further, especially in the
context of steadily improving orbit products and non-gravitational acceleration modeling.
Study Ionospheric Processes
In the beginning of the Swarm mission, the ionosphere was highly active. This is reflected in the
quality of the kinematic orbits and thus in the quality of the time-variable gravity fields. It would
certainly be beneficial to bring expertise regarding ionospheric processes, orbit determination and
gravity field retrieval together to study interactions between those topics. Right now, we are in the
beginning of solar cycle 25 and ionospheric disturbances will become stronger during the next few
years. Hence, a better understanding of ionospheric activity and its consequences for gravity field
retrieval is becoming more and more important.
Calibrate Swarm Accelerometers and Study the Thermospheric Density
In this work, non-gravitational accelerations are modeled in order to be used in gravity field retrieval. First assessments showed a good agreement with calibrated or modeled data from other
groups. In the process of gravity field retrieval, bias and scaling factors for aerodynamic accelerations and radiation pressure are co-estimated. These factors are a byproduct of the gravity field
estimation and were, so far, not investigated further. They might be beneficial for studies of the
thermosphere and its density.
It would be interesting to compare ACCCCAL_2_ data not only to the modeled non-gravitational
accelerations, but also to modeled time series which are calibrated with the parameters derived in
the gravity field processing. This could give a first estimate whether or not the calibration parameters are realistic. An evaluation of scale factor and bias might be helpful in studies regarding the
quality of the NRLMSIS 2.0 model. Thermospheric density models might need to be calibrated
themselves, which could depend on the solar activity. The calibration values from Swarm span a
solar maximum and minimum, such that both extremes can be investigated. Moreover, calibration
parameters related to radiation pressure can be evaluated and could be beneficial for future work
in this context.
Moreover, Swarm C gravity fields could be investigated separately. One could use the calibrated
along-track data of the ACCCCAL_2_ product instead of the modeled data in the process of
gravity field retrieval. By comparing the quality of the resulting gravity fields (i.e. with respect
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to GRACE(-FO)) it might be possible to determine if the modeled values or the ACCCCAL_2_
product is closer to the true non-gravitational accelerations.
Lastly, the modeling approach could easily be adapted for the use with GRACE(-FO). During the
end-of-life period, the accelerometer of GRACE-B failed and also GRACE-D’s accelerometer is not
working correctly. Efforts are made to transplant data from one satellite to the other or to model
non-gravitational accelerations. It would be interesting to share experience with the GRACE(-FO)
community and see if the IGG modeling approach could help to improve GRACE(-FO) accelerometer data.
Investigate Alternative Approaches of Gravity Field Retrieval
In this thesis, the integral equation approach has been applied to derive time-variable gravity fields
and mass redistribution from Swarm data. The advantages of using short arcs were mentioned
in Section 4.1.3 and the parameterization has been tuned in order to achieve the best results.
Other approaches, as mentioned at the beginning of Section 4.1 have not been investigated. In a
mathematical sense, they are equivalent and should deliver comparable results, but it might still
be worth it to investigate them closer.
The approaches of our former studies (Lück et al., 2018; Richter et al., 2021) could be updated
with more recent and improved kinematic orbits from IfG, which would surely be beneficial for the
retrieval of gravity fields. In Richter et al. (2021), we combined Swarm temporal gravity field models
with the dominating spatial modes derived from GRACE. In Lück et al. (2018), we presented a
solution where we estimated a six-parameter model for each spherical harmonic coefficient. This
solution offers a possibility to estimate stable long-term mass change. It would be interesting to
update the solution with recent Swarm data and the improved kinematic orbits IfG. A disadvantage
of this approach is that it cannot resolve fast mass redistributions or acceleration signals. One could
think of a Kalman filter approach comparable to Didova et al. (2016), where the trend of each SH
coefficient might change over time. This would allow to better capture rapid changes.
Löcher and Kusche (2021) developed a hybrid approach for recovering high-resolution time-variable
gravity fields from SLR. They compute EOFs from GRACE data in terms of SHs, which are then
used as base functions in the gravity field retrieval. Additionally, the low degrees can be estimated
separately in order to achieve more flexibility. First investigations have shown that the approach
can easily be transferred to Swarm data and it would be interesting to investigate this in more
detail.
Improve the Sea Level Inversion Framework Regarding the Use of Swarm data
Including Swarm into the sea level inversion framework showed promising results. By comparing
the Swarm solution with CTas fingerprints to the current GRACE(-FO) inversion results, one
could see similar global mean contributions of each driver. Only hydrological mass redistribution
was generally underestimated, which also led to differences when assessing the sum of all mass
contributions. This might be caused by the fact that WGHM data has a higher spatial resolution,
which cannot be resolved by Swarm. This problem should definitely be investigated further. One
should set up additional experiments with different sets of fingerprints. For example, one could
think of alternative patterns or investigate the influence of a different number of hydrological
fingerprints.
Right now, the fingerprints are time-invariant and monthly scaling factors are estimated for each of
them. However, one could imagine that large-scale patterns of mass variability might change over
time. Hence, it could be reasonable to allow a certain time-variability of prescribed patterns and
let them evolve over time. Integrating Swarm into the inversion framework facilitates including
time-variable gravity fields from SLR, which will generally work in the same way. This might help
to improve the solutions, especially during times of GRACE(-FO) gaps. Additionally, Argo data
could be included, such that also the steric part of sea level change is observed separately.
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Appendix A

Time Series
Land

Figure A.1: Mass change in mm EWH over land areas from Swarm, GRACE(-FO), and
Humphrey and Gudmundsson (2019). See the beginning of Section 5.4 for processing
details. Top panel: Full signal. Bottom panel: Annual and semiannual signal from
GRACE(-FO) are removed from both time series. Additionally, the trend is computed
from the light-gray time periods and plotted.

ii

A. Time Series
East Antarctica

Figure A.2: Mass change in mm EWH in East Antarctica from Swarm and
GRACE(-FO). See the beginning of Section 5.4 for processing details. Top panel:
Full signal. Bottom panel: Annual and semiannual signal from GRACE(-FO) are removed from both time series. Additionally, the trend is computed from the light-gray
time periods and plotted.

iii
Congo

Figure A.3: Mass change in mm EWH in the Congo basin from Swarm, GRACE(-FO),
and Humphrey and Gudmundsson (2019). See the beginning of Section 5.4 for processing details. Top panel: Full signal. Bottom panel: Annual and semiannual signal from
GRACE(-FO) are removed from both time series. Additionally, the trend is computed
from the light-gray time periods and plotted.
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A. Time Series
Mississippi

Figure A.4: Mass change in mm EWH in the Mississippi basin from Swarm,
GRACE(-FO), and Humphrey and Gudmundsson (2019). See the beginning of Section 5.4 for processing details. Top panel: Full signal. Bottom panel: Annual and
semiannual signal from GRACE(-FO) are removed from both time series. Additionally, the trend is computed from the light-gray time periods and plotted.
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Nile

Figure A.5: Mass change in mm EWH in the Nile basin from Swarm, GRACE(-FO),
and Humphrey and Gudmundsson (2019). See the beginning of Section 5.4 for processing details. Top panel: Full signal. Bottom panel: Annual and semiannual signal from
GRACE(-FO) are removed from both time series. Additionally, the trend is computed
from the light-gray time periods and plotted.
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A. Time Series
Lena

Figure A.6: Mass change in mm EWH in the Lena basin from Swarm, GRACE(-FO),
and Humphrey and Gudmundsson (2019). See the beginning of Section 5.4 for processing details. Top panel: Full signal. Bottom panel: Annual and semiannual signal from
GRACE(-FO) are removed from both time series. Additionally, the trend is computed
from the light-gray time periods and plotted.

vii
Yangtze

Figure A.7: Mass change in mm EWH in the Yangtze basin from Swarm,
GRACE(-FO), and Humphrey and Gudmundsson (2019). See the beginning of Section 5.4 for processing details. Top panel: Full signal. Bottom panel: Annual and
semiannual signal from GRACE(-FO) are removed from both time series. Additionally, the trend is computed from the light-gray time periods and plotted.
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A. Time Series
Volga

Figure A.8: Mass change in mm EWH in the Volga basin from Swarm, GRACE(-FO),
and Humphrey and Gudmundsson (2019). See the beginning of Section 5.4 for processing details. Top panel: Full signal. Bottom panel: Annual and semiannual signal from
GRACE(-FO) are removed from both time series. Additionally, the trend is computed
from the light-gray time periods and plotted.
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Murray-Darling

Figure A.9: Mass change in mm EWH in the Murray-Darling basin from Swarm,
GRACE(-FO), and Humphrey and Gudmundsson (2019). See the beginning of Section 5.4 for processing details. Top panel: Full signal. Bottom panel: Annual and
semiannual signal from GRACE(-FO) are removed from both time series. Additionally, the trend is computed from the light-gray time periods and plotted.
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A. Time Series
Ganges

Figure A.10: Mass change in mm EWH in the Ganges basin from Swarm,
GRACE(-FO), and Humphrey and Gudmundsson (2019). See the beginning of Section 5.4 for processing details. Top panel: Full signal. Bottom panel: Annual and
semiannual signal from GRACE(-FO) are removed from both time series. Additionally, the trend is computed from the light-gray time periods and plotted.
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Appendix B

Glossary
A

Design matrix

A
Aref
AU
a
a
αk

Area [m2 ]
Reference area of a satellite panel [m2 ]
Astronomical unit (mean distance between Earth and Sun) [m]
Vector of non-gravitational accelerations [ms−2 ]
Semi-major axis (e.g., of a satellite’s orbit) [°]
Angle between the connection line of the satellite to a surface element and the
element’s normal vector [rad]

B
b

Matrix with observation times (corresponding to boundary values in b)
Vector containing boundary values

50, 51, 58
50, 51, 58

C

64

c
cnm

Matrix containing the contributions of a single satellite to a combined solution
or
Matrix containing the mass-related fingerprints in its columns
Coefficient accounting for aerodynamic (drag and lift) accelerations [−]
Drag coefficient [−]
Lift coefficient [−]
Cosine surface spherical harmonics of degree n and order m [−]
Radiation pressure coefficients for incoming photons of the Sun (longwave) [−]
Radiation pressure coefficients for incoming radiation of the Earth (longwave)
[−]
Radiation pressure coefficients for incoming photons of the Sun (shortwave) [−]
Radiation pressure coefficients for incoming radiation of the Earth (shortwave)
[−]
Speed of light [ms−1 ]
Fully normalized Stokes cosine coefficients of degree n and order m [−]

D
D
dm
∆ωk

Matrix used in a preprocessing step in the gravity field retrieval process or
Matrix containing the steric fingerprints in its columns
Mass element [kg]
1° × 1° surface element in the FoV of a satellite [m2 ]

57
109
46
35

C
Caero
CD,i,j
CL,i,j
Cnm
cRLW
c⊕
RLW,k
cRSW
c⊕
RSW,k

51,
55,
56,
58,
109
34, 35
34
34
34, 35
24
35

109
34
34
34
46, 80
34, 35
35
34, 35
35
35
46,
51,
52,
79,
80, 83

xii

Glossary

EW H
e

Equivalent water height [m]
Noise in a Gauss-Markoff model

80, 83
50,
51,
55–58,
106, 109

F
FLW,k
FSW,k
f

Force [kgms−2 ]
TOA longwave flux [W m−2 ]
TOA shortwave flux [W m−2 ]
Force w.r.t. a unity mass element [ms−2 ]

45, 49
35
35
49, 50

G
G
GM
g
g
γ

Newton’s gravitational constant [m3 kgs−2 ] or
Green’s function
Standard gravitational parameter [m3 s−2 ]
Gravitational field strength [ms−2 ]
Mean gravitational acceleration of the Earth [ms−2 ]
Angle between the normal vector of a satellite panel and the incoming radiation
[rad]

45, 46
107
46
45
107, 108
34, 35

H
h
h

Continental surface load [m EWH]
Second part of the integral equation (Equation (4.1.14))
Along-track corrected altimeter measurements [m]

107
50, 51, 58
109

i

Inclination (e.g., of a satellite’s orbit) [°]

22, 24

K

109

K
kn0

Matrix which maps the steric fingerprints to the locations of the altimeter
measurements
Integral kernel
Love number of degree n [−]

l

Vector of observations

l
Λ
Λ
λ

Distance between two points [m]
Diagonal matrix
Centrifugal potential [m2 s−2 ]
Longitude angle [° or rad]

50,
51,
55, 56, 58
45, 46
57
107
34,
46,
80,
83,
107

M
m

Earth’s mass [kg]
Mass [kg] or

m

Spherical harmonic order [−]

N

Normal equation matrix

N

Geoid height (above a reference ellipsoid) [m]

49, 50
80, 83

45, 80, 83
34,
35,
45, 49
46,
52,
80, 83
56,
58,
64, 109
107

Glossary

xiii

n

Normal equation vector

n

Spherical harmonic degree [−]

ν

Shadow function, which indicates if a satellite is in sunlight or in shadow [−]

56,
58,
109
46,
47,
51,
52,
65, 80, 83
34

O (λ, θ)
Ω
Ω

Ocean function (0 over ocean, 1 over land) [-]
Right ascension of the ascending node (e.g., of a satellite’s orbit) [°] or
Angular area of a region of interest [rad2 ]

107
22, 24
83, 107

P

Weight matrix in a least square adjustment

P̄nm
P1AU
φ
ψ

Fully normalized associated Legendre function of degree n and order m [−]
Solar radiation pressure at 1 AU [N m−2 ]
Gravitational potential [m2 s−2 ]
Full-wavelength resolution of a spherical harmonic expansion [km]

55,
56,
58, 109
46, 83
34
107, 108
47

Q

Orthogonal matrix

57

R
R

Upper triangular matrix
Mean Earth radius [m]

RLW,k

Factor which considers the angular dependence of the Earth’s radiation (longwave) [−]
Factor which considers the angular dependence of the Earth’s radiation (shortwave) [−]
3-dimensional vector to the origin of an Earth-fixed coordinate system [m]

58
46,
47,
52, 80, 83
35

RSW,k
r
ṙ
r̈
r
r
r ,sat
rsat,k
ρ
ρw

3-dimensional velocity vector w.r.t to an Earth-fixed coordinate system [ms−1 ]
3-dimensional acceleration vector w.r.t. to an Earth-fixed coordinate system
[ms−2 ]
Distance to the origin of an Earth-fixed coordinate system [m] or
Redundancy [−]
Distance between Sun and satellite [m]
Distance between a surface Element k the Earth’s surface and the satellite [m]
Density [kgm−3 ]
Average density of sea water [kgm−3 ]

S
S
Snm
snm

Covariance function
Relative sea level change [m EWH]
Sine surface spherical harmonics of degree n and order m [−]
Fully normalized Stokes sine coefficients of degree n and order m [−]

Σ3x3 (ti )
Σll
σ

3x3 covariance matrix of epoch ti
Covariance matrix of observations
Standard deviation or

35
31,
45,
46, 49, 50
49
49
46
57
34
35
34
80, 83
57
107
46, 80
46,
51,
52,
79,
80, 83
57
55–58
55–57

xiv

Glossary
σ
σ̂

Surface density [kgm−2 ]
Formal error (e.g., of SH coefficients of degree amplitudes)

σn

Degree amplitudes [m]

T
T
t

Time period, e.g. duration of one orbit arc [s] or
Total surface load [m EWH]
Time in general, see individual explanations for more detail

τ
θ

Normalized time variable [−]
Co-latitude angle [° or rad]

ϑcnm
ϑsnm
ϑ (λ, θ)

Cosine spherical harmonic coefficients that describe ϑ (λ, θ) [-]
Sine spherical harmonic coefficients that describe ϑ (λ, θ) [-]
Function that describes the shape of a basin (either 0 or 1) [-]

50
107
34,
49,
50, 107
49, 50
46,
80,
83, 107
83
83
83

U
ûD
ûL,i

Radial deformation of the Earth [m]
Unit vector of velocity in drag direction [ms−1 ]
Unit vector of velocity in lift direction [ms−1 ]

107
34
34

V
vr
v̂r

Earth’s gravitational potential [m2 s−2 ]
Vector of relative velocity [ms−1 ]
Unit vector of relative velocity [ms−1 ]

45, 46
34
34

W

Matrix containing filtering coefficients

79

x

Vector of unknown parameters

51,
55,
56,
58,
79, 109

Y

Matrix which maps the mass-related fingerprints to the locations of the altimeter measurements
Surface spherical harmonics of degree n [−]

109

Yn

80
52,
53,
65–67
52,
53,
65–68

46
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Acronyms

AU

Astronomical Institute of the University of Bern (Astronomisches Institut der
Universität Bern) 11, 32, 40, 44, 69, 71, 119
Atmosphere and Ocean De-aliasing Level-1B 48, 83, 84
Italian Space Agency (Agenzia Speziale Italiana) 15
Absolute Scalar Magnetometer 25
Astronomical Institute of the Czech Academy of Sciences (AStronomický
Ustav) 40, 45
Astronomical Unit 34

BLUE

Best Linear Unbiased Estimator 56

CASSIOPE
CDC
CEA-LETI

CAscade SmallSat and IOnospheric Polar Explorer 20
Compact Detector Coil 25
Alternative Energies and Atomic Energy Commission - Research Institute for
Electronics and Information Technologies (Commissariat à l’Énergie Atomique
et aux énergies alternatives - Laboratoire d’Électronique et de Technologie de
l’Information) 25
Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System 35
CHAllenging Minisatellite Payload 1, 4, 7, 21, 33, 39, 43, 44, 49, 120
Camera Head Unit 26
National Centre for Space Studies (Centre National d’Études Spatiales) 15,
17, 25
Center for Orbit Determination in Europe 29
Center of Figure 75
Center of Gravity 9, 27, 29
Center of Mass 29, 30, 75, 76
Canadian Space Agency 20
Compact Spherical Coil 25
Center for Space Research 9, 11, 12, 44, 62, 76, 77

AIUB
AOD1B
ASI
ASM
ASU

CERES
CHAMP
CHU
CNES
CODE
CoF
CoG
CoM
CSA
CSC
CSR
d/o
DLR
DORIS
DTU

degree and order 12, 21, 30, 51, 55, 60, 61, 64–66, 72, 73, 85, 86, 89, 90, 94,
108, 116, 119, 121
German Aerospace Center (Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt e.V.)
7, 8, 11
Doppler Orbitography and Radiopositioning Integrated by Satellite 120
Technical University of Denmark (Danmarks Tekniske Universitet) 9, 25

xvi

Acronyms

e-POP
EarthCARE
EDAC
EFI
EGS
EIGEN
ENSO
EOF
ERP
ERS-1
ESA
ESRIN
ESSP
EUMETSAT
EWH

Enhanced Polar Outflow Probe 20
Earth Clouds Aerosols and Radiation Explorer 19, 20
Error Detection And Correction 27, 33
Electric Field Instrument 25, 26
Experimental Geodetic Satellite 15
European Improved Gravity model of the Earth by New techniques 19
El Niño Southern Oscillation 4, 92, 93, 100, 116, 120
Empirical Orthogonal Function 16, 69, 107, 108, 122
Earth Radiation Pressure 9, 27, 34–37, 47, 51, 119
European Remote Sensing 1 16
European Space Agency xxv, 1, 3, 5, 13, 19, 20, 25, 27, 32, 33, 119
European Space Research INstitute 27
Earth System Science Pathfinder 8
EUropean Organization for the Exploitation of METeorological SATellites 17
Equivalent Water Height i–x, 5, 11, 73, 75, 78, 80–83, 85, 86, 92, 93, 95–97,
101, 107, 119

FLEX
FORUM
FoV
FTP

FLuorescence EXplorer 19, 20
Far-infrared Outgoing Radiation Understanding and Monitoring 19, 20
Field of View 26, 35, 40
File Transfer Protocol 28

GEOS-3
GFZ

Geodynamics Experimental Ocean Satellite 3 16
German Research Centre for Geosciences (Deutsches GeoForschungsZentrum)
8, 9, 11, 12, 26, 44, 48, 76
GRACE Gravity Model 19
Glacial Isostatic Adjustment 1, 3, 11, 43, 76, 78, 81, 83, 84
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